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LET’S GO FOR THE

CUSTOM BRANDING
WOWS!
In a world of mainstream or dull promotional & marketing materials,
be a WOW branding promotor. Choose and offer WOW gifts to your
partners, customers or employees to make your brand memorable.
Stand out with truly amazing products, customized especially for your
brand!
We prepared for you an awesome collection of WOW custom gifts &
proposals for your branded and promotional materials.

AMAZING & INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
TO PROMOTE YOUR BRAND THROUGH GIFTS:
•

SMART promotional products based on Data-on-things or NFC tags.

•

3D LENTICULAR promotional products or packaging solutions for your
products (cans, lids, blisters, labels).

•

NON-ADEZIVE posters for removable/ temporary advertising of your brand.

TRUE WOW
ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

CUSTOM PROMOTIONALS
FOR PHARMA & MEDICAL
UNITS

WOW CUSTOM
ITEMS for EVENTS or
FESTIVALS

WOW OFFICE &
GADGETS STYLE

NATURE ESCAPE KITS
& WOW TOOLS

ANYTHING YOU CAN
WEAR OR GIVE IN A
MARKETING CAMPAIGN
OR TOMBOLA,

to make a sustainable marketing
campaign using stone paper
notebooks, bags made of leaves or
washable paper, real green gifts made
of seed paper or even a-tree-in-a-pen.

to make a real statement to your
partners, through totally customized
notebooks, organizers, wireless
notebooks or phone holders, inkless
pens, Bluetooth item finders, smart
hydration reminders.

branded covers & towels, bed mats for
advertising, custom stethoscopes, medical
measuring tools, 3D anatomy charts
and calendars, pill boxes or customized
plasters, medical survival & aid kits.

to join your customers into their wildest
and more relaxed moments. Give them
WOW reminders of your brand, from
survival bracelets or watches to venom
extractor kits, from multifunction tool
cards or compasses to camouflages
tactical backpacks. Or, if relaxation
needed, from double or custom
deckchairs to advertising benches
or hammocks, lazy bags or beach
umbrellas.

anything you might need in your
company events, launches or festivals:
huge personalized balloons, tokens,
tickets, coupons, lanyards, badges,
glowing sticks, wristbands, vouchers,
earplugs, trophies & glass miniature
artworks for contest participants.

fully customized backpacks, snickers,
eyeglasses, towels, bags, HD
printed blankets, carpets,
sunbeds, amazingly shaped
umbrellas, sport balls,
Christmas balls,
customized loyalty
cards, vouchers,
holograms.
ANYTHING!

AWESOME WOWs
FOR HORECA,

partial or fully customizable, for your
real differentiation on the market:
stylish waiters aprons, chef’s jackets,
badges, bar wow accessories, a-boards
chalkboards, wow shaped glasses,
ceramics, bottles, custom toasters
or sandwich makers, even custom
branded cosmetic products and lines.
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A TOUCH
OF NATURE

A TOUCH OF NATURE
WASHABLE PAPER

ECO FRIENDLY

WASHABLE kraft paper is a cellulose impregnated latex that can be washed and reused. Looks
and feels like skin. In its production, no ingredients of animal origin are used, and latex, used
in the production process is synthetic. It is perfect for washing - it does not deform, discolor
or dissolve in water. It should be treated gently and hand washed, so that it serves as long
as possible. It found application in fashion and decorating. It works perfectly in combination
with other materials - flax, felt and leather. It can be printed, laminated, covered with foil and
engraved, burned with a burner and stamped. Washable paper is durable and flexible, and
thanks to a bit of latex contained in it, it was durable enough to be used for sewing even very
heavy things.

Our washable paper products are made using a virgin fiber
from cultivation and not through deforestation.

BACKPACK

BACKPACK

BACKPACK

WAIST BAG

WINE BAG

These super washable paper are incredibly. Sustainability
extends to sustainable use, creating new ways to use the
simple paper bag.

ADVANTAGES

We can make custom designs for packaging boxes, bags and decorations as well as covers
for books, notebooks and calendars, bags, case for laptops and phones, vanity cases, smaller
cases for documents, pencil cases, beauty bags, urban or traveling bags, lampshades and even
jewelry.

100% eco friendly
100% recyclable
100% washable
Very durable

WAIST BAG

DID YOU KNOW

that production of washable paper
is similar to the leather tanning techniques? Therefore, cellulose fibers gets extraordinary
durability, are suitable for washing and sewing. Washable paper is also called a vegan leather.
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LEAF BAGS
The leaves used in leaf bags are perennial plants growing in Southeast Asia. Its uniqueness lies
in the leaf part, which can be used for many purposes. Because of its waterproof, toughness
and corrosion resistance to the natural environment, in the past people used young leaves for
food, mature dry leaves for roofs and can be used for many years. Now, through technological
innovation and new technology, combined with contemporary handicraft technology and
fashion design, it has been processed into a variety of luggage, stationery, clothing and
accessories products.
LEAF BAGS CATEGORIES
Luggage, stationery, decoration, personal portable products.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

The appearance of leaves is not only unique, but also handmade. These products have a very
unique style: “with natural language”, “one leaf, one world”, “there are no two identical leaves in
the world”, are the most typical unique language describing leaves. Every product made from
leaves has very clear and natural veins, which can be attached to environmentally friendly dyes
and restored vividly into the form of spring, summer, autumn and winter.

Workers will collect and arrange the fallen leaves in the fastest time, hold them
with supporting layer, then soak them in water and air them in natural environment
for a certain time. After pressure, they will physically entangle the leaves and
pallets, attach transparent environmental protection film and ultra-thin fabrics on
the top and bottom of the leaves, enhance their strength and toughness, and
meet the various characteristics of the products required in processing.

It can touch the texture of the leaves vividly. Leaf products are not only environmentally
friendly, durable, waterproof, resilient and self-exhibiting, but also continuously develop
and improve the functionality and aesthetics of leaf products, so that leaf materials can be
displayed in different fields to meet users demand.

LEAF HANDBAG

COLORS

A TOUCH OF NATURE

WAIST BAG

LEAF LAPTOP BAG

LEAF TOTE

LEAF MESSENGER BAG

BACKPACKS

LEAF PENCIL CASE
10

LEAF BRIEF CASE
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A TOUCH OF NATURE
TYVEK MATERIAL
Tyvek material is strong and durable. It is more tear resistant than paper, and more versatile
than woven materials. Tyvek is made of flash spun high-density polyethylene (>99%) fibbers,
lending itself to a wide variety of uses. It combines the property of paper, film and fabrics.
Tyvek is strong, lightweight, soft and smooth, does not fray fibbers and particles, antistatic,
opaque, water resistance, chemical resistance, scratch resistance, chemically stable, and
recyclable.

DID YOU KNOW

that tyvek was invented 50 years ago?
In 1982 it was used to print banknotes for the Bank of Haiti. It combines the advantages of
foil, paper and fabric.
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A TOUCH OF NATURE
SEED PAPER

SEED ENVELOPE

SEEDSTICKS

SEEDSTICKS BUSINESS CARD

Little things can grow to great meanings.
Two layers of biodegradable paper with seeds in
between, standard flowermix or seeds of your choice.

BIODEGRADABLE PAPER ENVELOPES

With seeds of your choice.

With seeds of your choice.

There are a lot of product possibilities for this
biodegradable paper with seeds inside. The
seedpaper is already made in different shapes, with different prints, with different seeds and
with a lot of colors. But now we can offer you the seedpaper envelopes, for the people who
want to send a letter without waste. After using the envelope, people will just put the envelop
in the ground and the flowers will grow. A great way to show your customers your sustainable
awareness.

A unique envelope made of biodegradable paper with seeds in the paper (standard flower
mix - other seeds on request). After using the envelope, it is placed on the ground and flowers
will grow. The envelope contains an adhesive strip to close the envelope.
Envelopes available in different colors and sizes.

BIO
DEGRADABLE
PRODUCTS

The seedpaper and
seed ribbons are 100%
biodegradable.

HOW TO USE THE SEEDSTICKS?
How to use the seedsticks?

AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS

AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS

1. Prepare a suitable container with compost.

Seedpaper A3, A4, A5, A6.

Envelope C6 / A6, C5 / 6 or DL, EA5.

2. Firm down and water generously with a fine spray.

Different shapes possible.

Different colors possible.

3. Leave to soak for thirty minutes.
4. Break off sticks carefully.
5. Push each stick point down into the compost to the depth line indicated.
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A TOUCH OF NATURE
GREEN GIFTS

CREATIVE IDEAS

A beautiful range of sustainable business gifts.

Endless possibilities to impress your customers.

WATERING CAN

COFFEE MUG

Zinc bucket with a terracotta pot, filled with seeds
and a soil tablet.

Bag of seeds. Full colour cardboard sleeve.
Zinc watering can Ø 55 mm, 55 mm heigh.
Terracotta pot Ø 4 mm, 40 mm heigh.

Customized carton wrap with a coffee mug with
seeds of your choice and a soil tablet (Ø 5 cm)
Coffee mug: 180 cc

SEEDBAG BOTTLE NECK

EGGCARTON WITH SEEDS

FLOWERBOX TRIANGLE

Bottle neck with seeds bag.
Size: L 60 x W 130 mm

Eggcarton with 4 terracotta pots, bags of eggplant seeds
and 4 soil tablets (Ø 3 cm). Terracotta pot: Ø 4.5 x H 4 cm
Egg carton size: L 11 x W 11 x H 7 cm

With a terracotta pot, filled with seeds and a soil tablet (Ø 3 cm).
Seed types: Sunflower, Red poppy, Forget-me-not, Four leaf clover.
Pot size: Ø 4.5 x H 4 cm

FLOWER BUCKET

BIO
DEGRADABLE
PRODUCTS

We promote new products,
such as grow sets with
biodegradable pots.

SHOWBOX WITH A TERRACOTTA POT
CULTIVATION SET WITH CUSTOMIZED
CARDBOARD WRAP

Filled with seeds and a soil tablet (Ø 3 cm)

Terracotta pot filled with seeds of your choice and a soil tablet.

DISPLAYBOX
Show boxes with 5 types of seeds (8 units of each):
four leaf clover, sunflower, forget-me-not, burning
love and white daisy.
Box size: W 25 x L 31 x D 16 cm

Extra small set
Ø 4.8 x H 4 cm
16

Small set
Ø 5.5 x H 5 cm

Medium set
Ø 5.5 x H 5 cm

Maxi set
Ø 11.5 x H 10 cm

XMAS
GIFT IDEA

EASTER
GIFT IDEA
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A TOUCH OF NATURE
A-TREE-IN-A-PEN
Our eco-friendly “A-tree-in-a-pen” is more than a pen. Thanks to the special
design, it has been created a special storage on top of the pen. Every pen
contains 3 seeds of the Larch Tree. Every pen comes with its own sleeve
packaging. On this packaging is written exactly how to provide the necessary
planting conditions in order to plant and grow your own tree.

CHOOSE YOUR PEN

STANDARD PACKAGING

CUSTOM PACKAGING
Different packaging options, available in brown or white kraft paper, with the posibility to
insert your own message.

LARCH

For the production of this 100% ecological product it is used a biodegradable biological
plastic, recycled kraft paper and non toxic paints.
PEN A

PEN B

PEN C

PENCIL D
PENCIL E
with cap and with lid and
seeds
seeds + eraser

PEN
STANDARD
COVER

PENCIL
STANDARD
COVER

PENCIL MESSAGE PLACEMENT OPTIONS
Creative shapes to enhance your message to your customers.
Available in brown or white kraft paper.

SPECIAL SETS 3 IN 1

HOW DOES IT WORK?

This pen contains seeds of the Larch Tree.
Grow your own tree and give your children a future!
Before you plant your seed you need to keep it in water for 24 hours.
This step is necessary in order to moisture the seeds.
You need a pot with small holes at the bottom, that needs to be filled with soil.
Please press the seed with your finger smoothly in the soil and put an extra
4 mm of soil on top of it.
You need to water your seeds to keep them moisturized.
Please water the seeds everytime when the soil loses its moisture.
Keep your pot near a window or on your balcony.
Sunlight is very important for plants.
When your tree reaches a length of 10-15 cm, you can replace it to a larger pot.
After about 1 year you can plant your tree into your garden or the forest.
PLEASE KEEP THE SEEDS AWAY FROM CHILDREN
18

PEN

PENCIL

BIO ERASER

BOX
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A TOUCH OF NATURE
STONE PAPER NOTEBOOKS

NOTEBOOK A5

NOTEBOOK A5

Did you know that stone paper is 100% ecofriendly, without wood, water, cellulose? It is a type
of strong and durable paper-like, made of calcium carbonate (waste stone rock, marble and
tiles). It is used for stationery, leaflets, posters, books, magazines, bags, packaging, wallpaper,
adhesives, tags, in-mould labels, plates, trays, containers, maps. It is durable, oil and tear
resistant, and waterproof which makes it perfect for packaging and long lasting use.

The cover is made of graphite PU plastic.
The notebook is closed with a magnetic
overlap. Sold as a set with an overlapcoloured pen.

Cover is made of material imitating jute
with natural, ecological look. Notebook
have an elegant rubber band for closing
it. In the center of rubber band is a
metal plate, perfect for engraving. It
consists of 74 squared sheets.

Size: 152 x 209 x 12 mm

WE CAN CUSTOMIZE THE COVER AND THE INTERIOR PAGES WITH YOUR OWN DESIGN.

02
04
06
07
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Size: 152 x 209 x 12 mm

ECO-FRIENDLY PAPER
1 TON OF STONE PAPER

SAVES

20 TREES

60.500 WATER LITERS
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NOTEBOOK

NOTEBOOK A5

30 squared stone paper sheets.
Size: 150 x 100 mm

Stone paper sheets, eco leather.
Size: 146 x 212 x 17 mm

HOW IS MADE

Raw material
collected

Grounded into
fine powder

Mixed with
HDPE

Stone paper
produced
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NOTEBOOK A5

NOTEBOOK A5

Cover of this notebook is made of PU with
modern look. The cover have a metal tag,
perfect for marking. Decorated withsmall
metal triangle, used as a notebook’s
closing. It consists of 74 squared
sheets. Fits into gift boxes.

Cover of this notebook is made of PU with
modern look. The cover have a metal
tag, perfect for marking. Decorated
with small metal triangle, used as a
notebook’s closing. It consists of 74
squared sheets.

Size: 152 x 209 x 12 mm

Size: 152 x 209 x 12 mm

05
04
10
12
09

ADVANTAGES

Waterproof
20

Tear resistant

Soft to touch

30% less ink absorbed
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NOTEBOOK

NOTEBOOK A5

Ring notebook, 70 sheet lined stone
paper and recycled carton cover.
Size: 130 x 185 mm

74 stone paper sheets, The cover made of
paper, decorated with an inscription on
the edge. It is closed with a rubber which
suits the color of the cover.
Size: 152 x 208 x 16 mm

22
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WOW
OFFICE STYLE
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
FLEXINOTES EXAMPLES

FLEXINOTES A5 - COLOR SIDE COATING

Excellent as an event giveaway, internal handout or “thank you gift” to your most valuable customers. These notebooks will be used to
highlight your brand through different branding methods. The custom made notebooks are available with soft or hard covers, custom shape
sliders, rounded corners, bookmark, magentic closure, elastic band or expandable inner pocket.

Size: A5 (14.5 x 21 cm)

FLEXINOTES WITH MAGNET CLOSURE
Size: A5 (14.5 x 21 cm)
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• Cover material: Thermal PU (LATTE)

• Cover material: Matt laminated paper

• Cover material: Matt laminated paper

• Cover logo: Silver foil

• Cover logo: Full color CMYK printing

• Cover logo: Full color CMYK printing

• Custom full color enamel metal badge

• Custom full color enamel metal badge

• Custom gel doming metal badge

• Cover material: Leatherette paper

• Cover material: Thermal PU (LATTE)

• Cover logo: Blind emboss, silk screen print

• Cover logo: Silver foil

• Custom color painting metal badge

• Custom full color enamel metal badge

• Cover material: Thermal PU (LATTE)

• Cover material: Carbon Fiber PU

• Cover material: Cotton Fabric

• Custom jacquard elastic band

• Custom jacquard elastic band

• Cover logo: CMYK sublimate

• Custom PVC badge

• Custom full color enamel metal badge

• Custom sublimated elastic band
• Custom PVC badge

• Cover material: Thermal PU (MAJESTIC)

• Cover material: Thermal PU (SYDNEY)

• Cover logo: Blind emboss, epoxy sticker

• Cover logo: Blind Embossed

• Custom silica print band

• Custom jacquard elastic band
• Custom PVC badge
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
FLEXINOTES A5 - COLOR SIDE COATING

FLEXINOTE A4

ELASTIC BELT COVER FOR NOTEBOOK

Size: A5 (14.5 x 21 cm)

Size: A4 (21 x 29 cm)

Mobile phone zipper pocket, fits for A5 size notebook.
Size: 97 x 215 mm

• Cover material: Glossy laminated paper
• Cover logo: Full color CMYK printing
• Cover material: Thermal PU (GOAT)

• Cover material: Thermal PU (SYDENY)

• Cover material: Thermal PU (LATTE)

• Cover logo: White foil emboss

• Cover logo: Blind embossed

• Cover logo: Blind embossed

• Custom silica print band

• Custom jacquard elastic lanyard

• Custom silica print band

• Custom PVC badge

• Custom PVC badge

• Custom gel doming metal badge

• Custom silica print on band
• Custom PVC badge

FLEXINOTE SQUARE - CORK
Size: Square (17.5 x 17.5 cm)
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• Cover material: Thermal PU (FILLSTA)

• Cover material: Matt laminated paper

• Cover material: Cork

• Cover logo: Blind embossed

• Cover logo: Full color CMYK printing

• Cover logo: Silk screen print

• Custom wooden badge (horizontal)

• Custom silica print band (horizontal)

• Custom silica print band (horizontal)

• Custom PVC badge

• Custom PVC badge
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
CREATE YOUR OWN WOW NOTEBOOK

STEP 4. CHOOSE COVER LOGO OPTIONS

STEP 8. CHOOSE FIRST PAGE PERSONALIZATION

PERSONALIZE YOUR TRULY UNIQUE BRANDED NOTEBOOK.
You can make your flexinote, by choosing from a large variety of cover materials, inner pages
models, sizes, logo printing option or even the elastic band type.
Blind
Emboss

STEP 1. CHOOSE SIZE:

Foil Stamp

Full color
sublimate

CMYK print

Silk Screen
Print

STEP 5. CHOOSE COVER ELASTIC BAND OPTION

Silk screen
print with foil
stamp

Blank

Full Color
Printed

STEP 9. OTHER OPTIONS
A4

210 × 290 mm

B5

175 × 247 mm

A5

140 × 205 mm

Square

175 × 175 mm

A6

90 × 140 mm

Custom Size
Solid color

Dual color

STEP 2. CHOOSE COVER MATERIAL OPTION

Silicone
print

Jacquard

Full color
sublimation

Custom
Elastic Band
Pen Loop

10 mm
Big Woven
PU

Carbon Fiber
PU

Black
Cardboard

Cotton
Fabric

Laminated
Paper

Leatherette
Paper

STEP 6. CHOOSE COVER BADGE OPTION

Latte PU

Juniper PU

Fillsta PU

Nappa PU

Cork

PVC

Die Cast

Skiver PU

Goat PU

Vintage PU

Sydney PU

Tagore PU

Cowhide PU

STEP 3. CHOOSE INSIDE PAGES MODEL

Blank
28

15 mm

Dotted

Ruled

Squared

Acrylic

Enamel

Bamboo

Gel
Doming

Laser
Engraving

Color
Painting

Transparent
Badge

Backside Pockets

Business Card Slots

STEP 10. CHOOSE GIFT BOX OPTION

PVC
Basic Sleeve
Black Cardboard
Size: 155 × 220 × 25 mm

Top & Bottom Box
Black Cardboard
Size: 165 × 230 × 30 mm

PVC Window Box
Black Cardboard & PVC
Size: 165 × 230 × 25 mm

PVC Window Box Extra
Black Cardboard & PVC
Size: 275 × 230 × 25 mm

Custom
Badge

STEP 4. CHOOSE SIDE PERSONALIZATION

Perforated

Custom
Printed

Blank

Full Color Printed
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
TABLET AND LAPTOP SLEEVES

10.5” TABLET SLEEVE

12” LAPTOP SLEEVE

Size: 26.4 x 17.7 cm

Size: 22 x 31 cm

• Cover Material: Thermal PU(GOAT)

• Cover material: Thermal PU (NAPPA)

• Cover logo: Blind embossed

• Cover logo: Blind embossed + white foil

• Custom Jacquard elastic band

• Custom PVC Badge

• Custom Gel doming metal badge

13” LAPTOP SLEEVE
Size: 25.5 x 36 cm
• Cover Material: Thermal PU (COWHIDE)
• Cover logo: Blind embossed
• Custom Jacquard elastic band
• Custom Gel doming metal badge
30
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
E-WRITING BOARD NOTEBOOK

POWERBANK NOTEBOOK
WITH COLOR LIGHTNING LOGO

Notebook with digital writing board and guesture lock.
Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 24.5 x 17 x 2.5 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 22.5 x 19 x 3 cm.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
01

01

02

03

WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSEPAD

Wireless charging PU leather mousepad with customized logo.
Size: 30 x 26 x 0.6 cm

Wireless charging rubber mousepad with customized logo.
Size: 67x 30.5 x 0.7 cm.

AVAILABLE COLORS:

AVAILABLE COLORS:

02

WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSEPAD

01
04

02

03

04

05

06

05

LIGHTING
GESTURE
LOCK
7 COLORS
LIGHTNING
LOGO
OPTIONS
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
POWERBANK PORTFOLIO

POWERBANK PORTFOLIO

POWERBANK PORTFOLIO WITH USB FLASH DRIVE

POWERBANK PORTFOLIO

Capacity: 5000 mAh. Size: 24 x 19 x 3.5 cm

Capacity: 5000 mAh. Size: 24 x 19 x 3.5 cm

Wireless A5 size with usb notebook. USB: 8 gb (16gb, 64gb as options)
Capacity: 5000 mAh. Size: 24 x 19 x 3.5 cm

Capacity: 5000 mAh. Size: 24 x 19 x 3.5 cm

AVAILABLE COLORS:

AVAILABLE COLORS:

01
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02

03

04

05

01
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07

08

AVAILABLE COLORS:
01

02

03

AVAILABLE COLORS:
01

02

03

04

05

06
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
WIRELESS NOTEBOOK

WIRELESS NOTEBOOK

WIRELESS PHONE HOLDER

POWERBANK WALLET

Business leather portfolio with tablet holder and wireless charger.
Capacity: 5000 mAh. Size: 26 x 22.5 x 3.5 cm.

Capacity: 5000 mAh. Size: 22.5 x 19 x 3 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 17 x 11 x 5 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 20.8 x 15 x 1.8 cm

AVAILABLE COLORS:
01

02

AVAILABLE COLORS:
01

02

AVAILABLE COLORS:

03

01

03

02

03

04

05

06

ON/OFF
iPhone
SAMSUNG
HUAWEI
LIGHT
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
WIRELESS PHONE HOLDER

POWERBANK PHONE & PASSPORT HOLDER

WIRELESS PHONE & PASSPORT HOLDER

POWERBANK WALLET

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 21 x 13 x 2.5 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 16.5 x 11 x 1.5 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 16.5 x 11 x 1.5 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 21 x 14 x 2 cm

AVAILABLE COLORS:

AVAILABLE COLORS:

01

38

02

03

04

05

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
WIRELESS PHONE HOLDER

WIRELESS PHONE HOLDER

ROTATING GLOBES. POWERED BY LIGHT

SIZE

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 17 x 11 x 5 cm

Capacity: 4000 mAh. Size: 17 x 11 x 5 cm

You’ve never seen a globe like this. Our unique spinning globes combine power from ambient
light and torque from the earth’s magnetic field to create smoothing rotations. No batteries
required and no sloppy cords to distract from your enjoyment. Elevate your decor or gift the
unexpected.

From the miniature 10 cm, standard 11.5 cm, 12.7 cm cube, detailed 15.2 cm, and the larger
21.6 cm globes which serve as a main focal point in any room.

01

02

03

AVAILABLE COLORS:
04

05

06

07

01

02

03

04

05

06

Each globe is expertly handcrafted, so you can rest assured that you’re receiving only the
highest quality. Every piece is carefully put in place. Every product is tested for visual appeal
and function. Choose from a wide assortment of self-spinning globes - from traditional world
maps in an array of colors and styles to outer space globes.

aprox 23 cm

AVAILABLE COLORS:

21.6 cm

10 cm

11.5 cm

12.7 cm

15.2 cm

Every rotating globe has two high-quality acrylic layers separated by a virtually invisible fluid,
giving the illusion that both parts are a single rotating globe.
Operates freely from
the base.

EXAMPLES

Hidden magnets
provide movement.

Turns using
ambient light

Two shells.
Low friction.
Using earth’s magnetic
field.

With solar cells.

Making batteries and
cords obsolete.

Each globe has a transparent outer shell made from carefully selected, high-quality acrylic.
This external layer remains stationary while an internal one spins using advanced magnets for
torque and solar cells to power the movement.
40
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
ETHERGRAF® PEN TIP

SPACE PEN

A NEW, REVOLUTIONARY IDEA OF CREATIVE WRITING

SPACE is a writing tool designed for the space. Entirely made of magnesium, an ultralight
material with high mechanical performance, SPACE has been donated to the crew of the
International Space Station (ISS) during the last V.I.T.A. mission, could use it in a microgravity
condition, where the normal pens could not work.

ETHERGRAF® is an innovative metal alloy which leaves a
light and romantic mark like graphite, but timeless like
ink.
When we write with a standard pen or pencil we are
releasing materials such as ink or graphite. When we
write with Ethergraf® instead, we are not releasing any
material. Why? Because our way of writing is a chemical
reaction called oxydation. We are not writing releasing
metal and this means that the percentage of usage of
the metal tip is so minimum that it is almost impossible
to finish it in a lifetime!

The ETHERGRAF® tip takes inspiration from the special
technique of the silver tip, used by Leonardo da Vinci.

The ETHERGRAF® tip microscopically
“scratches” paper, oxidizing it and thus
leaving a light but precise mark. Thanks to its
porosity, common paper - that is to say paper
in non-treated cellulose - perfectly reacts to
the passage of the metal tip.
ETHERGRAF® is something that did not
exist before, innovation at the service of
imagination, it is matter that doesn’t fear
time, zero stains, zero lead, 100% creativity.

STANDARD COLORS

The Ethergraf ® metal alloy tip of the SPACE, writes by oxidation without graphite or ink,
perfectly lending itself to the environmental characteristics of the space stations, where the
micro-debris produced by the normal pencils’s leads are very dangerous for the filtering
system.

EXCLUSIVE
LEONARDO500TH
COLLECTION
The 500th anniversary of Leonardo was the
creative inspiration for the realization of an entire
exclusive collection dedicated to the Tuscan
genius and artist.

Pure grey

Space X Black

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
Laser engraving - UV printing
maximum size 24x3 mm

Exploring horizons.

SPACE MOON LANDING SPECIAL EDITION
A special edition to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
moon landing. The desk base made of Lightstone, a
special composite material, faithfully reproduces
the LEM module landing area, thanks to the 3D
resources made available by NASA, while
the stem, covered with a special white
ceramic film, reflects the surface of the
Apollo 11 carrier rocket.

Horizontal laser engraving - UV printing on
aluminium basement maximum size 40x7 mm

PACKAGING
DESCRIPTION
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Body material

Diecast Magnesium with steel clips

Tip

Ethergraf ® metal alloy

Stylus dimensions

Length 157 mm – height 10 mm

Body weight

15g

Offered in a package box, that can be branded
with your logo or special message.
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
AERO PEN

STANDARD COLORS

Design meets technology, tradition and innovation to give birth to PININFARINA AERO. The
futuristic body made of exclusive aerospace materials and forged according to the principle
of torsion, moulds matter evoking the infinity symbol. In a contrast to it, a rough base in
unrefined concrete. Different materials, opposites that complement and attract each other.
A tool that overcomes the barrier of time, exploring new expressive galaxies.

Blue

Orange

Red

Titanium

CAMBIANO CLASSIC PEN

STANDARD MATERIAL COMBINATION

A new way of interpreting luxury, represented by a precious item with a strong stylistic
identity: from the union with the Pininfarina design house, the top model of the range,
PININFARINA CAMBIANO, is born. The technological contents, the combination of different
materials, the elegant and essential lines, bring to life an item with a unique personality. If, as
Paolo Pininfarina says, “beauty always leaves an indelible mark”, the elegance of PININFARINA
CAMBIANO is destined to last for eternity.

WALNUT
Aluminum

CEDAR
Opaque
black

Polished
black

Aluminum

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
Laser engraving
(80 x 20 mm)

Laser engraving (30x13 mm)

Shaping eternity

Not customizable body

PACKAGING
Offered in a premium package
box, that can be branded with
your logo or special message.

Laser engraving (25x20 mm)
Laser engraving (60x7 mm)

PACKAGING

DESCRIPTION
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Body material

Aerospace Aluminium body

Tip

Ethergraf metal alloy

Stylus dimensions
Body weight

Offered in a premium package box,
that can be branded with your logo
or special message.

DESCRIPTION
Body material

Aluminium body with solid walnut or cedar inserts

Tip

Ethergraf ® metal alloy

Length 160 mm – diameter 10 mm

Stylus dimensions

Length 160 mm – diameter 10 mm

17g

Body weight

39g

®
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
CLIP4YOU - THE INDIVIDUAL CLIP SHAPE

PEN TYPES

Creative ball pens with clips that can make your brand memorable for the customer.
Countless possibilities to promote your products, services or brand identity. Retractable
ballpen, made from solid or transparent material, with smooth polished surface.
Push button and clip in transparent or satin. Blue Jumbo refill.
Minimum quantity: 3000-5000 pcs.

FINISHING COLOR OPTIONS
SATIN
Silver

Gold

White

012C

151C

226C

CyanC

2597C

1795C

348C

286C

White C 012C

021C

233C

2228C

2597C

1795C

2422C

7728C

TRANSPARENT

CLASSIC - POLISHED
299C

661C

2766 C Black C

DESCRIPTION
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Personalization

pad print / silk - screen print / full colour digital print / chrome
metallic printing / domed sticker / transfer 360

Material

Plastic solid / transparent or metallised material / smooth polished /
matt frosted surface.

Mechanism

push button / twist action
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WOW OFFICE STYLE
PU TOPPER SPECIAL SHAPE PEN

METAL INKLESS PENCIL

PAPER CUBS OR PAPER CUBS ON WOODEN PALLETS

SHAPED PAPER CLIPS

Click pens with pu topper in regular or slow return foam.
Suitable for professional conferences or sport events.
MQO: 5000pcs per design.

Pen with replaceable inkless writing tip, hard material, durable special alloy, witch allows
handwrinting for a long time. Suitable for drawing pencil marks on paper, light handwriting
and for random notes and sketches. This pencil writing length can be at least 10000m, even
more longer.

Paper cubs or paper cubs on wooden pallets - print on each sheet and sides - are very
effective advertisement for the transport industry or manufacturing companies. The product
mimics the loaded goods transport pallet. The height of block of sheets: 10 - 100 mm

Special shaped paper clips. Different color, size and shape available on request.
MQO: 30.000 pcs

MQO: 1000 pcs

DOUBLE TIP

CLASSIC

RULER

SINGLE TIP

LAPTOP
BACKPACK WITH
USB CHARGING
PORT
Laptop backpack, spacious
and lightweight, plug in
a power bank to enjoy
charging conveniently.

PERFUME MULTIFUNCTIONAL PEN
3 in 1 multifunctional pen: roller, massage tip and perfume. The
top end of pen is wooden massage tip, that can massage various
acupoint, relieving fatigue. The cap can be filled a variety of
solid perfume materials, that relieve stress and relax the body.
Replaceable roller refill.
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GADGETS WORLD
SMART PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
DATA ON THINGS
Amazing! It shows information when you scan any promotional product. Provides chip-less
IOT service that shows various contents when scanning objects with smartphone camera. You
can choose objects or sound you want and contents you want to put on.

NFC TAGS ON PRODUCTS FOR CONTENT ACCESS
Contactless technology that can transmit information between tag-equipped tools and can
be embedded in everyday items, like clothing or any wearable devices. 1,1 billion devices with
NFC technology will be activated in 2022. 350 million people are using a wearable devices
every day and they are growing with a 5% annual rate.

You can offer now smart clothing (baby clothing, t-shirt, jeans), smart paper (diary, notepad,
card, postcard, puzzle, scheduler), smart labels (tag, sticker, leaflet), smart packages.

BENEFITS

Precise product promotion for each section, interactive fun factors in stores, a sales growth
by extending stay-time periods at stores with AR (Augmented Reality) contents. Customer
approach to purchase promotion at each section,

HOW IT WORKS

DoT (Data on Things) is a technology / service delivering a variety of contents by inserting data
on different objects through coding technique (Image Coding, Sound Coding, Digital Coding).
Contact us for more details.

With this technology and a special app you have countless ways to customize your cap or
other promotional items:

The great Atlantis
• transform your promotional items into a game thanks to NFC, adding extra value to the
breakthrough
item. Games
can include challenges that unlock prizes such as discounts, access to
exclusive events and more;
transforming a hat
• empower your products in order to tell their unique story with NFC and educate customers
on what makes a product special and why they should buy it.
into a real
Contact us for more details.
interactive object
HOW IT WORKS
• upload and update exclusive multimedia contents on the NFC tag and share what’s new in
your business;

Scan the QR CODE,
download and install
a free app,
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Tap the top of your
phone to where the
NFC tag is located.

Get access to the
contents and have
fun!
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GADGETS WORLD
SMART HYDRATION REMINDER
Perfect for promoting health, CSR and well-being. Ideal for internal marketing campaigns –
proper hydration enables office employees to feel and perform better. Conveys the perfect
message: “I want you to stay healthy and feel even better!” A high-tech product, developed
and produced in the EU. High frequency of logo exposure: visible at least every 35 minutes,
when this reminder blinks to get the owner attention to hydrate himself.
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THE SMART PLANT WATERING REMINDER
PERSONALIZATION
Full color imprint
Custom plastic colors

It’s a brand-new gadget, not yet available in retail. A high-tech product developed and
produced in the EU. A replaceable battery ensures long product life. User-friendly; easy to
setup and use, and perfect for a wide target group. High frequency of logo exposure.
Positive product messaging – promotes growth.

Custom printed sleeve

MAIN FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES

Hi-tech gadget: Ambient sensor, movement sensor, automatic ON/OFF

Moisture sensor: monitors the soil’s moisture levels

PERSONALIZATION

User-friendly: Attachable to any bottle or glass

Smart notifications: changes colors based on the plant’s watering urgency levels

Full color printed cap

Light Blue

100% automatic: No apps or buttons

Daytime sound alarm: Beeps only when the soil is extremely dry

Custom cap shape

Blue

Replaceable battery: 6+ months autonomy

Day/night cycle adaptation: turns off all notifications during the night

Custom plastic color

Black

Medical grade materials

Synchronized notifications: Enables you to take care of all your plants at the same time.

COLORS

White
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GADGETS WORLD
CHIPOLO® CARD - PREMIUM BLUETOOTH ITEM FINDER

CHIPOLO® CLASSIC - ADVANCED BLUETOOTH ITEM FINDER

FILO® - TAG FOR LOST ITEMS

World’s thinnest Bluetooth item finder. A personal accessory that guarantees a high frequency
of your brand logo’s exposure.

Chipolo is the most advanced and reliable Bluetooth item finder.

Filo® is an innovative product that can be the perfect promotional gift. Customise Filo® Tag
printing the company logo on a surface of 24,8 x 41 mm.

Imagine how terrible losing your wallet would feel. Wouldn’t you be grateful to someone who
gave you a Chipolo Card? It’s the product of the latest technology. Your brand/message can be
displayed only on 50% of the product’s surface.

When your clients or partners find their precious items using the Chipolo you gave
them, they will connect you and your brand with positive feelings. A personal accessory that
guarantees a high frequency of your brand logo’s exposure. The replaceable battery ensures
long product life. Chipolo is the most advanced and reliable Bluetooth item finder.

Attach Filo® to anything you don’t want to lose or forget. Download the free Filo app and
connect Filo.® Make your Filo® ring, to retrieve your lost items in seconds.
Have you ever left your smartphone behind? Filo® works both ways! Press two times the button
on your Filo® to make your smartphone ring, even if it’s in silent mode!
Smaller and thinner: 26 x 42 x 6 mm

Compatible
with iOS and
Android.

CHOOSE BETWEEN 4 TRENDY COLOURS:

Compatible
with iOS and
Android.

Track and find
your wallet, iPad,
passports, notebooks,
etc.

Double-click your card and
your phone will start ringing
(even in silent mode).

BLACK 01
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BLUE 03

WHITE 04

PREMIUM PACK BOX + COVER

All Chipolos and other Bluetooth devices
registered on our platform will help find
your belongings once reported missing.

Standard packaging 9 x 14 cm, with rigid cardboard cover
with glossy finish.

MAIN FEATURES

PERSONALIZATION

MAIN FEATURES

PERSONALIZATION

Thinnest item finder: Only 2.15 mm thick.

Full-color printed skin (sticker).

Replaceable battery: 9-month battery life.

Full-color UV print on product

Loud notifications (95db).

Custom printed sleeve.

Loud notifications (92db).

Custom plastic color.

Selfie trigger: Trigger your phone camera with Chipolo.

Fully customized packaging.

Selfie trigger: Trigger your phone camera with Chipolo.

Custom printed sleeve

Extended battery life: 1-year minimum guaranteed.

Custom logo in the app

User-friendly: Quick installation and easy to use.

Fully customized packaging

Water resistant: IP5 standard

RED 02

ECONOMY PACK - PAPER ENVELOPE
Standard 8.5x8.5 cm envelope in 120 gr.
opaque paper, available in 4 colors.
Possibility of customization with external
sticker. Possibility of personalizing the
internal instructions sheet.

CUSTOMIZE THE PACKAGING
You can customize both packaging
solutions.

LOGO
LOGO
www.sitoweb.it
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GADGETS WORLD
DUAL USB FLASH DRIVE 16 / 32 / 64 GB

ROUND LOCK COMPASS USB FLASH DRIVE

LokenToken flash drive has a 5-digit mechanical combination lock to protect your digital
information. It gives protection along with OTG (USB On-The-Go) function — there’s a Micro
USB plug added allowing the transfer of data from/to your portable devices.

Cryptex Round Lock USB flash drive made in a design of a “compass”. This USB flash drive
will navigate you straight to your secret digital information hidden inside. lt instantly
revolutionizes the way you use and think about USB sticks.
Only the owner of this item who positions each of the faur gears in the right place can open
the lock and get access to the USB flash drive hidden inside.

Furthermore, LokenToken is a high-tech device, extremely light and portable as it is made out
of plastic. With its modern design it will not look out of place among all your other gadgets.

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
Logo imprint: laser engraving

Size: 56 x 65 x 12 mm. Weight: 128g
Capacity: 16/32/64 Gb - USB 3.0

With LokenToken you can forget about your flash drive being accessed without your
permission. Its 5-digit mechanical combination code will securely lock the data hidden inside
and ultimately make you the only person able to grant access to it.
Size: 7.5 x 3 x 3 cm, box 11,6 x 11,6 x 3,7 cm.
Material: plastic and polyester. Logo imprint: pad printing

Place your logo here
(branding space: 10 x 27 mm).

Place your logo here
(branding space: Ø 18 mm).

SECURITY LOCK FOR USB FLASH DRIVE
Act as a protective cover of USB flash drive with 3 digital password lock.
Fit all types of USB flash drive. Ideal as gift and premium, Can be customized with your
company logo or message.

White

Black

ADVANTAGES
5-Digit mechanical combination code
Secure protection for your flash drive
Only the owner can unlock the flash drive and access the digital information
stored on flash drive

To get access to the USB flash, please turn
each offour gears and fix them în positions
indicated on the picture. Then take the edge
of USB flash and pull it from the case.

Stylish and modern design
Premium packaging
Custom PMS color and any capacity
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GADGETS WORLD
WOODEN POWER BANK

WOODEN POWER BANK

LUMINOUS POWERBANK

A compact power bank with a uniquely designed wooden case. This power bank is
compatible with all models of smartphones and tablets. This device comes in different colors
to suit your needs, and can also be adorned with your company’s logo.

A compact power bank with a uniquely designed wooden case. This power bank is
compatible with all models of smartphones and tablets. This device comes in different colors
to suit your needs, and can also be adorned with your company’s logo.

Size: 88 x 88 x 14 mm. Weight: 133g
Capacity: 5000mA
MOQ: 1000pcs

Size: 122 x 63 x 10 mm. Weight: 115g
Capacity: 4000 mAh
MOQ: 1000pcs

Customizable LED logo, 4000 to 5000 mAh, soft touch rubber coating as option. The led logo
lights up when you use the battery. Press the button twice to turn off the light or turn it on for
30 seconds. It also stays on when the battery is charged or recharged.
Dual USB output 1A and 2.4A.

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Personalization: LED, color printing.
Place your logo onf front.
(branding space: 95 x 50 mm).

Place your logo onf back.
(branding space: 100 x 50 mm).

Size: 130 x 70 x 9 mm. Weight: 170g
Minum order: 200 pcs.

Led status light
indicator

Led status light
indicator

STANDARD COLORS

STANDARD COLORS
WALNUT
01

BEECH
02

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
Personalization: Engraving

WALNUT
01

BEECH
02

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
Personalization: Laser engraving.

USB output

USB output
Charging port

Place your logo here
(branding space: 70 x 70 mm).

Place your logo here
(branding space: 115 x 45 mm).

STANDARD COLORS

01
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02

03

SOFT TOUCH RUBBER COLORS

01

02

03

04
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GADGETS WORLD
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WOOD

LED 3 IN 1 CABLE

CABLE TWISTER - THE CABLE MANAGER

A compact Bluetooth compatible speaker. This device has a built-in microphone which can be
used to make hands-free calls. Its wooden exterior comes in beech or walnut.

Stable and convenient design for all
smartphone types. Multiple colors for your
options. Charging cable with stand that
illuminates your brand with LED light.

Cable Twister is the cable manager that prevents cable clutter in your pocket. It is universally
compatible with all standard charging cables that can be easily wound in the cable manager
for safe storage.

Size: 58 x 60 mm. Weight: 130g

Size: 66 x 25 mm. Weight: 35g

Colors: black / white, black / red,
black / blue, black / black

MQO for standard color: 100 pcs.
MQO for PANTONE color: 500 pcs.
Cable not included.

Size: 25 x 16 x 145 mm. Weight: 50g.
Packaging size: 29 x 18 x 151 mm.

FUNCTIONS
• bluetooth
• hands-free calls

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

• TF card

Select from our standard color options or any individual Pantone color.
Personalization: screen printing.

• AUX
01

• microphone

02
Place your logo here
(branding space: Ø 33 mm).

03

FLASHING LOGO CABLE 3-IN-1

Stable and convenient design for all smartphone types. Multiple colors for your options.
Charging cable with stand that illuminates your brand with LED light. Colors (cable): black
nylon, red nylon, blue TPE. LED Colors: white.
Size: 145 mm. Weight: 21g.
Packaging size: 38 x 15 x 193 mm.

STANDARD COLORS
WALNUT

BEECH

MAIN FEATURES

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Compatible with all charging cables

Personalization: Laser engraving.

Perfect for protecting cable connectors
Increases your logo exposure
Place your logo here
(branding space: 25 x 25 mm).

Large branding space for your logo
Fits in every pocket

STANDARD COLORS

Resealable packaging
01
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02

03

Select from our standard color collection or any individual Pantone color
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GADGETS WORLD
HIGH FIVE® - 5 IN 1 CHARGING CABLE
High Five® is the world‘s first 5 in 1 charging cable for the key ring. Alltogether, there are five
different connections so it can charge any standard portable device. High Five® attaches easily
to your key ring and is always ready for use.

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Select from our standard color options or any individual Pantone color.
Personalization: screen printing, digital print or laser engraving.

STANDARD COLORS

SIGNATURE EDITION

Size: 70 x 12 x 10 mm. Cable lenght: 45 mm. Weight: 8g / 45g (signature edition).

Metal (only connector)

MQO for standard color: 50 pcs.
MQO for PANTONE color: 500 pcs.

ALLROUNDO® - THE ALL-IN-ONE CABLE

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Allroundo® consists of a lightning adapter for iPhones, iPads and iPods and a Micro-USB
connector for Android phones, cameras or e-readers. It also includes an USB-C adapter for the
latest end devices.

STANDARD COLORS

Select from our standard color options or any individual Pantone color.
Personalization: screen printing, UV digital print.

Size: 65 mm. Cable extends to: 500 mm. Weight: 46g.

SIGNATURE EDITION
Leather (only loop)

MQO for standard color: 50 pcs.
MQO for PANTONE color: 1000 pcs.
Customizable space for logo and
slogan. UV-printing.
Branding space: Ø 33 mm

Choose your connector color & place your logo
Branding space: 14 mm x 8 mm.
The co-branding is printed on the inside.
END DEVICE:
Lightning adapter
Micro-USB connector
Choose your cable color.
USB-C adapter
POWER SOURCE:

Customizable USB-A
connector.
Branding space:
9 x 9 mm

USB-C connector
Place your logo here.
Branding space:
14 mm x 8 mm

USB-A connector

MAIN FEATURES
Compatible with any mobile device, charging cable with six different connections
Perfect everyday and travel companion thanks to a compact size of 65 mm
MAIN FEATURES
Connections: Micro-USB, Lightning, USB-C, USB-A
Compatible with any mobile device
Refined and sophisticated design
Compact for every key ring
Resealable packaging
Select from our standard color collection or any individual Pantone color
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Cable extends to 500 mm
Select from our standard color collection or any individual Pantone color
Resealable packaging
allroundo® Plus edition: Data transfer rate: 480 MBit/s
allroundo® Plus edition: MFI-licensed Lightning adapter
Compatibility:
All Apple devices, Samsung, LG, Motorola, HTC, Microsoft, Sony, BlackBerry, Google, Huawei, Nokia, BenQ, Philips, Acer, Siemens,
Panasonic, Oppo, Vivo, OnePlus, Xiaomi, Lenovo, Alcatel, Sharp, Fujitsu, PS4- and Xbox Controller, Nintendo DS, GoPro, Bluetooth
speaker, e-reader, Powerbank, Headphones, Drones, etc. (allroundo® does not support Power Delivery Charging)
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GADGETS WORLD
SMART TV

MINI CARDBOARD SMART TV

MAGIC BOOMBOXES

An extremely light-weight TV, made of cardboard paper, portable and eco-friendly. Patented
induction technology does not require any pairing like Bluetooth / WiFi. Magnifying screen
included for perfect video-watching expereience. 3 AA batteries required. MQO: 1000 pcs.

An extremely light-weight TV, made of cardboard paper, portable and eco-friendly. Patented
induction technology does not require any pairing like Bluetooth / WiFi. Magnifying screen
included for perfect video-watching expereience. 3 AA batteries required.
MQO: 1000 pcs.

Interesting box design, lightweight, high quality chipset producing clear music rhythm with
echo reverberation. Customized offset printing available. MQO: 1000 pcs.

CARDBOARD ECO TOUCH SPEAKER + WIRELESS CHARGER

MILKBOX CARDBOARD INDUCTION SPEAKER

BRICK CARDBOARD
BOOMBOX
PAPER CUP SHAPE SPEAKER
Just put it on your mobile to amplify your sound.
Turn around for volume control.
MQO for custom design: 1000 pcs.
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GADGETS WORLD
BACKBONE® - SIMPLY A HANDGRIP

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

More than 100 times a day, your customers pick up their smartphones. With your logo
on Backbone, the high-quality handgrip, you can use your customers‘ smartphones as
advertising space. Backbone can adhere to any smartphone and gives your customers a
secure grip.
Size: 86 x 20 x 5 mm. Weight: 5g / 9g (signature edition)

Select from our standard color options or any individual Pantone color.
Personalization: screen printing, embossing.

STANDARD COLORS

SIGNATURE EDITION
Aluminium Silver
(only body)
Aluminium Black
(only body)

MQO for standard color: 100 pcs.
MQO for PANTONE color: 500 pcs.

BACKFLIP® - THE VERSATILE HANDGRIP

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Backflip is a comfortable grip for your phone. It attaches to the back of your customer‘s
smartphones and becomes advertising space for your company. Backflip also works as a stand
to view videos or pictures on your phone.
Size: Ø 40 mm x 5 mm. Weight: 9g

Select from our standard color options or
any individual Pantone color.
Personalization: screen printing.

STANDARD COLORS

MQO for standard color: 100 pcs.
MOQ for PANTONE color: 500 pcs.

Choose your strap color and place your logo here
(branding space: 35 mm x 9 mm).

SIGNATURE EDITION
Aluminium Dark Grey
(only branding disc)
Aluminium Silver
(only branding disc)
Aluminium Rose
(only branding disc)
Choose your branding disc color and
place your logo here
(branding space: Ø 20 mm).

Includes a brand
adhesive strip from
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Includes a brand
adhesive strip from

MAIN FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES

Universal for all smartphones

Universal for all smartphones

Gives your customers drop protection and flexibility when using their smartphone

Gives your customers drop protection and flexibility when using their smartphone

Use your customers‘ smartphones as advertising space

Use your customers‘ smartphones as advertising space

Includes a reliable stand function

Includes a reliable stand function

Strongly adheres to any surfaces due to the brand adhesive strip

Strongly adheres to any surfaces due to the brand adhesive strip

Resealable packaging

Resealable packaging

Choose your silicone ring color
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GADGETS WORLD
WIRELESS CHARGER
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER / PHONE STAND
Enjoy good music through bluetooth of mobile, also speaker function. Solid protection usb
charging port. Wireless fast charger, support mobile stand charging and cross charging, with
non-slip stickers. Can be personalized with your branding. Battery Li-Polymer Grade A battery
500mAh.
Size: 100 x 118 x 116 mm
Weight: 200g
Material: ABS+silicone
Playing time 5-6 hours

SHINING PEARL LAMP

TOUCH DESK LAMP WITH BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

LED Silicone night light with warm and white light, perfect gift for kids’ bedroom, holidays
decoration, parties or any occasion that you want to create romantic atmosphere. It has a
decompression function because you can squeeze or beat the silicone part.

Touch desk lamp bluetooth speaker with touch light function with three levels of brightness.
Enjoy your favorite music anywhere and anytime with this portable desk lamp.

Use high quality silicone material, safe,non-toxic, eco-friendly, with lovely pearl gives a
pleasantly soft touch for your kids. No sharp edge, energy-efficient and eye-caring LED, great
for baby, toddler, etc.

Size: Ø 75 x 125 mm
Weight: 280g
Material: ABS+Aluminium
Battery: Li-Polymer Grade A battery 600mAh

SMART TABLE

QI WIRELESS CHARGING WIRELESS INDUCTION SPEAKER
Wireless Charging Table is a new idea for your household or horeca locations.
Simply put mobile on top to enjoy wireless charging. QI technology is an open interface
standard that defines wireless power transfer using inductive charging over distances of up to
4 cm.

Available in 8 light colors, you can control warm light and cool light easily.
Size: 110 x 99 x 106 mm
Product Weight: 142g
Material: ABS+silicone
Battery: Li-Polymer Grade A battery 600mAh

LIGHT COLORS OPTIONS
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GADGETS WORLD
SKATEBOARD TOUCH SPEAKER

MAGIC BOOMBOX KARAOKE SET

WIRELESS CHARGERS

CUSTOM PAPER WIRELESS CHARGING PAD

Magnetic induction amplifier, just place your phone on top to play, no bluetooth, no wire, no
sync furthermore. compatible with iphone, and android. connect usb cable with adapter to
activate wireless charging function. MQO: 1000 pcs.

Amplifies your device’s sound without any wire or bluetooth connection.
Just place a phone or music player on top. MQO: 1000 pcs.

VINYL RECORD WIRELESS CHARGING PAD

Cardboard Paper Qi Wireless Charging for iPhone and Android phones, provides the highest
flexibility for OEM projects. Make your own design with simply making a new die cut and
choose either regular charging chip or fast charging. Innovative and economic choice for
promotional item. MQO: 1000 pcs.

Classic vintage design, support full colour imprint & stickers. Vintage Lover must-have item!
MQO: 1000 pcs.

BOOMMAX MAGIC BOOMBOX
KARAOKE SET
Amplifies your device’s sound without any wire
or bluetooth connection. Compatible with any device
that has an external speaker. Lightweight and portable,
with 500mAH rechargeable battery.
MQO: 1000 pcs.
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RETRO CASSETTE WIRELESS CHARGING POWER BANK
Vintage Style Power Bank. Real Cassette size: 1:1. Ultra thickness 8 mm only.
Built in 3000 mAh / 4000 mAh / 5000 mAh high quality and safety polymer battery.
Custom design availble. Size: 64 x 100 x 8 mm. MQO: 1000 pcs.
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SOUND & LED PRODUCTS
We make sound modules, among others, for toys, gift boxes, greeting cards, invitations, books
with any length of sound, recorded with any sound or adapted for individual recording via
USB, different sizes and ways of power, play: hinged, shake, photosensitive, PIR on wooden,
cardboard, plastic or production according to the customer’s specification.
MQO: 50 pcs / item

IDENTIFIER WITH LED DISPLAY
LED CARD
LED card containing a built-in LED module that illuminates with constant light has
its own power supply.

BOX WITH LCD DISPLAY
Box with LCD display & speaker & own power supply - built-in battery that can be charged
with a USB cable. The box can be used, among others in the advertising industry by posting
a video or video-invitation in it that can not be overlooked. The box has a magnetic switch
mounted so that video with sound is played immediately after opening the box.
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SOUND CARD WITH RECORDING MODULE
Sound card with recording module has a built-in microphone that allows you to record any
sound up to 270 seconds and replace it by recording another sound.

Identifier with LED display that can be attached to clothing using a built-in safety pin. It can
be used on all kinds of corporate events, integration events and music clubs. The device
allows you to freely personalize using the included software and USB cable. The device has a
built-in rechargeable battery that can be charged using a USB cable.

BALLPOINT PEN,
AUTOMATIC, PUSH-IN, WITH LED BACKLIGHT.
On the pen you can engrave any logo that will be illuminated with LED diodes. Different colors
of pens are available. They have an ergonomic rubber handle.

ADVERTISING / GIFT BAG WITH LEDS
Advertising / gift bag with LEDs is a product used in the advertising industry. It can
shine solid or pulsating. The bag can be produced in any shape, size and can be
printed any type of print, eg. logo. You can mount any number of LEDs according
to the customer’s needs.
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GADGETS WORLD
LCD PRESENTATION MATERIALS
Advertising gadgets that include LCD displays are innovative products that allow you to
influence the viewer through image and sound. We can realize your ideas by putting the LCD
screen in the packaging: paper, wooden or plastic.
MQO: 50 pcs / item

LCD EXPOSITOR OR BROCHURE
LCD ADVERTISING CALENDAR
LCD advertising calendar has a built-in display with a speaker and its own power
supply - a built-in battery. We offer placing the LCD screen together with the
speaker and battery in any advertising folder, carton boxes, wood or plastic.
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LCD expositor, video brochure with speaker and its own power supply, built-in battery that can
be charged with a USB cable. It is used in the advertising industry as a device for showcases
and exhibition windows. It is helpful during an advertising campaign or information campaign.
The device catches the eye with image and sound. We offer placing the LCD screen together
with the speaker and battery in any display, boxes made of cardboard, wood or plastic box.

FOLDER WITH LCD DISPLAY AND SPEAKER
Folder with LCD display and speaker and its own power supply, built-in battery that can be
charged with a USB cable. The folder can be used, for example, in the advertising industry by
posting a video or video-invitation in it that can not be overlooked. We offer placing the LCD
screen together with the speaker and battery in any advertising folder, carton boxes, wood or
plastic box.

LCD FOLDER - CUSTOM SHAPED
Folder with LCD display and speaker and its own power supply, built-in battery that can be
charged with a USB cable. It can be used in the advertising industry or during conducting an
information campaign. The folder has a built-in hinged switch, thanks to which the video is
played immediately after opening.
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NATURE ESCAPE
SURVIVING BRACELETS

20 IN 1 SOS BRACELET

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SOS BRACELET
Don’t look at it’s small size! It has a good battery capacity 120mAH, with lighting life up to
7 hours and recheargeable cycle. Built-in infrared transmitter, 1000 m long-range infrared
emission, can be used to SOS for help, send signals, directions, etc.
Size: 23 x 2.3 cm

Self Rescue Bracelet enables you to carry several feet of parachute cord easily, which can be
usedin an emergency. It is ideal for camping, boating, hunting, hiking, and much more. The
cord can be used for anything requiring great strength & durability.
Size:: 23 x 2.3 cm

6 IN 1 SOS PARACORD BRACELET

SOS LED BRACELET

COMPASS LED BRACELET

Outdoor adventure: is specially when people explore no-man’s land, you may expirience
danger of death. This product will help you get put of danger, helping to you to make a fire,
using compass to lead directions. When you open up this bracelt, you find that is a 2.5 m rope
which is used for biding up wounds, making a trap, tieing a tent, etc.
Size: 23 x 2.3 cm

The bracelet has LED lights, compass, fire starter,
whistle and knife. Size: 230 x 32 mm, 33g

Functions: survival whistle, paracord, concealed
fire starter, SOS led, compass, multiporpose knife.
Size: 220 x 27 mm, 36g

WHISTLE
1
2
3

COMPASS

1

PARACORD ROPE

11

CUTTER

TAKE THE CARD

2

BUCKLE

12

ARC KNIFE

MAGNIFIER

3

WHISTLE

13

SMALL BANNER

1

UMBRELLA ROPE

14

LARGE BANNER

2

COMPASS

LED LIGHT

15

BOTTLE OPENER

3

WHISTLE

TAKE THE CARD

16

CAN OPENER

4

BLADE

SCRAPER

5

FIRE STICK

18

SAW BLADE

6

BUCKLE

WHISTLE
PURPLE LIGHT

6

PURPLE
LIGHT
FLASHLIGHT

7

FLASHLIGHT
LASER LIGHT

8

4

LASER
LIGHT ROPE
UMBRELLA

9

THERMOMETER (OPTIONAL)

4

FIRE STICK

5

PARACORD ROPE

10

ADJUSTABLE BRACLET OR BUCKLE (OPTIONAL)

5
6

AVAILABLE COLORS

7

COMPASS

17

8

COVER

9

WORD SCREWDRIVER

19

SMALL WRENCH

10

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER

20

LARGE WRENCH

KEYCHAIN

UMBRELLA ROPE BELT

Functions: paracord, fire stick, compass,
scrapper, whistle, key ring, eagle buckle.

The belt buckle contains: compass, fish hook,
sewing needle, pin, saw blade, band-aid, fire
stick, cotton, fishing line.

AVAILABLE COLORS
AVAILABLE COLORS
NAVY BLUE
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ARMY GREEN

BROWN

ARMY GREEN
CAMOUFLAGE

BLACK

Black, army green, army green camouflage, brown, navy
blue, red and black, orange and black, red and blue.

Black, army green, army green
camouflage, brown, navy blue, red
and black, orange and black, red
and blue.
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NATURE ESCAPE
SURVIVAL WATCHES

MAIN FEATURES

Outdoor adventure: is specially when people explore no-man’s land, you may
expirience danger of death. This product will help ypu get put of danger, helping
to you to make a fire, using compass to lead directions. When you open up
this bracelt, you find that is a 2.5 m rope which is used for biding up wounds,
making a trap, tying a tent, etc.

Small Flashlight
Violet light

ADJUSTABLE WATERPROOF
SURVIVAL WATCH

LASER BUCKLE
ADJUSTABLE WATCH

Functions: paracord, scrapper, fire starter,
thermometer, compass, whistle, velcro.
Size: 230 x 55 mm, 85 g

Functions: compass, whistle, thermometre, laser
and violet light, mirror, paracord, card picker,
small flashlight. Size: 230 x 56 mm, 105g

LASER BUCKLE
ADJUSTABLE WATCH

LASER BUCKLE
ADJUSTABLE WATCH

Functions: compass, whistle, thermometre, laser
and violet light, mirror, paracord, card picker,
small flashlight. Size: 230 x 23 mm, 112 g

Functions: compass, whistle, thermometre, laser
and violet light, mirror, paracord, card picker,
small flashlight. Size: 230 x 56 mm, 105g

Watch

Compass

Paracord

Pick up card
USB charging port

Whistle
Flashlight button
Violet light button

Laser light

Reflexion glass
(The mirror is
hidden behid
the label)

Laser light button
Thermometer

LASER BUCKLE
ADJUSTABLE SURVIVAL WATCH
Functions: compass, whistle, thermometer, violet and laser light,
mirror, paracord, card picker, small flashlight.
Size: 230 x 23 mm, 100 g
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Take the card pin,
convienent for mobile SIM
card

Laser infrared, range up to
2 km

Flashlight diameter
irradiation up to 20 metres.
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NATURE ESCAPE
20 IN 1 MULTI-PURPOSE SURVIVAL BALL
The parachute rope of this product is about 15m long and it can sustain up to
200kg. It can be used as carabine lifeline alone. Built-in 20 outdoor survival gadget.
Size: 19 x 12 x 5 cm, 500g

OTHER SURVIVAL PRODUCTS

EMERGENCY SURVING KIT

PISTON SURVAVIL SET PACKAGE

FOLDING UTILITY SHOVEL

All stainless steel built multi tool easily 9 in 1 alone. Great for: outdoors, climbing,
hiking, wilderness traveling or camping. Shockproof case: can withstand the
elements of the environment. Simply rugged, and quite compact.
Size: 17.5 x 11 x 5 cm

This set uses the principle of air compression to make a fire;
it is environmentally friendly. With a built-in fire starter and a
multitool card. Size: 12.5 x 9.5 x 4 cm

Functions: shovel, how, saw, compass.
Size: 42 x 10 cm

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SHOVEL
Functions: shovel, how, saw, compass.
Size: 47 x 11.3 cm

CONTENT:
1

MULTIFUNCTION PLIERS

8

LED LIGHT

15

PINS x 2

2

BAND-AID x 2

9

ADJUSTING BUCKLE

16

WIRE SAW

3
4

ALCOHOL TABLETS x 2
COTTON

10
11

WHISTLE BUTTON
KEYRING

17
18

FLOATING x 2
FISHING LINE

5

CONNECTOR x 2

12

FISH HOOK x 2

19

SEWING NEEDLE

6

FISH DROPS x 2

13

FIRESTARTER

20

WHISTLE

7
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CONTENT:

SCALPEL

14

PAPER CLIP x 2

21

CONTENT:
1

TACTIQUE PEN

6

FLASH LIGHT

2

FIRE STARTED

7

EMERGENCY LED LIGHT

3

MULTITOOL CARD

8

MULTIFUNCTIONAL KNIFE

4

COMPASS

9

WHISTLE

5

LIFE BLANKET

10

STORAGE BOX

1

CARBON CLOTH

2
3

TOOL CARD FUNCTIONS:
8

LUBRICATING OIL

1

BOTTLE OPENER

FIREVELVET

9

FIRESTARTED

2

SAW

PISTON

10

SURVIVAL BOX

3

KNIFE

4

PARACORD

11

COMPASS

4

HEXAGON WRENCH

5

TOOLCARD

5

SCREW DRIVER

6

LARGE SEALING RING

6

BICYCLE BANNER

7

SMALL SEAL

7
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NATURE ESCAPE
MULTITOOL CARDS

MULTIFUNCTIONAL LION HEAD TOOL CARD

46 FUNCTIONS MULTITOOL

MULTI-FUNCTION TOOL CARD

Functions: bottle opener, can opener, letter opener, hex wrenches, ruler, peeler, headphone
wrap, cell hone stand. knife, screwdriver. Standard colors: black & silver.
Size: 8.5 x 5 cm, 160g

This MultiTool Super is a great and functional product for your customers to give away and it
fits in your wallet. Possible to print or engrave on both sides, and on pouch. Standard colors:
black & silver.
Size: 8 cm x 5,2 x 0.1 cm

10 outdoor emergency rescue functions.
Size: 142 x 105 mm

FLASHLIGHTS

OPTIONAL:
printed
pouch

THE
WE BRING
SINESS
TO YOUR BU

LIMIT
THE ONLY R
U
O
IS Y
N
IMAGINATIO

WITH AN OPTIONAL
MONEY CLIP!
20 IN 1 MULTITOL CARD

18 IN 1 MULTITOL CARD

Functions: measuring tool, stripping
pliers, opener, keychain, cutting
knife, 5 x screwdrivers, 5 x wrenches,
nail puller, serrated cutter, manicure
cleaning knife.
Size: 80 x 25 mm, 27g

Functions: 2 x screwdriver, 2 x Philips
screwdriver, 6 x allen keys, 8 x hex
wrenches.
Size: 6.3 x 0.8 cm, 79g

Screw driver

Ruler

Dividers (D1 cm - 12 cm)

M 1.6 Hex wrench
Butterfly wrench
Spoke Keys x 4
Spoke Keys x 4
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8

NIPPER

9

THOOTPICK

1

SERRATED KNIFE

2

EASY THUMB GRIP

3

THREE WRENCHES

4

MAGNIFIER

5

COMPASS

1

INCH RULER

6

TWO SCREWDRIVERS

2

CENTIMETER RULER

7

CAN OPENER

MINI FLASHLIGHT

Three speed dual-use mode.
Size: 9 x 3 cm, 42g

High brightness white light, stable
beam. Size: 8.7 x 2.5 cm, 34g

PURPLE FLASHLIGHT

MINI FLASHLIGHT

The light source consists of 51
wavelenght LED beads.
Size: 9 x 3 cm, 42g

The light source consists of 9 lamp
beads and bottom push switch.
Size: 8.2 x 2.3 cm, 40g

Screw driver
Smartphone slot
M2 hex wrenches
Cable bender
Wire cutter

Bottle opener
Protractor
SIDE ONE

SOS FLASHLIGHT

Hex wrenches x 4

15 mm hex wrench
Letter Opener
& Nail puller

M2.5 Hex wrench
Blade & Screw driver

Eyeglass Screw Driver

SIDE TWO
Can opener & Cutter

Hex wrenches x 4
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NATURE ESCAPE
MULTIFUNCTIONAL FIDGET SPINNER

FLINT BLOWING FIRE STARTER SURVIVAL KIT

WINDPROOF MATCHES

GOLDEN RESQUE BLANKET

Fidget Spinner + bottle opener, keychain,
carabiner, wrench, nail clipper.
Can be customized with your logo or message.

Includes: blowing fire rod, scrapper, fire starter, whistle, PVC packaging. 75g

20 pcs windproof, waterproof and easy
to spontaneous combustion, strong
safety performance matches.
Size: aprox. 5 x 3 cm, 20g

This foil emergency blanket is multipurposed designed, use it as tent, thermal
sleeping bag or cut it into any size to keep
warm in camping, hiking, cycling, etc.
Size: 1.3 - 1.6 x 2 m, aprox. 60g

COMPASS
With 1 color logo on the compass,
white paper box package.
Size: 76 x 53 x 29 mm
Material: Aluminum
MQO: 300 pcs

COMPASS
With 1 color logo on the compass, white
paper box package. Size: 31 mm
Material: ABS plastic
MQO: 1000 pcs
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HOW TO USE A FIRE STARTER TO MAKE A FIRE?

PARACORD FIRE
STARTER LACE

REFLECTIVE ROPE
FLINT LACE

LUMINOS REFLECTIVE
ROPE FLINT LACE

550 paracord, fire starter,
protective cover, lace.

Reflective rope, fire starter,
protective cover, blade, lace.

Luminos reflective rope, fire starter,
protective cover, blade, lace.

1. SCRATCH THE PROTECTIVE COVER PAINT ON THE MAGNESIUM
ROD.
2. SELECT SOME FLAMMABLE MATERIAL ON THE PAD AT DRY
PLACE, AND SCRAPE OFF SOME MAGENSIUM POWDER ON THE
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL
3. TAKE THE ENDS OF THE BRACELET SEPARATELY WITH BOTH
HANDS, AND USE A SAWING KNIFE TO QUICKLY, REPEATEADLY
AND VIGOUROUSLY SCRAPE THE FIRE STICK ABOVE THE
FLAMMABLE MATERIAL
4. THE FIRE IS STARTED (PAY ATTENTION TO FIRE PREVENTION)
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NATURE ESCAPE
COMPASS KEY CHAIN

ANTIMOSQUITO CAP

SURVING WHISTLE

COMPASS WITH WHISTLE

Functions: Paracord, compass,
thermometer, carbiner.
Size: 175 x 44 mm, 57g

Material: 70D nylon mosquite net
cloth. Size 84 x 46 cm, 18g

Functions: whistle, compass, thermometer, magnifyng glass, mirror, led light, storage.
Size: 97 x28 mm, 35g

Functions: whistle, compass.
With 1 color logo on the compass, white
paper box package.
Size: 63 mm
Material: ABS plastic
MQO: 1000 pcs

FIRESTARTER SET

FIRESTARTER SET

Functions: firestater, scrapper.

Functions: firestater, scrapper.

MAGNIFIER
HIGH DECIBEL, DOUBLE
FREQUENCY WHISTLE
Outdoor multifunction survival whistle,
easy to cary. Size 70 x 27 x 1 mm

ORANGE COMPASS WHISTLE
Outdoor survival whistle.
Size: 103 x 23 mm, 33g

5x magnification. With 1 color logo on
the compass, white paper box package.
Size: 50mm (lens)
Material: ABS plastic and glass lens

- EC-60

MULTIFUNCTION
SHACKLE
Functions: bottle opener, allen wrench.
Size: 68 x 33 mm, 19g
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NATURE ESCAPE
LARGE MULTIFUNCTIONAL CAMOUFLAGE TACTICAL
BACKPACK 27L

LARGE MULTIFUNCTIONAL MILITARY EXPANDABLE TRAVEL
BACKPACK 27L

LIGHTWEIGHT MILITARY TACTICAL CAMOUFLAGE
BACKPACK 16.5L

DURABLE ARMY BACKPACK FOR HUNTING HIKING &
TRAVEL

The big main compartment has 3 YKK zippers makes it easy to organize. Two small pockets
and 3 zippered pockets inside the main compartment for holding small accessories, tactical
gear, or personal items. Easy adjustable waist straps with double sewn ends to keep the waist
strap from sliding loose through the buckles.

Modular (MOLLE) loops throughout to attach external pouches or hang additional gear. One
large main compartment with 2 zippers and internal padded laptop side pocket with an
elastic band to secure laptop and important stuffs. Two front compartments to hold smaller
accessories. Easy adjustable waist straps with double sewn ends to keep the waist strap from
sliding loose through the buckles.

Main compartment with 2 zippers and features a pocket and an elastic band to secure laptop
and important stuffs. This tactical backpack features 2 smaller zippered compartments on the
front for holding smaller accessories. Easy adjustable waist straps with double sewn ends to
keep the waist strap from sliding loose through the buckles.

Two large main compartments with 2 zippers and internal small mesh pockets for holding
small things, keys, cards and so on. Two front compartments with high-quality plastic hooks
to hold smaller accessories. One small zippered pocket on the side hold small accessories.
Easy adjustable waist straps with double sewn ends to keep the waist strap from sliding loose
through the buckles.

This tactical military backpack can be used as a general purpose or tactical use bag, bug out
bag backpack, range bag, hunting backpack, survival backpack, army backpack, trekking
backpack and outdoor activities. Size: 27 x 50 x 16 cm
MOQ: 300pcs

Putting together the perfect outdoor survival backpack or emergency survival kit can get
complicated, time consuming and quite expensive. With these pre-filled survival backpack
and gear bundles, all of that has been carefully considered, to package together essential
emergency tools and quality survival gear that fit the bill, without breaking the bank! These
make great gifts for dads, husbands, grandpas as well as veterans, soldiers, outdoorsman;
survivalist. Perfect for working, commuting, fishing, hunting and more.
Size: 31 x 45.5 x 19 cm

•Whether a long hike, an overnight trip, or a weekend getaway, the expandable backpack will
fit your needs. This backpack is designed to support all your outdoor adventure and hiking
needs. It features and extra-large expendable main compartment to fit everything you need
for a day hike, overnight or three-day trip.
Size: 25 x 44 x 15 cm
MOQ: 300pcs

•The backpack can be used as a multipurpose pack, bug out bag, range bag, hunting
backpack, survival backpack, hiking backpack, or everyday outdoor backpack. This assault
pack is ready for any rescue or adventure for all your gear and equipment. Size: 23 x 42 x 10
cm
MOQ: 300pcs

MOQ: 300pcs
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NATURE ESCAPE
LARGE DURABLE MILITARY TACTICAL CAMOUFLAGE
BACKPACK

HYDRATION BACKPACK FOR RUNNING, HIKING, CYCLING,
CAMPING

A main zippered pocket, two compartments inside for items organisation. Equipped with
a tube to drink, so you can hold it to drink. Pockets on the front for holding small items like
keys, phones, wallets. Bottom pockets are suitable for wet shoes. Padded back panel and
adjustable shoulder straps, chest belt. Four handles around backpack. Size: 32.50 x 21 x 50 cm

When going out for outdoor sports, you need to make sure you have enough water for
supplement and a hydration pack that does not leak, meanwhile has enough volume to take
your belonging safely along with you. Main storage pocket to safely carry your belongings
along with you. Adjustable waist straps: put the backpack to work, and comfortably adjust the
waist strap to bear the load! Useful elastic straps: easily stuff your cloths, towels or other things.
Breathable mesh padding: with the ventilated mesh padding shoulder straps and backside,
you will not feel tired or hot during your daily wearing. Great workmanship on the good quality
material, this pack is the one that can last whenever you want. Size: 49 x 39 cm

MOQ: 300pcs

HYDRATION BACKPACK WITH 3L WATER BLADDER

DURABLE CAMOUFLAGE HYDRATION BACKPACK

The main compartment is equipped with an elastic strap pouch to secure the bladder in place
in order to provide a bounce-free effect. This is perfect for running. It also accommodates a
towel, some clothes or any bulky item alongside the water bladder.

The main compartment is equipped with an elastic strap pouch to secure the bladder in place
in order to provide a bounce-free effect. This is perfect for running. It also accommodates
a towel, some clothes or any bulky item alongside the water bladder. With a water bag,
environmentally friendly materials, no smell, the maximum capacity of up to 3L, solving the
problem of drinking water during travel. this makes it easy for you to clean and dry your
equipment quickly and effortlessly. Size: 24.5 x 46 x 6 cm

With a water bag, environmentally friendly materials, no smell, the maximum capacity of up to
3L, solve the problem of drink water during travel. Both ends of the hose are equipped with a
1-click connection mechanism for convenience. After your outdoor activity, this makes it easy
for you to clean and dry your equipment quickly and effortlessly.. Size: 45 x 21 cm

MOQ: 300pcs

MOQ: 300pcs

MOQ: 300pcs
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DELUXE WATERPROOF SAFEGUARD KIT

AUTO EMERGENCY KIT

AUTO EMERGENCY HAND KIT

CAR FIRST AID KIT

This deluxe outdoor first aid kit with essential first aid and wound care products has a high performance
in waterproof & shockproof capabilities. There is enough room in the kit to place your valuables and
confidential articles when you are in outdoor exercises or on journey. This high quality performance box
features 3 mm PE shockproof foam around inner walls, effectively preventing the internal articles from
impacts and damages. It has been proven that with the high strength compound materials, no crash occurs
by dropping from 10 meters height. Static load test <= 1000kg, dynamic load test <= 200kg. Waterproof at
20m depth. Two models: clear cover box, with shockproof foam.

This kit contains everything you need when you have trouble with your car. The bag including the items is of
eminent quality. It gives you the tools you need to handle road-side emergencies so that you do not have to
wait a long time for road-side assistance or rely on the random kindness of passers-by. It should be a good
helper in your car at all times.

This kit contains everything you need when you have trouble with your car. The bag including the items is of
eminent quality. It gives you the tools you need to handle road-side emergencies so that you do not have to
wait a long time for road-side assistance or rely on the random kindness of passers-by. It should be a good
helper in your car at all times.

Emergency first aid kit car styling, unique creative design, with large storage space first aid supplies,
Emergency car body made of strong ABS plastic, transparent PP front cover.

Size: 28 x 12 x 19.5 cm

Size: 30 x 22.5 x 20 cm

Contains: PVC gloves 2pcs, adhesive plaster 5pcs, cleaning wipes 2pcs, alcohol wipes 2pcs, cotton applicator
10pcs, scissors 1pc, tweezers 1pc, adhesive plaster 10pcs, surgical tape 1roll, electric digital thermometer 1pc,
bandage, 7.5 x 450 mm 1 roll, bandage, 5 x 450 mm 2 roll, emergency blanket 1pc, triangular bandage 1pc,
ice pack 1pc, sterile gauze swab 5pcs. Size: 23 x 10.5 x 10 cm

Size: 22.5 x 12.5 x 9.8 cm

CONTENT:
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1

Flashlight w/Batteries 1pc

2

Whistle 1pc

3

Compass 1pc

4

Adhesive Bandage 10pcs

5

Anti-mosquitoes Wipe 2pcs

6

Alcohol Wipe 2pcs

7

Cleaning Wipe 2pcs

9

Gauze Pad 2pcs

10

First Aid Dressing 1pc

11

Triangular Bandage 1pc

12

Conforming Bandage 1pc

13

Emergency Blanket 1pc

14

Scissors 1pair

15

CPR Mask 1pc

16

Gloves 1pair

17

Bougie w/match 2pairs

18

Safety Pins 10pcs

19

Waterproof Box 1pc

CONTENT:

CONTENT:

1

Tow Rope Heavy Duty 3.9 m tractive power 3t 1pc

2

Booster Cable 2.5m, 10 gauge 200 Amp 1 pc

3

Candle 1pcs

4

Safety Matches 1box

5

Emergency blanket 1pc

6

Emergency poncho, one-size-fits-all 1pc

7

Roll PVC tape 1pc

9

Syphon pump 1pc

1

Tow Rope 1pc

10

Utility knife extensible 1pc

2

Booster Cable 2.5m, 10 gauge 200 Amp 1pc

11

Cotton Work Glove 1 pair

3

Cotton Work Glove 1 pair

12

Safety veste fluorescent 1pc

4

Flashlight 1pc

13

Flashlight with batteries 1pc

5

Emergency poncho, one-size-fits-all 1pc

14

Bungee cord, lenght 1m with metal hooks 1pc

6

Work tape 1pc

15

Tweezers 1 pair

7

AA batteries 2pcs

16

Scrissors 1 pair

9

Nylon carry bag

17

Nylon carry bag 1pc

10

Mini Travel First Aid Kit 1 set
(including triangular bandage, tape, scissors, CPR Mask,
plaster strip and wet wipes, etc 17pcs)

18

Mini Travel First Aid Kit 1 set
(including triangular bandage, tape, scissors, CPR Mask,
plaster strip and wet wipes, etc 17pcs)
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FIRST AID KITS

WATER FILTER STRAW

VENOM EXTRACTOR KIT

Instant filtration, drink safe water in an instant with no setup or
waiting required. Using hollow fiber and antibacterial activated
carbon as filter material. Efective reduce of peculiar smell, heavy
metal and organic matter. Remove 99.99% of the bacteria.
Purification capacity: 1500 l / year (from the first use).
Output: 400 ml/min. Size: Ø 31 x 160 mm. 60g

For removal of poison from bites (spiders, snakes) and
stings (bees, wasps, scorpions, spiders). Light-weighted,
small size, and portable, reusable and safe and highly
efficient. Contains: pump, adapters, tourniquets,
povidone swab, alcohol pad.

BABY FIRST AID KIT

LADY KIT

MEN KIT

Attractive in appereance, convient in appliance, dustproof design.
Personal refilling designed for different ages.

Contains: adhesive bandages 5pcs, adhesive
bandages small 5pcs, sunblock wipes 2pcs,
makeup removal wipes 2pcs, wet tissue 1pc,
cotton tip 5 pcs, tweezers 1pc, scissors 1pc, X@
box. Size: 12.5 x 9 x 2.8c m

Contains: soap wipe 1pc, condom 2pcs,
adhesive bandage 10pcs, deodorant wipe 2pc,
scissors 1pc, sterile gauze pad, X2 box.
Size: 12.5 x 9 x 2.8 cm

Size: 152 x 58 x 26 mm

BITES AND STINGS KIT
For sting relief from insects bites. Contains: Waterproof
Plasters 10pcs, Elastic Bandage 1roll, Adhesive Wound
Dressing 2pcs, Insect Repellent Wipes, Cleansing Wipes 2pcs,
Sting Relief Pad 2pcs, Box 1pc. Size: 14 x 10.5 x 3.7 cm

OUTDOOR KIT

TRAVEL KIT

Contains: sunblock wipe 2pcs, anti-mosquito
wipe 1pc, burn cream 2pcs, adhesive bandage
5pcs, alcohol pad 4pcs, sterile gauze pad 1pc.
Size: 12.5 X 9 x 2.8 Cm

Contains: adhesive bandage 10 pcs, first-aid
mask, sterile gauze pad 1pc, cleaning wipe 1pc,
wet tissue 1pc, tape 1pc, scissors 1pc, X2 box.
Size: 12.5 x 9 x 2.8 cm

0-1 YEAR

1-3 YEARS

3+ YEARS

Contains: nail clippers 1pcs, wet
wipes 2pcs, medicine dropper 1pcs,
medicine spoon 1 pc, oral clean
brush 1pc, forehead temperature
1pc, indicator strip, cooling gel
sheet 1pc, nasal aspirator 1pc.

Contains: nail clippers 1pcs, wet
wipes 2pcs, medicine spoon 1
pc, pill box 1pc, oral clean brush
1pc, forehead temperature 1pc,
indicator strip, cooling gel sheet
1pc, safety forceps, cotton swabs,
height ruler.

Contains: nail clippers 1pc, wet
wipe 2pcs, pill box 1pc, digital
thermometer 1pc, baby comb 1pc
cooling gel sheet 1pc, height ruler
1pc, cotton swabs 1pc, safety
forceps 1pc.

KID FRIENDLY MEDI-KIT

FAMILY KIT

This first aid kit takes care of everyday
bumps and bruises. The kid-friendly first
aid kit includes all kinds of basic medical
items in kid-friendly form: sting-free
antiseptic wopes. fruity-smelling wound
cleanser, gauze pads, and more!

This first aid kit is made of PVC
transparent bag containing various first
aid items. It is a great idea to have such
kit for a family care or personal use.

Contains: assorted kid-frindly bandages
10pcs, sterile gauze pads 2”x2” 2 pcs, sterile
gauze pads 3”x3” 2 pcs, hand sanitizer
packs 1pkt, instant cold pack 1pkt, blue
gloves 1pair, tweezer 1pc, fun stickers 5pc,
scissors 1pc, bandages 2pcs, paper tape
1pc, sting relief pad 2pc.

Contains: sterile gauze swab 2pcs, burn
dressing 1pc, bandages 2pcs, triangular
bandage 1pc, tape 1pc, scissors 1pc,
PVC gloves 2pcs, adhesive plaster 20
pcs, alcohol wipe 3pcs, safety pin 10pcs,
cleansing wipe 3pcs, first-aid dressing
1pc, CPR mask 1pc.
Size: box 20 x 20 x 6 cm

Size: box 20 x 20 x 6 cm
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BIG DECKCHAIRS LINE

BED CHAIR XXL

KIDS CHAIRS

Innovative idea for advertising: 2.5 m of advertising area. The seat of the deckchairs is high
quality fabrics with weights from 280 - 320 g / m2. Full colour print made on the entire fabric
surface. Printing will not wear out - we use inks and materials of the highest quality.

Stand out! Newest proposition of comfortable rest.
Extended size: 88 x 230 x 172.5 cm, maxim load: 250 kg, weight: ± 50 kg.

Designed for children, it is ideal for leisure and recreation areas.
Great adverisement for children’s articles.
Size: 100 x 47 x 3,2 cm
Maximum load 50 kg.
Weight ± 2.8 kg.

MAIN FEATURES
Original advertisement. Year-round advertisement, outdoor/ indoor.
High quality fabrics intended for outdoor use
Imprint made based by CMYK and PANTONE guarantee real colors image while
maintaining the highest quality durability and resistance to UV radiation.
Easy assembly and disassembly
Protective cover with any overprint

WINTER CHAIR
A model adapted to winter conditions, wood
adwquately protected against weather.
conditions.
Size: 125 x 60 x 3,2 cm

THREE-POSITION DECKCHAIR
The three-position deckchair has three levels of backrest adjustment. It is made of aluminum,
powder painted. The upholstery is resistant to weather conditions and is perfect for
advertising printing. The upholstery may have an additional element sewn on with a place for
printing on the back of the deckchair.
Size: 114 x 60 cm / 127 cm x 60 cm

BIG XXL DECKCHAIR
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Size does matter! The large print area provides effective advertising that will stand out with its
timeless climate and size. Deckchair easy to assemble, designed for 3-4 people.
Size: extended 201 x 126 x 172.5 cm, maxim load: 250 kg, weight: ± 50 kg.

DUO CHAIR

Other size’s are available, such as MIDI BIG (138 x 103 x 172.5 cm) or MINI BIG (94 x 111 x 172.5
cm).

Sunbed for two, enjoy comfort together.
Size: 125 x 120 x 3,2 cm,

The possibility to self paint the fabric, which
develops the children imagination.
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ADVERTISING BENCH

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR

HIGH DIRECTOR’S CHAIR

Unconventional idea for outdoor and indoor advertising, The bench is foldable with big
imprint area. Size: 162 x 77 x 16 cm, maxim load: 200 kg, weight: ± 20 kg.

Classic foldable director’s chair. Made of
natural raw material with lightweight
design. Possible printing the graphic on
the both places – of the backrest and the
seat. Size: 108 x 48 x 10 cm

Exclusive, enluged version of the director’s
chair. Size: 136 x 48 x 27 cm

HAMMOCKS

ADVERTISING BAG

Hammocks and swings associated with relaxation will promote your company well. The fabrics
used for their production are soft and durable, and at the same time reflect the high quality
of the print. The advantage of these products is mobility and lightness. The possibility of
colouring wooden elements. It perfectly harmonize with their uniqueness.

Swing filled with soft pillow with any
graphic. Full color imprint.
Size: 155 x 60 cm.
Maximum load: 100 kg.

ADVERTISING HAMMOCK LUX
Visually, more presentable than the basic version. Additional ropes giving it the original
hammock design. Wooden elements with the possibility of colouring in avalailable colours.
Full colour print of photo quality on the whole surface of the product
Includes wooden and aluminuim frames.
Size: 200 x 75 cm. Maximum load 100 kg.

FOLDING HOKER

SEAT

SACK

Three in one! The seat, the swing and the
hammock. In standard, wood treated for
outdoor, use with dyeing in many colours.
Size: 102 x 76 cm.
Maximum load: 95 kg.

A universal swing strengthened with
beech strips. Tested in indoor and outdoor.
Size: 134 x 84 cm.
Maximum load: 95 kg.

HAMMOCK SIMPLE

Foldable, advertising wooden hoker.
Possible printing the graphic on the wooden seat.
Size: 30 x 30 x 62 cm,

ADVERTISING TABLE

Simple, durable construction. Economical version of typical hammocks. Full colour print of
photo quality on the whole surface of the product. Includes wooden and aluminum frames.
Size: 200 x 75 cm. Maximum load 100 kg.

Foldable wooden table with print
on wood of any graphic in
the highest quality.
Size: 40-50 x 50 cm
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HULLA BEACH UMBRELLA

OUTDOOR SPORT BEACH UMBRELLA

BEACH UMBRELLA WITH SIDE WALL

BEACH UMBRELLA

Extra large 8’ diameter with vented canopy for better air release, this umbrella is made from
durable polyester, covered w/ beige PE raffia (HULA), with an aluminum pole.

UPF 50+ sun and weather protection and water repellent umbrella. Over 99.5% UVA
and UVB rays protection. Strong side zippered windows with rugged dual canopy with
top wind vents and side flaps. Suported by 4.5 mm steel stretcher.

Intresting beach umbrella with protection for wind and sand.

Flexible beach umbrella.

8 fiberglass ribs provide enhanced durability and extended protection from harmful elements
and its equiped with a self fabric carrying bag for easy transporting and storage. Durable
polyester cover provides protection. Finish: poles with wood grain print.
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MAIN FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES

Size: 1.8 m x 8k

Size: 2.2 m/2.4 m x 8k

Size: 2 m x 8k

Size: 2.5 m x 8k

Pole: 22/25 mm with steel tilt

Pole: 22/25 mm steel

Pole: 28 / 32 mm steel

Pole: 38/38 mm steel with crank

Ribs: steel 3.5 mm

Ribs:s teel 3.5 mm

Ribs: steel 3.5 mm

Ribs:s teel 4.0 mm

Fabric: 170T polyester with PP Grass

Fabric: oxford with silver coating

Fabric: 190T polyester with side wall

Fabric: polyester
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PICNIC BLANKET

QUICK DRY / SPORT TOWELS

BEACH TOWELS & BAG

BEACH TOWELS

Perfect for relaxing outdoors. Blanket equipped with thermal insulation that protects against
wet and cold ground. The possibility of attaching a long strap / carrying handle. Different
dimensions available (small, medium, big).

Well suits for beach, training, tennis, golf, yoga and high intensity sports.
Take it to the next level! The logo can be perfectly put on each of 2 borders or
on the label, by digital technology.

Innovative combination of towel and bag both full
imprinted.

Top reasons why beach towels are most efective
promo product. Beach towels last for many years,
and there are no size, age or gender requirements to
worry about. Best of all, they will always
associate your message with fun times!

Composition: mixed - 100% Microber on top/
100% Cotton on reverse side. Digital printed.
Size: 70 x 140 cm for towel,
30 x 40 cm or 40 x 40 cm for bag.

•
•
•
•

Environmentally friendly.
Absorbing more and quick, water.
Drying 3 times faster.
Special weaving technology keeps
strong & stable loops.
• Colors cover 4 -5 parameter for sun
resistance.
Composition: mixed - 100% Microber
on top/ 100% Cotton on reverse side.
Size: 70 x 140 cm, 80 x 160 cm, 100 x
180 cm.

100% Cotton Green Products Soft Touch

Q

AntiBacterial

AntiPill

UI

C K D RYI N G

OVERLOCK FINISH

Chlorine
Resistance

HD PRINTED ROUND TOWEL
ADVERTISING BLANKET

100% Cotton Green Products Soft Touch

Brand for future with high definition
technology! No color limits.
Unmatched photorealism 300 dpi
resolution. Comfort touch into every
centimeter. Enrich your soul with
luxury blanket hug. Discrete and
modern brand looking - 3D logo.

AntiBacterial

AntiPill

Printed round towel beach towel.
Size: Ø 150 cm
Weight: 360 g/m2.
Fabric: Cotton 40%, Polyester 60%

Chlorine
Resistance

KID PONCHO

WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY KIDS!

Q
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UI

C K D RYI N G

OVERLOCK FINISH

Composition: mixed - 100% Microber on
top/ 100% Cotton on reverse side.
Size: 60 x 120 cm.
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LAZY BAGS

OUTDOOR SPORT DOG LEASH

OUTDOOR DOG LEASH

Air lounger with one color logo, two color logo, multi-color logo are all possible.
Print logo on air lounger or carrying bag is possible.

Both you and your lovely dog can run together,and the leash is bungee,it can
avoid the dog pinched.There are three parts including the collar,leash and belt for
man. Materials: polyester, soft cloth, elastic.
Size: S - XL
MQO: 500 pcs.

When you walk the dog, you can bring the dog food for it.
There are 3 parts including the collar + leash + dog food bag.
Materials: polyester, nylon, elastic.
Size: S - XL
MQO: 500 pcs.

CAT COLLAR

SHAPE

SIZE

MATERIAL

Banana
Square end shape
Square or banana shape
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210T ripstop nylon
260 x 70 cm

With safety breakaway buckles
to ensure that your cat gets away
safely if he or she gets caught on
something, comes with a bell to
give the bird or other wild life in
your backyard a head start. There
is the elastic strap inside the cat
collar, it can avoid the cat pinches.
Material: TPU
MQO: 500 pcs

210D polyester
190D polyester
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COOLER / WARMER BOXES

COOLER BOX BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

SPORT BALL COOLER / WARMER

Keep your guests well-hydrated in the beach party with these high capacity cooler boxes. They
can accommodate up to 30 cans of drinks in a turn to serve each of your guest with a can of
icy cold soft drink. Blast your favorite music up in the air by connecting your smartphone to
the wireless speaker to turn the party up.

This cooler box can keep the temperature for about 8 hours. Spacious compartment
for storing up to 30 cans of drinks, with rugged handle for carrying a heavy load.
Offers stable performances under all weather conditions.
Colour: standard yellow, blue and red / customer colour.
Material: PP+ABS. Size: 39 x 29 x 33 cm. G.W: 5.5 kg NW: 4 kg.
MQO: 1,000 pcs

Bring your own drinks and music to the party with this all-in-one cooler / warmer box, capable in cooling down and heating up food
and drinks. With a lively football silhouette, the aluminium construction is bundled with a wide array of functions and it can cool down
5 degrees per hour or heat up 10 degrees per hour. Coming along with a speaker base, it allows you to heat up the party with music.

COOLER BOX BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WITH TABLET HOLDER
Weatherproof ice chest that can keep the temperature for about 8 hours and can carry 30cans
/ 20liter. Wireless speaker for on-the-go music fun. All weather purpose.
Colour: standard yellow,blue and red / customer colour.
Material: PP+ABS. Size: 39 x 30 x 33 cm. G.W: 6.5 kg NW: 4.5 kg. MQO: 500 pcs

MAIN FEATURES

OPTIONAL

Bluetooth, with hands-free function

FM scan radio

Aux (Excluded AUX cable)

AC adaptor

Holder for general 7/8” tablet ( tablet not included)
USB port for charging built-in power bank with
1200mAh (trough USB charging jack)
Batteries: C size LR14 1.5v for 8pcs (excluded batteries)
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COOLER / WARMER WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER

COOLER WITH CD RADIO AND SPEAKER

Material: plastic PP+ABS / Aluminum 1070.
Size: Ø 26 x 28.9 cm. G.W: 3.5 kg NW: 2.8 kg. MQO: 1000 pcs.

Material: plastic PP+ABS / Aluminum 1070.
Size: Ø 26 x 28.9 cm. G.W: 3.5 kg NW: 2.8 kg. MQO: 1000 pcs.

MAIN FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES

Maximum cooling capacity: 10 degrees.

Maximum cooling capacity: 10 degrees.

Maximum heating capacity: 40 degrees.

Maximum heating capacity: 40 degrees.

Speaker base for wireless music streaming.

Speaker base for wireless music streaming.

MAIN FEATURES

OPTIONAL

Bluetooth

FM scan radio

Aux (Excluded AUX cable)

AC adaptor

Voltage: 12 V (excluded adaptor)

Voltage: 12 V (excluded adaptor)

Batteries: C size LR14 1.5v for 8pcs (excluded batteries)

Car (12V) cigarette plug

Current 10 A

Current 10 A
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COOLER & WARMER BOX WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER

WINE BOTTLE COOLER / WARMER

BOTTLE SHAPED COOLER BOX WITH TROLLEY

CAN SHAPED ICE COOLER BOX WITH TROLLEY

This cooler box can carry 8 cans of 330ml. With rugged handle for carrying a heavy load.
Offers stable performances under all weather conditions.
Material: PP + ABS / aluminium 1070.
Size: 22.2 x 15.2 x 28.7 cm. 4 kg.
MQO: 1,000 pcs

Keeps your wine at its optimal serving temperature, a must-have item for wine connaisseurs.

Eco-friendly, practical, convenient, easily to carry cooler box in the shape of a beer
bottle with trolley. Good insulation, healthy and nontoxic, leak tightness, can be
custom branded by silk screen printing or full color sticker.

Eco-friendly, practical, convenient, easily to carry cooler box in the shape of a beer
bottle with lid and wheels. Good insulation, healthy and nontoxic, leak tightness, can
be custom branded by silk screen printing or full color sticker.

Capacity: 18.9 liters
Material: PP, PE, PU foam.
MQO: 500 pcs

Capacity: 18.9 liters
Material: PP, HDPE, PU FOAM, HDPE, PP and PU foam
MQO: 500 pcs

MAIN FEATURES
Cooling: 10°C to 13°C (lower than room temperature)
Heating: 20°C to 25°C (higher than room temperature)
Bluetooth 4.0

WINE COOLER /
WARMER HOLDER

WINE COOLER /
WARMER HOLDER

Red / Blue light version.
Efficiency: Heat up 20°C-25°C (higher
than room temperature), cooler
about 10°C-25°C (lower than room
temperature).
Size: 23.6 x 22.3 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs.

Efficiency: Heat up 20°C-25°C (higher
than room temperature), cooler
about 10°C-25°C (lower than room
temperature).
Size: 11.6 x 13.2 x 13.2 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs.

Car cable (included)
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BOTTLE SHAPED ICE COOLER BOX WITH STRAP

TREE STUMP COOLER BOX WITH SHOULDER STRAPS

BEVERAGE COOLER BOX WITH JUG

CAN SHAPED ICE COOLER BOX WITH TROLLEY

The insulation of the cooler also very thick and balance, the cooler have very
excellent capacity in keep cooling.

18.9 L Tree Stump Cooler Box with Shoulder Straps, have a rope, easy to carry. A good
product as beverage cooler for promotion and outdoor activities.

Capacity: 3,8 litres / 7,6 liters
Material: PP, PE, PU foam.
Size: L 42 x W 36 x H 55 cm.
Weight: 3kg
MQO: 500 pcs

Capacity: 18.9 liters
Material: HDPE / PP / Insulated material
Size: 32.8 x 32.8 x 58 cm.
MQO: 500 pcs

Eco-friendly, practical, convenient, easily to carry cooler box in the shape of a
beer bottle withtrolley. Good insulation, healthy and nontoxic, leak tightness,
can be custom branded by silk screen printing or full color sticker.

Eco-friendly, practical, convenient, easily to carry cooler box in the shape of a beer
bottle with lid and wheels. Good insulation, healthy and nontoxic, leak tightness,
can be custom branded by silk screen printing or full color sticker.

Capacity: 18,9 liters
Material: HDPE/PP/PU Foam
Size: L 42 x W 36 x H 55 cm.
Weight: 3kg
MQO: 500 pcs

Capacity: 18.9 liters
Material: PP, HDPE, PU FOAM, HDPE, PP and PU foam
Size: 36 x 31.5 x 56 cm.
MQO: 500 pcs
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BRANDED FLIP FLOPS

NET BAGS

Your brand can leave a custom trace in your client’s holiday. Your logo or custom
text can shape cutted on flip flop base. Use this flip flops for inspired summer
marketing campaigns.

The market string bag organizer can replace your paper and plastic bags for any shopping.
These reusable grocery bags are made of net cloth, which is all natural and chemical free.
100% eco friendly.
MQO: 100 cps

Contact us for more details.
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EVENTS, FESTIVALS & PARTIES
LEATHER LOOK WRISTBANDS

VINYL WRISTBANDS - EXTRA SLIM / SLIM / WIDE

TICKETS / VOUCHERS

COUPONS / VOUCHERS

The leather look wristband provides a secure access control and is also a real fashion item
thanks to the irresistible look. A wristband with a prestigious character! The leather look
wristbands consist of artificial leather and are available in 9 different colours/finishes: red,
black, ecru, different shades of brown.
The wristbands can be personalised
with your logo or text, they can be
debossed as well as printed. Printing
is possible in 1 or 2 colours onto a
coloured background.

Vinyl Wristbands are the elegant solution for your entry control. They can be easily used on
multiple consecutive days thanks to the durability of the Vinyl and they are waterproof.

We can create unique, printed security tickets for your events, by adding non transferable
safety features such as glossmarks, micro text, UV-printing, correlation text, intrared printing
and barcoding. These features enable you to detect counterfeited products easily. Our digital
printing technique offers high quality, photo finish designs and flexibility in small ranges.

These coupons / vouchers are unique in the market because of their stylish designs and
security features which make a huge impact and compare so favourably with the easily
forgotten alternatives available. Manufactured in distinctive colours and designs from a high
quality gloss card, these vouchers are available in small booklets of 2 to 5 vouchers. If required
with your own choice of artwork on the reverse. Our multi drink vouchers might be the answer
to controlling stock and moneys as they are, like all our vouchers, sequentially numbered.
Different size options are availble upon request.

SIZE:
Wristbands with metal, plastic tube
or bead closure: 1,5 x 35 cm
Wristbands with plastic snap fastener:
1,5 x 26 cm

AVAILABLE COLORS:

VINYL GLITTER WRISTBANDS

The full colour print is a
unique, digital print which
makes it possible to have
your artwork on the entire
length of the band. The
colour of the Wristband
can be chosen by using a
CMYK colour code. Complex
designs are also a possibility.

MULTI-COLOURED PAPER WITH BLACK PRINT
Tickets in multi coloured paper with black print are a low budget solution while offering extra
security with the presence micro text and barcoding.
Standard paper colours are violet, light pink, yellow, light blue, orange, light green, grey and
white.
SIZE:
• 3-stub ticket (ticket + 2 stubs): 210 x 70 mm

The following data can
be printed on the Vinyl
Wristbands with full colour
print: barcodes, QR-codes,
colour gradients, numbering,
extra data.

EXTRA SLIM

Contact us for more details.

• 2-stub ticket (ticket + 1 stub): 150 x 70 mm
• 2-stub ticket (ticket + 1 stub): 100 x 70 mm

SLIM

WIDE FACE

The special plastic glitter wristbands are particulary designed for VIP events, parties and
‘valued clients’. They have the same quality standards as vinyl bands; also, they are waterproof.

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Available glitter options: Blue, Pink, Green, Red, Silver and Gold.
Please be advised that the print on vinyl wristbands
is sensitive to lotions, salt water and sand.

EARPLUGS
Earplugs have become an indispensable item at every festival or music event. It is a proven
fact that high noise levels of 105.3 dB(A) (equal to that of a chainsaw) such as is experienced at
a concert, festival or sports occasion accelerates hearing loss.

TICKETS - FULL COLOUR

DISPOSABLE EARPLUGS

REUSABLE POCKET PACKS

Our digital printing technique offers high quality,
photo finish designs and flexibility in small ranges.
SIZE:
• one / two / three part tickets: 210 x 70 mm
• one / two part tickets: 140 x 70 mm
• one / two part tickets: 100 x 70 mm

Contains 2 pairs of earplug in plastic foil and
can be personalized by stapling a printed
paper card to the pack.

Contain 1 pair and can be personalized with
a sticker.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
AVAILABLE GLITTER OPTIONS:

semi-transparent

opaque
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GLOWING STICKS

GLOW STRAWS

PARTY GLASSES

You may wonder what is a Glow Stick and what are they used for. Here are some interesting
facts and ideas for you. A Glow Stick is a plastic tube with in this 2 fluids which, when they
interact, form a chemically created luminescent light. You activate the fluid by bending the
stick, the 2 substances are released, converge, and the result is a beautiful, highly visible ly
effective lighting.

Drinking straws that diffuse light
throughout the beverage.
Size: 23 cm x 6 mm

Your promotional sunglasses enables you to create custom made sunglasses for your
company. 100% customized sunglasses means that you can chose the pantone color of the
product, chose the finishing: plastic or rubber (matte), select the type of lenses: solar, mirror
or transparent and customize the lenses with stickers or even the total product, using hot
transfer printing.
Contact us for more details.

GLOW STICKS
Simply ‘snap’ to operate.
Size: 15 cm x 1,7 cm / 25 x 1.1 cm

GLOW ICE CUBES

LED FOAM STICK

Illuminated led light ice cubes for all
cold beverages. Batteries included (not
replaceble, one use only).
Size: 3 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm

Foam stick with 3 built-in led lights.
Batteries included.
Size: 47 cm x 4 mm
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GLOWING BRACELETS

GLOW GLASSES

Simply ‘snap’ to operate.
Size: 20 cm x 5 mm

Package with 10 glow glasses in
multiple colours. These glasses are
fun and cheap.
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LED SMART LUMINOUS GLASSES

CUSTOMS FOAM ACCESORIES

CUSTOMS BALLOONS

PRINTED BALLOONS

With eight different dynamic patterns with button switch, these elegant appearance and
fashion avant-garde glasses, have 202 LED beads inside and usb battery of 200mA, charged by
5V adapter. Materials: ABS+PC. Charge time: 1.5 hours. Working time: 10-15 hours
Size: 160 x 64 x 17 mm

We can provide any foam accesory, shaped for specif needs of your events.

Balloons with print, advertising balloons, balloons with logos are a common marketing tool
used by big international brands as well as local companies. No wonder, because balloons
are an extremely effective element of advertising campaigns. Regardless of the slogan, logo
or graphics posted on them, they always evoke positive emotions. Regardless of the age of
the recipient. We can therefore safely say that balloons with a logo are a kind of self-serving
advertisement.

Latex balloons with advertising print are an extremely effective marketing tool. They work both
for small companies and global brands. You can choose from 75 different colors, including
pastel, transparent metal, printed on one, two, three and four sides,
and from above (top print).

BIG BALLOONS
Big balloons, up to 90 cm diameter, can make a real statement for any brand at evens,
product launches, parties.

Ø 23 CM, 7L

Ø 27 CM, 10L

Ø 28 CM, 12L

Ø 30 CM, 15L Ø 35 CM, 24L

CUSTOM SHAPE BALLOONS
Foil balloons with a logo are ideal for those who care about the unique setting of an event or
event, and have a slightly higher budget. One or two-sided printing.

LASER PARTY GLASSES
Laser sunglass, adult size for both man and women, Body color black, transparent, red, yellow,
rechargeable battery. Laser Color: red / red and blue. MOQ: 10 sets
Notice: All the laser products need use with smoke on stage ,without fog on stage the laser
beams will just seem like laser points. During dancing please have a rest 5-7 minutes after
dance 10minutes, this will be useful to extend using time for laser products. Do not use laser
products towards eyes for long time, it will hurt you.
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Ø 60 CM, 114L

Ø 90 CM, 380L

ROUND

11 colors available.

STAR

9 colors available.

HEART

5 colors available.
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FULL COLOR PRINTED LANYARDS

1 OR 2 COLOUR PRINTED LANYARDS

Sublimation print lanyards are perfect for designs in full colour, printed on
one of both sides. We offer 10 different hooks types and five types of lanyards:

Do you want your own logo or design on a pre coloured lanyard? Then our screen print
lanyards are perfect for you!

SATIN

SATIN RIBBED

ECO

TUBE

Material: 100% polyester
Width: 15 or 20 mm
Appearance: matt

Material: 100% ribbed polyester
Width: 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm
Appearance: matt

Material: 100% recycled PET,
(colour of ribbon: light cream)
Width: 15 or 20 mm
Appearance: soft sheen

Material: 100% polyester
Width: 10 mm
Appearance: matt

AVAILABLE COLORS:

SILICONE
Material: 100% silicone rubbe
Width: 15 mm
Appearance: matt
One side printing only.
PANTONE colors match.

REFLECTIVE
Material: 100 % polyamide
and reflective stripe
Width: 20 mm
Appearance: reflective
(fluorescence)

DELUXE

SATIN RIBBED PLUS

HOOKS

POLYESTER

GLITTER

Material: 100% polyamide
Width: 15 or 20 mm
Appearance: high sheen

Material: 100% ribbed polyester
Width: 25 mm
Appearance: matt - satin
Ribbed and high sheen
Silk.

Different hooks types, available for full printed
lanyards or 1-2 colour printed lanyards.

Material: 100% polyamide
Width: 15 or 20 mm
Appearance: shiny and
sparkling in light

Material: 100% polyester lanyard
with glitter band
Width: 20 mm
Appearance: glitter
Glitter: gold or silver.
One side printing only.

LED LANYARDS

STENTEX BADGES

Organising a big or small event and looking for something eyecatching? Our LED lanyards
will bring stunning light effects, enhancing the atmosphere at your event. Ideal for parties,
concerts, festivals but also sports games and any events held at night.
The lanyard contains one strong LED light that spreads the light across the whole lanyard. The
LED lanyard works with an interchangable battery which can be found in the plastic box on
the bottom of the lanyard. On that box, you can also find the on/off switch to preserve battery
life. The lanyard has three light modes: a slow pulse, a fast pulse or a constant light.
You can also choose a lanyard that constantly changes its colour.
As always, the lanyards can be debossed with your own design. Lastly, you can also choose to
personalise the box with a sticker for promoting brand awareness or your company logo.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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``					

They are an ideal identification tool for all kinds of events. In
combination with lanyards, they are always easily visible. Stentex
badges are made from waterproof Stentex which offers strength
and a surface ideal for digital printing. Available in 250 microns /
350 microns.

STENTEX
BADGES

are an ideal identification
tool for all kinds of events.
In combination with
lanyards, they are
always easily visible.

Standard size’s:
• 60 mm x 40 mm

• 148 mm x 105 mm

• 100 mm x 70 mm

• 155 mm x 140 mm

• 145 mm x 80 mm

• 210 mm x 148 mm
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EVENT PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES
We can offer you the most comprehensive range of event products: Wristbands, Tokens,
Lanyards, Badges, Drink Vouchers, Ticketing, Earplugs, Number Bibs and Barrier Tape.
These are are trusted tools at events, bars, nightclubs, outside leisure facilities, sporting
occasions, company parties, and offer high impact marketing opportunities for sponsors.

WRISTBANDS

LED WRISTBANDS WITH REMOTELY CHANGING COLORS

FABRIC WRISTBANDS

Wristbands, together with other product lines are trusted tools at events, bars, nightclubs,
outside leisure facilities, sporting occasions, company parties, and offer high impact marketing
opportunities for sponsors.

Silicone LED Wristbands have the ability to remotely start and change colors by the remote
control - a radio controller (small / large version, available for rent). This solution permits you
to carry out your event, according to different scenarios, using different colors of luminaire
banding. It is an ideal solution both for large mass events as well as company meetings.

Fabric Wristbands have become incredibly popular providing a quality security control system
and doubling as an invaluable marketing tool as they are worn as an ‘I was there’ statement
for months after the event. Crimp Gun for wrist band closure is available to buy.

LED WRISTBANDS

TOKENS
Highly versatile, long lasting and extremely visible, Tokens can be personalized and are
available in many different styles, sizes and print/color options.

Light up your party with LED wristbands. These luminous wristbands create a dynamic
athmosphere during your event which will definitely impress your audience! These wristbands
are ideal for parties, bars and concerts, but also for nightly walks, bike rides or jogging
sessions. Personalise the LED wristbands with your own design. You either choose for an
engraved design or a printed one in white ink.

CHOOSE
A SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE
TOKEN FOR
YOUR NEXT
EVENT!

Each holder of the wristband can change its color unless the color is not changed on
the remote control. Work and standby time up to 8 hours. The possibility of making any
printing, e.g. a logo.

BAND COLORS:

LUMINOUS COLORS:

SILICON WRISTBANDS
This kind of wristbands pulses by means of ambient sound such as music, voices, clapping.
The wristbands feels the vibrations of the beat and create a true wow-factor! The second
kind of LED wristbands have three settings. Slow pulse, fast pulse or constant light.
They work on replaceable batteries (CR1220) which can work non-stop for 5 hours on
average. Size: 1 x 21.5 cm (also available wit a length of 20 cm or 23 cm upon request)

AVAILABLE COLORS:

TYVEK WRISTBANDS
TYPES AND PRINTING
CRYSTAL TRANSPARENT TOKENS (embossing / digital print)
ECO TOCKEN FROM BIOPLASTIC (embossing)
OCEAN TOKENS FROM OLD RECYCLED FISHING NETS (embossing)
WOODEN TOKENS (embossing / digital print)
METAL & ALUMINIUM TOKENS (embossing)
FESTIVAL TOKENS (digital print / in sheets of 25 separate square tokens)
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Tyvek is a synthetic, waterproof material – extremely
durable, tear resistant and tamper evident. To minimise
transference, not only is the closure designed to
shred, the Tyvek Wristband also ‘concertinas’
if stretching is attempted. Where safety is of
paramount importance, our Tyvek Wristbands
offer an inexpensive, easy to use security system.
Size 1: 255 x 19 mm. Print area: 200 x 16 mm
Size 2: 255 x 25 mm. Print area: 200 x 20 mm

The Silicone Wristbands are soft and flexible making them versatile and
comfortable to wear. They are an ideal marketing tool for public
awareness campaigns, fundraising events, suitable for outdoor
activities or even as
a souvenir for a birthday or marriage... the
possibilities are endless!

FABRIC WOVEN

FABRIC PRINTED

The Fabric Woven Wristbands are tightly
woven using top quality polyester yarn to
afford creating a strong, comfortable band
to wear. You can add gold/silver lurex and
UV threads as well as laser cut sequential
numbering as optional extras.
Choose up to 8 colours of thread per
design at no extra cost. If you want
additional colours or lurex threads, please
enquire.

Fabric Printed Wristbands are a trendy
alternative to Woven Fabric Wristbands.
These bands are digitally printed, which
offers a full colour photo realistic finish.
Additional security features such as
sequential numbering, barcodes and QRcodes are also available.

SIZE:
Wristbands with metal, plastic tube or
bead closure: 1,5 x 35 cm
Wristbands with plastic snap fastener:
1,5 x 26 cm

We are able to print on 5 different
materials: woven ribbon, satin ribbon,
R-PET (eco from 100% recycled PET
bottles), silky ribbon, polyester ribbon with
reflective stitching.
Four different closures available: metal
crimp, plastic tube or snap fastener, bead
closure.
Personalization: Thermo printed full colour
onto fabric.
SIZE: 15 x 350 mm / 20 x 350 mm (satin
only)

SIZE:
Children:
180 x 12 x 2 mm / 160 x 12 x 2 mm
Standard size: 202 x 12 x 2 mm
Widths: 8, 12, 20 and 25 mm

PERSONALIZATION

OPTIONAL

1 / 2 / 3 Color print

Inside print 1C

Emboss

UV warning

Emboss - 1 color

Glow in the dark

Deboss

Glitters silver or gold

Deboss - 1 color

Multi colour band

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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EVENTS, FESTIVALS & PARTIES
PAPER CUPS WITH INDIVIDUAL PRINTS

TROPHIES & GLASS MINIATURE ARTWORKS

Paper cups with a logo for hot and cold drinks, high-quality double - walled coffee mugs with
advertising printing and for very hot beverages or organic biocards paper and transparent. We
offer a full range of individual logokubbers at attractive prices, low costs and express delivery
dates.

You can make a statement at your corporate or sport event, giving unique design trophies,
made of glass or in combination with different materials, custom shapped based on event
theme or your business profile.
Ask for more details! We can help you with the design & production.

HOT CUPS - THERMAL PAPER BUBBLES - FULL PRINT
Thermal printed paper mugs are mainly dedicated to hot beverages. The use of a second layer
of high-quality stable carton strengthens the cup and in case of 200, 300 and 400 ml cups, an
additional air-cushion between the inner cup and the band is created, which is an excellent
insulation that protects the hand against the high temperature of the drink.
Capacity: 100/120 ml, 200/260 ml, 300/370 ml, 400/470 ml

COLD CUPS - PAPER UNIQUE MIXED MUGS - FULL PRINT
COLD CUPS Premium paper cups are dedicated primarily to hot and cold beverages.
The use of high quality cardboard makes the cups very stable and have good insulating
properties.
Capacity: 200/260 ml, 300/370 ml, 400/470 ml

PAPER CUPS - WITH LOGO PRINT
Disposable cups with print also includes economical paper cups with a logotype print. They
can also be made from a bio-degradable PLA material with logo printing. In this option, prints
are made in a pad printing technique up to 5 colors Pantone or HKS in 1 theme. Logo imprint
can be implemented on both sides of the cup.
Paper cups with logo printing are available in all standard capacities:
• Cups with the following capacities: 100, 150, 180, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ml
• Double - walled cups with a capacity of 100, 150, 180, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ml
• Biodegradable PLA cups with a capacity of 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ml

PLASTIC CUPS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT
Disposable cups with print also includes plastic cups with an individual advertising print.
These cups are made of plastic with very high transparency.
Plastic cups with advertising printing are available in the following options:
• PET cups with a capacity of 300, 400 and 500 ml
• PP cups with a capacity of 300, 400 and 500 ml
• Biodegradable PLA cups with a capacity of 200, 300, 400 and 500 ml
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BIB APRON JEANS

BIB APRON URBAN CASUAL-STYLE

BIB APRON URBAN X-STYLE

Hip waist apron in denim style with accessories made of 100% genuine leather with bronzed
studs and contrasting top stitching round out. Washable up to 95°C, thanks to removable
leather parts. Including belt (120 cm length) made of 100% cowhide leather, four belt loops
provide tight fit for the leather belt. Practical leather strap on the right side to attach a waiter’s
holster or dishcloth. Patch pocket (21,5 x 20 cm) on the left side with riveted corners and
integrated pen holder. Twill weave, 195 g/m². 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton.
Size: 70 x 45 cm (width x length)

Casually cool bip apron in jeans look with accessories made of 100 % genuine leather, with
bronzed studs and contrasting top stitching round out the vintage look. Washable up to 95
C, thanks to removable leather parts, easily adjustable leather bib strap with pre-punched
holes and abrasion strip in neck area. Durable apron strap with seam backtacking guarantees
a firm hold in the hip area. Practical leather strap on the right side to attach a waiter’s holster
or dishcloth. Pocket on left side (19 x 19 cm) with riveted corners for an extra strong support,
sewn-on pen compartment with rivets on the chest. Suitable for industrial laundry. Twill
weave, 195 g/m². 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton. Size: 71 x 80 cm (width x length).

Modern, casual bib apron in twill look with straps made of apron fabric, bib strap with buckle
for continuously variable length adjustment. Bronzed rivets and contrasting top stitching
ensure an unmistakable urban style. Practical fabric loop on the right side for fastening a
waiter’s holster or kitchen towel. Left side pocket (19 x 21 cm). Washable up to 60 C. Twill
weave 273 g/m2, 100% cotton. Size: 68 x 80 cm (width x length).

Stylishly trendy bib apron in twill look with cross straps to relieve the neck, easy removal
and fastening of all straps using carabiner clasps. Buckles for continuously variable length
adjustment. Additional waist band to regulate the width guarantees a firm fit. Bronzed rivets
and contrasting top stitching ensure an unmistakable urban style. Functional imitation leather
straps. Practical fabric loop on the right side for fastening a waiter’s holster or kitchen towel.
Left side pocket (16 x 24 cm) and pen compartment at chest height. Washable up to 60 C.
Twill weave 273 g/m2., 100% cotton. Size: 68 x 80 cm (width x length).

OPTIONAL
LEATHER WAITER’S
HOLSTER
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Chocolate
Kaki
Stone Grey

Beige

Vintage black

Vintage blue

Black

WAIST APRON JEANS
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LEATHER BIB APRON CRAFTSMAN

BIB APRON 2 IN 1 (REVERSE) URBAN X-STYLE

Distinctive denim bib apron with stylish, detachable cross straps with functional cross straps
to relieve the neck. Easy removal and fastening of all straps using carabiner clasps. Buckles for
continuously variable length adjustment. Width adjustment for optimal fit through additional
waist band for adjustment. Original denim look thanks to bronzed rivets and contrasting top
stitching. Trendy imitation leather straps with pen pocket at chest height and 2 side pockets
(16 x 20 cm). Twill weave, 330 g/m². 100% cotton. Size: 68 x 80 cm (width x length)

Stylish bib apron made of pleasantly light and supple cowhide leather. 100 % handmade
natural product with unmistakable character. Coloured contrasting leather applications and
bronzed metal rivets round off the rough leather look with easily adjustable leather neck
strap with 5 pre-punched holes. Abrasion protection in the neck area thanks to velvet fabric
coating. Adjustable apron strap in the hip area with 10 pre-punched holes guarantees a firm
fit. Cognac leather strap on the right front for attaching a waiter’s holster or kitchen towel
Practical metal ring on the left front for attaching a cash key chain, a dishcloth or other
utensils. 100% cowhide leather. Size: 68 x 80 cm (width x length).

Innovatively stylish bib apron usable on reverse side thanks to removable straps with different
colour on each apron side (2in1). Functional cross straps to relieve the neck. Easy removal
and fastening of all straps using carabiner clasps. Length adjustable with buckles. Optimal fit
due to waistband for removal and adjustment of the width. Stylish imitation leather straps.
Practical pockets on both apron sides. Washable up to 60 C. Twill weave 273 g/m2, 100%
cotton. Size: 68 x 80 cm (width x length).

Rose / Nougat
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Toffee

Denim Blue

Ink

Mocha

Black

BIB APRON DENIM X-STYLE

Fog Grey / Night Blue
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Navy

White

Black

White

Black

Light Brown

Anthracite

Navy

Anthracite

Navy

Black
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White

Classy chef jacket with hidden press stud panel made of very light-weight fabric, perfectly
suitable for comfortable work in warm environments with optimal wearing comfort due to
slim silhouette. Press studs for quick opening and closing and practical strap at rear collar to
fix a bib apron (prevents slipping). Sleeve cuffs with slit and patch sleeve pocket on the left
with a practical pen compartment. Suitable for industrial laundry, washable up to 95 C. Twill
weave, 150 g/m². 50% polyester, 50% cotton. Sizes: 46-64.

Black

Classy ladies’ chef jacket with hidden press stud panel made of very light-weight fabric,
perfectly suitable for comfortable work in warm environments. Optimal wearing comfort due
to slim silhouette with press studs for quick opening and closing and practical strap at rear
collar to fix a bib apron (prevents slipping). Sleeve cuffs with slit, patch sleeve pocket on the
left with a practical pen compartment. Suitable for industrial laundry, washable up to 95 C.
Twill weave, 150 g/m². 50% polyester, 50% cotton. Sizes: 35-40.

Anthracite

Chef jacket for men in a regular fit. Vienna seams on the back with sleeve cuffs with slit and
slanted chest pocket on the left, with pen pocket. 5-button jacket with press studs. Suitable
for industrial laundry, washable up to 95 C. Twill weave, 215 g/m². 65% polyester 35% cotton.
Sizes: 44-66.

White

Chef jacket for ladies in a tight fit. Bust darts, flank seams at the front and back with sleeve
cuffs with slit and patched, slanted chest pocket on the left, with pen pocket. 5-button jacket
with press studs. Suitable for industrial laundry, washable up to 95 C. Twill weave, 215 g/m².
65% polyester 35% cotton. Sizes: 34-50.

Navy

CHEF JACKET NOAH

Pink

LADIES’ CHEF JACKET NAOMI

Anthracite

CHEF JACKET LARS

Light Brown

LADIES’ CHEF JACKET LARISSA
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BUTTONS

Chef jacket for ladies in a tight fit, bust darts, with short sleeves and chest pocket on the left.
10-button double breasted jacket, without buttons. Suitable for industrial laundry, washable
up to 95 C. Twill weave, 210 g/m². 100% cotton. Sizes: 34-54.

Buttons in a pack of 12.

WAITER’S EQUIPMENT
WAITER’S HOLSTER LARGE

WAITER’S HOLSTER

1 big zipper compartment.
1 mobile phone pocket
1 pocket for cash block
1 pocket with biro compartment
Belt harness for quick application.
100% cowhide leather.
Size: 24,2 x 25,2 cm

2 pockets and biro compartment.
With belt loop for an easy attachment to
apron and belt. 100% cowhide leather.
Size: 16 x 22 cm

White

Black

LADIES’ CHEF JACKET PAULINE
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WAITER’S HOLSTER

WAITER’S HOLSTER

LEATHER WAITER’S HOLSTER

1 big purse-compartment.
1 slip pocket.
1 zip pocket.
Loop for cash key chains.
With belt loop for an easy attachment to apron
and belt. 100% cowhide leather.
Size: 23,5 x 12,5 x 3,2 cm

2 pockets and 1 pen pocket.
Wwith belt loop for an easy attachment to
apron and belt. Twill weave, 215 g/m², 65%
polyester, 35% cotton. Washable up to 95 C.
Size: 16 x 24 cm

Modern waiter’s holster made of soft buff
leather. Easy fixing at the apron strap or belt
due to opening loop.
Size: 15 x 27 x 3,5 cm
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PLASTIC CARDS

APPLICATIONS

Plastic cards printed on white, white ECOfriendly pvc, transparent and coloured pvc material.
Each card is ennobled with glossy or matte laminate which protects offset printing.
What can we do for you: laminated plastic cards 86x54 mm, discout cards, loyalty cards, gift
cards, access control cards (keys), business cards, tickets, luggage tags, warranty and service
cards, die cut cards, barcode cards, scratch cards, contactless cards (RFID), XXL cards, mini
cards, 3 in 1 combination cards (key tags/fobs), combo cards (one credit card + two key tags/
fobs), leaflets, envelopes, gift card packings and much more!

Lolyalty cards

VIP cards

HOLOGRAMS

HOT STAMPING HOLOGRAMS

A hologram as an optical safety symbol is currently the most effective weapon in the fight
against counterfeiters. Produced in accordance with standards, it enables to easily distinguish
fakes from the original product. To further secure our clients’ products, we offer claims of the
holograms produced by us in the international holograms registry (IHR).

Holograms for hot application work best as security for prints
and securities, payment and loyalty cards, as well as product
packaging and pharmaceuticals in several hundred thousand
runs. We guarantee perfect product protection with a minimal
increase in the cost of packaging production.

Family cards

Access control
cards
Other applications: gift cards, memebership cards, business cards. ID cards and badges,
calendar cards. luggage tags, city cards, tags and labels.

SPECIALIZED HOLOGRAMS
Thinking about unusual expectations regarding the protection of your products, we offer
a number of additional holographic safeguards that guarantee the security of originality in
almost every sector of activity.

ELEMENTS

SCRATCHCARD HOLOGRAMS
Magnetic stripe

Writing panel

Barcode

Contact chip

STANDARD HOLOGRAMS
Standard holograms are intended for customers who value a
quick delivery time and no preparation costs (exposure of a
hologram), thanks to which we obtain solutions at an affordable
price. We can produce up to 100 pieces of standard holograms,
whose security value remains at a similar level as in the case of
individual holograms.

TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAMS

ECO
FRIENDLY
CARDS

Embossing

Scratch-off panel

Spot Varnish

UV light print

Cards made of eco-friendly
material like those made of
normal PVC, except for one
detail: ecom material has a
special extra that makes
cards degradable!
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Holograms made on transparent film to secure identifiers and all
documents where background visibility is necessary.

HEAT-SHRINK HOLOGRAM
Hologram

Magnetic stripe
cards HiCo/LoCo
(ISO 7811)

EXPRESS
Express holograms with a permanently etched laser serial
number are a perfect solution for customers looking for an
express delivery time while maintaining a reasonable price.

CARD TYPES

Laminated plastic
cards
(ISO 7810)

Printed on a self-adhesive label, destructible when attempted to
peel unauthorizedly. The shape and size of the sticker are free.
As a security hologram, we enable (depending on the edition) to
make an individual pattern or personalize one of our commercial
designs using any technique.

Memory /
processor cards
(ISO 7816)

Proximity / RFID
cards
(ISO 14443)

Hole

Self-adhesive
sticker

Aroma

INDIVIDUAL HOLOGRAMS
Individual holograms are recomended for circulation of
over 100,000. We expose them from scratch according to
the detailed guidelines of our recipient. The security level
is set based on the individual requirements and purpose
of the hologram. Always offered as self destructible when
attempted to manipulate.

Matte lamination

Glittering print or
brushed metal
effect

Transparent
material

Custom shape

Shrink holograms to protect packaging closures in the food,
cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries.

COINS WITH HOLOGRAM
An innovative solution that allows you to create a coin with
a holographic background with the features of a real coin,
containing real relief and metal alloy
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METAL BADGES

PRESTIGE LINE

BUSINESS LINE

IMAGE LINE

Attractively framed, convex name badge with an acrylic front.

Elegant stylish badges with quality metal effect using IMD technology giving smooth
appearance. Innovative positioning of window to create different options for logo position.

User friendly inserts with designed with room to display your company logo. Plenty of space
for name and job title. Special features to protect against extreme humidity damages.

Elegant design with rounded edges in a variety of finish & colours.
Plenty of space for job title and name.

• for more individuality, colored inserts available, along with plastic
inserts in white, silver or gold which can be printed or engraved.
• great scope for creativity with back-printed technology.
• standard fastening: safety pin & metal clips.
• other fastening systems available on request
MQO: 50 pcs.

XSTYLE METALLIC
Innovative shape, fully transparent name badge with glossy finish. Promotes an elegant
‘look’ for a printed logo with a reusable insert. Different colour options for inserts to create a
professional and authentic image.

SIZE

69 x 31,5

PLASTIC COLOURS

FINISHES

FASTENING SYSTEM

Transparent

silver matt

Safety pin, metal clips

Gray P 428 C

gold matt

Brooch pin, metal clips

Red P 1797 C
Blue P 2945 C
Black
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Magnet fastening, metal clips

SIZE

WINDOW SIZE

FINISHES

FASTENING SYSTEM

66 x 26 mm

40 x 18 mm

Silver matt

Safety pin, metal clips

SIZE

WINDOW SIZE

FINISHES

66 x 26 mm

58 x 8 mm

Gold matt

Plug-in-system, brooch pin, metal clips

67 x 35 mm

67 x 16 mm

silver matt

66 x 31,5 mm

57 x 8 mm

Metal foil

Plug-in-system, magnet fastening, metal clips

67 x 42 mm

67 x 23 mm
67 x 16 mm
67 x 23 mm

85,5 x 30 mm

55 x 18 mm

67 x 47 mm

82 x 26,5 mm

54 x 8 mm

67 x 54 mm

gold matt

COLORS
Many other
colours
upon
request

FASTENING SYSTEM

SIZE

WINDOW SIZE

FINISHES

Safety pin, metal clips

69 x 34 mm

61 x 12,8 mm

silver matt

Brooch pin, metal clips

69 x 34 mm

61 x 12,8 mm

Magnet fastening, metal clips

69 x 39 mm

61 x 18 mm

69 x 39 mm

61 x 18 mm

gold matt

COLORS

FASTENING SYSTEM
Safety pin, metal clips

Many other
colours
upon
request

Brooch pin, metal clips
Magnet fastening, metal clips
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SLIM LINE

ROUND LINE

CLASSIC

CLASSIC METALLIC

Modern design creating an eye-catching look. Scratch resistant and durable features.
Design flexibility allowing options for logo position.

With its elegant oval shape, this badges offers a beautiful alternative to the classical
rectangular shapes. Available with or without a name window. The entire surface can be
printed upon, providing a large space for logo and multi lined engraving.

Best-selling badge, a simple and effective design and ample space in window section for
company logo and job title. Plug-in system on reverse for flags to denote language skills.
Available in popular range of colours.

The opportunity to present your company image on the highest quality products. Adequate
space to display company logo effectively. Plenty of space for name and job title. Metal
badges convey a high quality image and provide durable and reliable solutions.

SIZE
69 x 30 mm
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WINDOW SIZE
61 x 12,8 mm

69 x 40 mm

61 x 12,8 mm

69 x 39 mm

61 x 18 mm

69 x 39 mm

61 x 18 mm

FINISHES
Back: back-printed acrylic glass
Front: print individually selectable

FASTENING SYSTEM
Safety pin

SIZE
65 x 43 mm

Brooch pin

65 x 43 mm

Magnet fastening

85 x 25 mm
60 x 34 mm

WINDOW SIZE
46 x 8 mm

FINISHES
silver matt
gold matt

SIZE

WINDOW SIZE

COLORS

FINISHES

FASTENING SYSTEM

FASTENING SYSTEM

69 x 34 mm

63,5 x 12,6 mm

White

silver matt

Safety pin, metal clips

Safety pin

69 x 39 mm

63,5 x 18 mm

Yellow P 115 C

gold matt

Brooch pin, metal clips

SIZE

Brooch pin

69 x 45 mm

63,5 x 12,6 mm

Red P 1797 C

Magnet fastening, metal clips

Magnet fastening

WINDOW SIZE

FINISHES

FASTENING SYSTEM

69 x 34 mm

61 x 12,8 mm

silver matt

Safety pin, metal clips

Blue P 2945 C

69 x 34 mm

63,5 x 12,5 mm

gold matt

Brooch pin, metal clips

Black

69 x 31,5 mm

68,4 x 27,8 mm

Magnet fastening, metal clips
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BAR ACCESSORIES

LED SERVING TRAYS

LED ICE BUKET

CHILLER DISPENSER MACHINE

LED illuminated serving trays, diffferent models and size available.
They can be simple, with silicone pad or wth cup holder.
Ideal for bars, events ballrooms, food courts.

LED illuminated ice buckets, diffferent models and size available.
Ideal for bars, events ballrooms, food courts

Ideal for bars and other horeca locations, event and catering companies, festival, food courts. Comes in three capacity options (1 / 2 / 3 bottles). Dispenser can be automatic pump or manual (optional).
Temperature setting: by 1°C from -24°C. Can be personalized with your company logo printed that will light up or with advertising film (3 bottles version dispenser, LED light from machine lights up the film).

1 BOTTLE DISPENSER
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2 BOTTLES DISPENSER

REFRIGERATION METHOD

SIZE

LOWEST TEMPERATURE

Electronic (semi-conductor)

35 x 20 x 32.7 cm

-5° C

Compressor (DC version)

35 x 20 x 32.7 cm

- 24° C

3 BOTTLES DISPENSER
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COCKTAIL SHAKER SET

COCKTAIL SHAKER SET

A-BOARDS AND ADVERTISING CHALKBOARDS

4-SIDED A-BOARD

Stainless steel cocktail shaker.
Size: 250ml / 350ml / 500ml / 750ml / 800ml or customized.
MQO: 200 pcs

Stainless steel cocktail shaker.
Size: 250ml / 350ml / 500ml / 750ml / 800ml or customized.
MQO: 200 pcs

Complety customized products with your requested dimensions, with printed or laser
engraved logo.

Atypical A-board, which has 4 sides viable for writing in chalk. It makes changing the
information you want to convery to your potential clients much faster and easier than before!

DOUBLE-SIDED BOTTLE A-BOARD

Specifications: Frame 4c m, wood thickness 2 cm. Stained wood, chain stopper, HDF 3 mm
blackboard. Light (ca. 6kg), easy to use.
Outer dimension: 98 x 61 cm

Specifications: stain + laquer finishing, 3 mm ABS
blackboard with chain stopper.
Outer dimension: 150 x 50 cm
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COCKTAIL SHAKER SET

COCKTAIL SHAKER

Stainless steel cocktail shaker.
Size: 250ml / 350ml / 500ml / 750ml /
800ml or customized. Contains: jigger,
strainer, bar spoon, muddler, shaker,
cocktail receipes book.
MQO: 200 pcs

Stainless steel cocktail shaker.
Size: 250ml / 350ml / 500ml / 750ml / 800ml or customized.
MQO: 200 pcs

SWIRL SCONE ICE CREAM A-BOARD

TRIANGULAR “RESERVED” TABLETOP

A-board in the shape of a swirl cone ice cream in a brown
frame. Available in standard and waterproof (WP) version.
Specifications: 4 cm massive wood frame, stain finishing, 3
mm HDF blackboard or ABS blackboard 3 mm (WP).
Outer dimension: 155 x 60 cm

Wooden tabletop with “Reserved” engraving,
available in any chosen language. Chalk paint
strip below, for writing with chalk on the item.
Item made with wood, available in black or
brown. Size: 15 x 6 x 5 cm
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WOW SHAPED
GLASSES

CREATIVE BEER MUGS

CREATIVE GLASS ARTICLES

Creatively shapes glasses and beer mugs
for clubs, restaurants and other HORECA
locations.

SOCCER BALL BEER MUG

MUSCOLO 0,5L BEER MUG

Height: 114 mm
Diameter: 79 mm
Capacity: 500 ml

Height: 213 mm
Diameter: 75 mm
Capacity: 500 ml

WINE GLASS
WITH A BELL

WINE GLASSES
BOTTLE SHAPE

GREEN GLASS
WITH A CAP

Height: 215 mm
Diameter: 94 mm
Capacity: 350 ml

Height: 290 mm
Capacity: 750 ml

Height: 290 mm
Capacity: 750 ml

PERSONALIZATION OPTIONS
Printing
technology:
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BULB GLASS

BULB GLASS

BULB GLASS

FOOTBALL GLASS

HORN GLASS

Height: 224 mm
Capacity: 850 ml

Height: 172 mm.
Capacity: 400 ml

Height: 110 mm
Capacity: 100 ml

Height: 140 mm
Capacity: 300 ml

Height: 230 mm
Diameter: 80 mm
Capacity: 560 ml

Additional
Prints:

• decal transfer printing
• termo transfer
• inside printing
• back stamps
• lining / banding / gilding

Ceramic decal prints are very durable and
resistant to dishwashers and microwaves
(except for decorations containing gold or
platinum).
On the other hand, low temperature decals
are made from organic paints, thanks to
which we are able to get very vivid colors.
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CREATE YOU WOW BRANDED GLASSES OR CERAMICS

EXAMPLES OF PRINTED GLASSES, MUGS OR ASHTRAYS

Custom created table glassware, glass tumblers, glass beer mugs, wine glasses, champagne
flutes and cocktail glasses, glass and ceramic products, glass jugs and carafes. Decorated
products with colors according to Pantone pallette codes.

DESIGN

Our team will invent for you most sophisticated ideas and colorful
designs. The wide scope of glass decorations allows us to create a
countless number of projects for your brand and products.

FORM

Form is an expression of our products. Individual approach to the
brand gives us a chance for better recognition of your product on
the market. We provide professional product consulting targeted on
specific customer’s needs.

CREATIVE BRANDING

Without creativity there will be no such original offer, diversity and so many
designs.
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WOW WINE AND SPIRIT CUSTOM BOTTLES

LETTERS BOTTLE

BRICK BOTTLE

STAINLESS STEEL WHISKEY ROCKS

Elegant designer bottles for industry and craftsmen.
Special unique bottles also for your company.

Hand-blown bottle with stained-glass letters on
bridge, filled with 500 ml Grappa “Via Appia” 40%
vol., Custom-made, individually shatter-proof
packed, height approx. 27 cm filling quantity, price
and bottle height vary depending on the number
of letters,

Perfect gift for building construction, real estate and facility
management companies. For a minimum order of 100
pieces, other items (eg objects) can be put into the bottle be
incorporated.

Sets of liquid food grade stainless steel cubes to chill your drinks, favorite spirit or wine
without diluting them, This way the taste of your drink is preserved. Easy & convenient to use:
Put the stainless steel ice cubes into freezer for about 4 hours or more, then take out to use

OBJECT BOTTLE CUSTOM-MADE

AIRPLANE IN THE BOTTLE

TRUCK BOTTLE

Hand-blown designer bottle, with blown-in object set by you,
Minimum order 100 pieces, object to be incorporated is
provided by you. The filling quantity and the price depend
on the size of the bottle and thus on the size of the object.
Filled with Grappa “Via Appia” 40% vol.

In this handmade bottle is
a glass plane that seems to
fly silently through the filling
of fine Grappa.Filling 350
ml Grappa “Via Appia” 40%
vol. Length about 19 cm.
Delivery including wooden
stand.

Perfect gift for freight forwarding, transport and logistic companies. A very unusual piece
of glassblowing is this handmade bottle in shape of a truck. Filled with 500 ml Grappa “Via
Appia” 40% vol. - in black gift box
with colored decoration filler.
Length about 26 cm.

WOW WINE AND SPIRIT MESSAGE BOTTLE

Filled with 200ml Grappa “Via Appia” 40% vol. Height about 32
cm. Individually packed unbreakable.

This smart customer gift is the perfect idea for sending invitations, coupons or business cards.
A perfect greeting bottle. Messages are handed over as in a bottle mail. The message seems to
be visually in the Grappa. In fact, it is in the inner tube of the bottle - a kind of double bottom!

Plastic box gift set square shape stainless steel reusable ice cube (8pcs/set),
Material: Stainless Steel 304
Size: 27 x 27 x 27 mm / per unit.
Box size: 14.8 x 10.5 x 3.2 cm

Content 200 ml
grappa of the
premium brand
“Via Appia” · 40%
vol. Height about
23 cm
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WHEAT STRAW FOOD CONTAINERS
Elegant designer bottles for industry and craftsmen.
Special unique bottles also for your company.
MQO: 200 pcs

BOTTLE

Gift box available.
Dimension: 21.2 x 7.2 cm
Capacity: 500ml
Weight: 156 g
Material: wheat straw

LARGE FOOD CONTAINER
Dimension: 15.5 x 14 x 10.1 cm
Capacity: 750ml
Weight: 213 g
Material: wheat straw

DRINKING MUG
Dimension: 15 x 7.5 cm
Capacity: 350ml
Weight: 69 g
Material: wheat straw

SMALL FOOD CONTAINER

DRINKING MUG
Dimension: 21.2 x 6.5 cm
Capacity: 500ml
Weight: 155 g
Material: wheat straw
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DRINKING MUG
Gift box available.
Dimension: 12.8 x 8.7 x 14.2 cm
Capacity: 400ml
Weight: 439 g
Material: wheat straw + Glass inside

Dimension: : 14.7 x 13 x 7.3 cm
Capacity: 500ml
Weight: 150 g
Material: wheat straw
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EASY CLING

FOLDABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHES HANGER

WHY IS EASYCLING SO UNIQUE?

NEW GENERATION IN NON-ADHESIVE PRINTINGS

Foldable design to fit even the tiniest collar, thoroughly protects clothes collar from
deformation after years of use. Quick release button lets fetching of clothes in no time without
stretching the clothes. Ergonomically operated, even with only one hand, just press the
release button to take the hanger off.

Outstanding indoor advertising medium. Innovative material to print on, possible to cling
on almost any surface – glass, concrete, wood, car body, furniture board, plastics, Plexiglass,
polycarbonate, wallpaper, bricks, ceramics and many more! What is important, all of it without
adhesive and damaging the surface. It can also be writable with a whiteboard marker.
Electrostatically charged PP film on cardboard backing for offset and offset UV printing. Easy
to apply, repositions without detacking, does not leave adhesive residue. 100% recycable and
does not release toxic gases if incinerated.

NON-ADHESIVE
We prove it is time to put
adhesive out to pasture!
The future belongs to
electrostatics.

USES ELECTROSTATIC FORCE
We use “magical” properties
of electrostatic charges in
innovative way.

EASY APPLICATION
EasyCling cares about safety
and cleanliness of substrate.
No more adhesive residue!

Made from premium quality materials, optional accessory for heavier clothes such as coat,
jacket, suits,etc. Designed to add on and take off easily. Expands the clothes shoulder not only
protect it from deforming, but also make rooms for better ventilation to dry quicker.
Can be customized by laser engraving. with your logo or comapny message. Custom deluxe
box is also available. MQO: 1000 pcs (for printed hangers).

100% RECYCABLE
BUBBLE FREE
INSTALLATION
TEAR RESISTANT

UNIVERSAL APPLICATION
Put EasyCling against
anything you want! Wall,
board or maybe metal
surfaces?

DOES NOT LEAVE RESIDUE
EasyCling cares about safety
and cleanliness of substrate.
No more adhesive residue!

PACKAGING OPTIONS
1 or 3 piece in a canvas bag.

WHETHER ON SHOP
WINDOWS, BUILDING
WALLS OR TOWN
BILLBOARDS
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EasyCling film adheres solely
due to the static charge
on almost every surface,
without glue or tape. They
can be taken off and reused.
EasyCling is printed single
sided but adheres to both
front and back.

EASYCLING DOES
NOT USE ADHESIVE
So there is no sticky
residue when it’s removed.
EasyCling adheres to glass,
wood, metal, brick, plastic,
drywall, or textured wall
surfaces and many other.
It’s repositionable, gliding
over surfaces, which makes
placement and removal a
snap!

APPLICATIONS
Campaign advertising,
magazine inserts, wild
postings, temporary labels,
POP advertising, direct
marketing, interior design,
POS posters.
Offers the biggest added
value in temporary indoor
advertising.

DIMENSIONS OPTIONS:

PRINTING SUITABILITY

• 48x65 cm

Offset and UV Offset printing that can be kiss cut,
die cut and perforated. It has a 220 g/m2 backer,
that is printable on the back side in 1 color (can
contain messages, company info).
The film is connected to the backer with glue lines
on the sides. Available in white or clear it’s ideal for
temporary signage or posters.

• 64x88 cm
• 70x100 cm
• Special sizes available upon request.
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PROMOTION MATS & LOGO MATS

BRANDED CRYSTAL GLASS NAIL FILE

UPPER MATERIAL OPTIONS / BACK SIDE OPTION

These advertising mats can be printed in high resolution, using the chromojet printing system.
and they ensures cleanliness and sets the scene for your advertising message. It is perfectly
suited for promotion, at events and exhibitions as well as for POS use. High colour stability
(the colours are deeply absorbed into the fibres). Minimum order quantity dependent on size.

DOMAINS:

USAGE:

• retail and horeca locations

• campaigns for the POS

• food / beverage industry

• give aways for your customers

• banks / insurance companies

• fan-shop articles

• real estate industry

• interior of branches

• hotels and restaurants

• company entrances

• medical practice / pharmacies

• settings for fairs and events

• car dealerships

• special forms possible

These crystal glass nail files are made from hardened glass with a 198 MPa strength and they
doesn’t cause chipping or peeling with hygiene that meets hospital standards. They can be
imprinted with your comapny logo or message. Decorated with coloured paint, branding,
hand painting, and Swarovski elements, tempering to add durability and make files more
resistant to drops and impacts pack them individually, in bulk, on pillows, in gift boxes.
Lifelong guarantee.
Size: 90 mm/ 125 mm / 135 mm / 160 mm/ 195 mm. Height: 2 / 3 mm
Hard case available in 8 standard colors - 1 color printed logo.
Size: 125 x 7 mm

COURLY VELOUR

HIGH TWIST NYLON

SIZE AND PERSONALIZATION
OPTIONS
Transparent
medium size.

POLYAMIDE 6
Transparent
small size.

Transparent
large size.

POLYAMIDE NOOSE

VELOURS

BACK - ANTISLIP

COLOR OPTIONS
BORDER OPTIONS

100% PVC

EMBROIDERED BORDER

WITHOUT BORDER

SIZE OPTIONS
• 40x60 / 45 x 75/ 60 x 80 / 60 x 90 / 90 x 120 / 90 x 150 / 190 x 230 cm
• Custom-made mats and special forms are available on request
• Minimum order quantity dependent on size
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HAIR CUTTING CAPE WITH CUSTOMIZABLE LOGO

DENIM BARBER APRON WITH CUSTOMIZABLE LOGO

FULL SUBLIMATION APRONS

MAKE UP BRUSH SET

Suitable for cosmetic and hair cutting salons, this cape is easy to clean and dry quickly.
Has adjustable closure design and fits adults or children neck. Ideal for shampoo, cutting and
styling, made from high quality fabric, soft and comfortable satin.

100% cotton denim apron, with one pocket with zip-zag and ore pockets for pen holder and
tool keep. Size: approx 86 x 90 cm.

Aprons made from 100% cotton, velour / terry.
Weight: 350 gsm / 650 gsm.
2/3 colour weaving.

Proffesional make-up kit made from synthetic hair, perfect for cosmetic salons. This product
line includes all kind of brushes for makeup, kabuki, powder, eye shadow, eye liner, eyebrow,
lip and lip liner brushes, as well as powder puffs, sponges or other make up accessories. There
also can be customized packaging options.

Size: approx 138 x 116 cm (L x W).
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BAR MATS

HIGH-RESOLUTION PRINTED BAR MATS

CUSTOM CUP PADS

TAILOR-MADE TINS

Bar mats are also called dish drainers are most suitable for bars, pubs, taverns for
a party and also to serve as a remainder about your company.

Appeal to your customers effectively! This bar mat is printed in a high-resolution digital
printing process and facilitates photorealistic designs. This is a real eye-catcher for
your table or bar.

Perfect for bars and horeca locations, can be creatively personalized with your company logo
or message.

Perfect for branded packaging in tailor-made tin cans. Shape and personalization available on
special design. MQO: depending on the desing complexity.

It is a very popular advertisement, placed almost in every restaurant with alcohol. It is
associated with producers of beer, distillates and cigarettes. Made of Soft PVC.

CORK CUP PADS
3 mm cork engraved with laser on one side or full color CMYK imprint on the coated
paper 200g, foiled glossy. Size standard 93 x 93 mm or diameter 93 mm.
MQO: 100 pcs

PRINTING
• Digital print
• Minimum order quantity dependent on size

COLOURS AND SIZES
• All colours possible
• Sizes without border: 45 x 22 cm / 60 x 19 cm / 85 x 22 cm
• Sizes with border: 43,4 x 23,4 cm / 60 x 19 cm / 89,4 x 24,4 cm
• Special sizes available on request

MATERIAL

CARDBOARD CUP PADS

• Upper material: optionally 100 % satin-polyester or highly absorbent polyester
non-woven fabric

Imprint full color CMYK on the coated paper 200g,
foiled glossy, on the base cardboard 1,5 mm.
Size standard 93 x 93 mm or diameter 93 mm.
MQO: 100 pcs

• Back material: 100 % nitrile rubber or 100 % natural rubber
• Processing: with or without circumferential border
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GADGETS USING LENTICULAR TECHNIQUE,
MAGIC STICKERS, MAGNETS

In order to enhance
the visual effect of a lid,
instead of a transparent
PP, it is also possible to use
any desired color for the
lid’s frame (the borders
forming the close).

Application and use of visual 3D effects in packaging. Gadgets using lenticular: magnets,
notepads, covers, XXL Posters (like the one advertising cinema movies), mousepads, wobblers,
rulers, premium magnets (thicker version of standard magnet), calendars in credit card size,
folded cups.

Visual
Communication,
Lenticular technology
has a huge impact on the
consumer, who can stay
4 times longer in front of a
lenticular advertisement and
observe the effects (often
trying to guess how it
works) and 5 times more
often than in case of
a 2D object.
It is now possible
to apply curved
3D labels on cone or
cylinder shaped packages
made of glass, cardboard,
plastic, etc. Just like on a
flat label, here we also can
achieve the following
effects: 3D depth,
animation, morphing
or flip.

They can also
complement
metal cans,
blister or barrier
packaging.

PP flat label
as part of vertical
advertising racks for
products adapted to the
euro hole. The image can be
placed only on the upper
part of the package or
constitute the whole
background of the
product.

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATION METHODS

3D EFFECTS

cardboard boxes

adhesive

Dimensional depth (3D)

school articles

laminating or

Sensation of movement (animation)

blisters

shrink sleeves

Morphing (a smooth transition of one shape to another)

toys

Flip (alternatively showing two images)

pharmaceuticals
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WOODEN CUPS AND BOWLS

COSMETIC TISSUES IN BOXES

CLASSIC WIPES

A large variety of wooden cups, bowls, coasters, placemates suitable for rustic or asian
restaurants. They can also be engraved with your comapny logo or message. Different sizes,
made from Jujube wood. MQO: 1000pcs.

The surface of the handkerchiefs pack has about 50 cm2. This is comparable with an
announcement in the newspaper and can be an excellent medium for advertising of any
product. It can provide information about the company and distribute its logo.

High quality napkins, customized by color, number of layers, size.
MQO: 100 packs.

COSMETIC TISSUES BOX
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DIMENSIONS

LAYERS

DIMENSIONS

LAYERS

24 x 24 cm

1/2/3

24 x 24 cm

1

33 x 33 cm

1/2/3

33 x 33 cm

1

40 x 40 cm

2/3

40 x 40 cm

1

AIRLAID

CELLULOSE

2 layers handkerchiefs.
Possible custom box desing.
Handkerchiefs’ dimensions: 210 x 200 mm
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MARBLE & WOOD SERVING TRAY

CUTTING ROLLERS

PASTRY BAGS

Marble boards are made of natural marble, witch keeps food cool and has natural non-stick
properties. The wood’s natural beauty and light weight makes it great to use as a serving
board, while being durable enough to use as a cutting board or trivet. The wood won’t dull
knifes. Perfect way to serve cheeses and ads a rustic, yet sophysticated touch to any table.

Perfect to prepare strudel dough to avoid the formation of bubbles in the dough, with plastic
handle. Can be personalized by screenprinting or embossing. Material: PP plastic. Colour: ivory.
MQO: 500 pcs.

Re-usable or disposable pastry bag, stands for even higher hygienic standards. With regards
to quality and size, as well as all other options (such as printing, labelling or special packaging).
Can be personalized with your company logo or message.
Size: from 25 to 75 cm length.
Material: cotton or plastic:
MQO: 500 pcs.

Marble has always been popular with pastry chefs and chocolatiers due to its natural ability to
remain cool (or hot), that helps prevent foods from sticking and also melting.

LATTICE CUTTING ROLLERS
Perfect to prepare strudel dough.

REUSABLE COTTON PASTRY BAGS
Made of cotton fabric with a silver-ion coating inside.

REUSABLE SYNTHETIC PASTRY BAGS.
Without seam, hanger and reinforced tip.

ROUND
Size: 27.5 x 20 x 1.5 cm

BEAR CLAW CUTTING ROLLER
Perfect to prepare short-crust / yeast dough.

PIPING TIPS SETS
Mixed sets with a variety of piping tips (fritter
piping tip, russian piping tip, multi-open
piping tip, etc) for decoration works.
Material: stainless steel or plastic.
Ask for more details.

ROLLER DOCKERS
SQUARE
Size 1: 27.9 x 15.5 x 1.5 cm
Size 2: 32 x 20 x 1.5 cm
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Perfect to avoid the formation of
bubbles in the dough.

DISPOSABLE PASTRY BAGS.
Made of translucent PE-foil, coarse exterior,
smooth interior, convenient handling, no cleaning effort.
Can be used with or without tips.
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SANDWICHMAKER WITH CUSTOM PANELS

WAFFLEMAKER WITH CUSTOM PLATES

TOASTER WITH CUSTOM BURN

PREMIUM TOASTER

Sandwichmaker with your logo on both sides of the sandwich. Different panels (2 square
shaped plates or one whole plate) and operating and temperature display (red/green). Multicolored logo prints possible and different color on top and bottom possible. Power: 1000W.
MQO: 100 pcs

Wafflemaker with your logo on both sides of the waffle. Two different waffle structures to
choose: pyramid and cube shape. Individual colored housing: different color on top and
bottom possible. LED lights: operating and temperature display. Power: 1000W. MQO: 100 pcs

Both sides of each toast can show toasted logo on the bread. The case can be produced in
your individual Pantone color and printed with your own logo double-sided.
Features: 1-6 adjustments levels, easy to clean, stop function. Optional crumb tray and
operation light. Power: 750W. MQO: 100 pcs

High quality in metal toaster, with the possibility to include your logo in full print or high
quality embossing, Power: 900W. MQO: 100 pcs

FUNCTIONS:
1-6 adjustment,
easy-to-clean crumb tray,
stop button,
reheat, bagel, defrost,
all buttons with light

TOASTER WITH SOUND AND
CUSTOM BURN
One side toasted logo and your own sound / audio
message will appear after toast is finish. Features: 1-6
adjustment, easy-to-clean crumb tray, stop button,
warm-up and defrosting, all buttons with light.
Power: 900W. MQO: 100 pcs
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FUNCTIONS:
1-6 adjustment,
easy-to-clean crumb tray,
stop button,
all buttons with light
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CUSTOM COSMETIC & CLEANING BRANDED LINE

BODY LOTION

FOOT CREAM

TOILET SOAP

Our perfectly-balanced recipe contains shea butter, and argon and sunflower oils to make
our skin radiant and silky-smooth. Our body-wash cleans and moisturizes rough, dry skin and
slows premature signs of aging. It leaves your skin delicate and hydrated, while the enticing
aroma of mango soothes your senses and invites positive thoughts.

Our cooling foot cream contains refreshing menthol for full relaxation! Specially-developed
to reduce swelling caused by time spent on your feet. Absorbs easily to ensure fast-acting,
cooling relief, and its invigorating aroma uplifts your mood.

Get fresh and healthy feeling skin with our soap, which is made on the basis of well-balanced
ingredients. Our product contains glycerine, that moisturizes and soothes skin irritations.
Soap has a light texture and very mild fragrance that makes its use a pleasure.

FLAVOURS:

Menthol - a mild analgesic that calms minor irritations and leaves a pleasant cooling
sensation.

• Shea butter
• Argan oil
• Sunflower oil

POCKET SIZE

SUNFLOWER OIL

COOLING EFFECT

NEUTRAL SCENT

SHEA BUTTER

MENTHOL

MOISTURIZES
THE SKIN

PANTHEOL

HYDRATION

REFRESH

ABSORBS QUICKLY

REFRESHING
EFFECT

OPP FOIL
Filling: 20 / 50 g

PLASTIC TUBE / LAMINATE TUBE
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 / 200 ml

SACHETS
Filling: 3 / 5 ml

PLASTIC TUBE / LAMINATE TUBE
Filling: 20 /30 / 50 / 100 / 200 ml

SACHETS
Filling: 3 / 5 ml

MQO: 5000 pcs

BOX
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 ml

MQO: 2500 pcs

BOX
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 ml

MQO: 2500 pcs

MQO: 250 pcs
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MQO: 250 pcs
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SPF 50 SUN CREME

SPF 20 SUN LOTION

AFTER SUN LOTION / CREME

SPF 50 provides very high protection against UVA / UVB radiation. Using the product helps
protect the skin against sunburn (SPF 50) and long-term skin damage caused by sun-burning.
Our cream applies easily, does not leave an oily film on the skin, leaves the skin soft, pleasant
and well moisturized.

Protect your body with this gentle lotion providing a medium level of skin protection during
sunbathing as well as during walks and summer adventures. Due to its light texture, the
product is easily spread and absorbed, leaving the skin perfectly smooth and properly
moisturized.

This aftersun is a soothing and moisturizing lotion. The product neutralizes the effects of sun
exposure. Refreshes, calms and helps your skin to be moisturized and supple, bring relief and
comfort to irritated skin, while maintaining your tan for longer.

• Vitamin E - accelerates the regenerative processes of the skin, prevents photo-ageing of the
skin caused by adverse effects of solar radiation, helps prevent skin irritations and
strengthens the natural protective properties of the skin

• Sweet almond oil - deeply moisturizes the skin, restores its glow, soothes irritations
• Panthenol - soothes and regenerates, strengthens and rebuilds the skin’s structure
• Vitamin E - accelerates skin regeneration processes, prevents photo-aging of the skin,
supports protection against UV radiation

• Panthenol-has soothing and calming effect, strengthens and rebuilds the skin’s structure

• Aloe extract- has anti-inflammatory properties, soothes irritations, absorbs part of ultraviolet
radiation - it is a natural filter, deeply moisturizes dry skin

SPF 20

DEEPLY
MOISTURIZES

UVA/UVB
PROTECTION

UVA/UVB
PROTECTION

SOOTHES
IRRITATION

APPLES EASILY

LIGHT TEXTURE

BRINGS RELIEF

ABSORBS
QUICKLY

ABSORB
QUICKLY

ABSORBS
QUICKLY

PLASTIC TUBE / LAMINATE TUBE
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 / 200 ml

SACHETS
Filling: 3 / 5 ml

PET
Filling: 100 / 200 ml

PEN SPRAY
Filling: 8 / 10 ml

PLASTIC TUBE / LAMINATE TUBE
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 / 200 ml

SACHETS
Filling: 3 / 5 ml

BOX
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 ml

MQO: 5000 pcs

MQO: 250 pcs

MQO: 5000 pcs

BOX
Filling: 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 ml

MQO: 2500 pcs

MQO: 1000 pcs
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SPF 50
HIGH PROTECTION

MQO: 250 pcs
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HAND CLEANSING GEL

MEDICAL LIQUID SOAP

MUSCLE ACTIVE BALM

PERSONALIZATION

Hand Cleansing Gel contains a unique formula which combines a blend of alcohol and
moisturizing ingredients providing a superior level of effectiveness against germs.
The formulation also contains high levels of glycerine and Aloe Vera extract which help to
moisturize and condition the skin. Ideal for use in any place without access to water and soap.

A delicate soap for everyday skin care. Chamomile extract soothes irritations and regenerates
epidermis and cosmetic glycerin with deeply moisturizing properties contained in the
composition of soaps make a perfect product to care for even dry, sensitive and irritated skin.
The soap gently foams and nicely smells.

Which effect are you choosing?

Printing it’s possbile starting from 1 color to full policromy
imprint, depending on the object size and material.

• absorbs quickly

NEW: Soap enriched with alcohol perfect for doctors’ offices and pharmacies with special
disinfecting properties available now!

• superior effectiveness

Flavours:

• disinfects and refreshes

• Cooling: quick relief of muscle pain. The ice effect relieves pain and inflammation in the
muscles quickly and effectively, eliminating the feeling of stiff and strained muscles. It has a
refreshing effect on the skin.
• Warming: warms up and relaxes muscles after exercise, training, hard day’s work and in
states of fatigue. Effective relief of painful joints such as knees, ankles, elbows, wrists and
waist. The balm gives a feeling of softness of the skin.

• Chamomile extract - soothes irritations and softens the skin
• Panthenol - relief and regenerates, strengthens and rebuilds the skin’s structure, improve its
elasticity

CONTAINS
ALCOHOL

CHAMOMILE
EXTRACT

COOLING EFFECT

TO USE WITHOUT
WATER

SOOTHES
IRRITATIONS

WARMING EFFECT

EFFECTIVE

SKIN-COMPATIBLE
FORMULA

RELIEVES PAIN

ABSORBS
QUICKLY

HYDRATION
COMPLEX

ABSORBS
QUICKLY

OTHER PRODUCTS
BATH SALT
Natural salt containing minerals
and microelements in its pure form,
which are well absorbed through
the skin: magnesium, potassium,
zinc, iron. Bath with the addition of
natural salt, firms and nourishes the
skin, as well as relaxes the muscles
and reduces the stress of the day.
Availble in 200 / 300 / 50 or 400 ml
PET jar or 40 / 60 g sachets.

HAND CLEANING PASTE
Hand cleansing paste containing mostly natural
scrub particles, which achieve maximum cleaning
results, while protecting the skin from drying. Ideal
for use in workshops, garages and other industrial
environments where professional help is needed
to fight particularly stubborn dirt.
Availble in 20 / 30 / 50 / 100 and 200 ml
plastic or laminated tube.

PLASTIC TUBE
LAMINATE TUBE
Filling: 20 /30 / 50 ml
MQO: 250 pcs
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BOTTLE
Filling: 50 ml

SACHETS
Filling: 3 / 5 ml

PET
Filling: 150 / 300 ml

PLASTIC TUBE / LAMINATE TUBE
Filling: 20 /30 / 50 / 100 / 200 ml

SACHETS
Filling: 3 / 5 ml

MQO: 250 pcs

MQO: 2500 pcs

MQO: 250 pcs

MQO: 250 pcs

MQO: 2500 pcs
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JELLY GUM GLOBE

SWEET PROMOTION CARD

TEA PROMOTION CARD

SWEET PROMOTION CARD

Trolli jelly gum globe made of fruit gum foam sugar with a sour fruity filling in white cardboard
promotional banderole, individually printed. Size: aprox. 90 x 67 x 35 mm. 18g. MQO: 300 pcs.

Chewy candy single or heart-shaped sweet in flowpack with a standard design inside a foldout promotion card with practical tear-off perforation, individually printed.
Size: aprox. 85 x 55 x 9 mm. 18g. MQO: 540 pcs.

Tea bag inside of a fold-out promotion card made of white cardboard with a practical tear-off
perforation, individually printed. Size: aprox 95 x 80 x 10 mm. 18g. MQO: 450 pcs.

Top-quality Premium Tea with striking tag, in a transpatent bag sealed on all four sides.
Size: aprox 133 x 75 x 5 mm. 18g. MQO: 3000 pcs.

Herbal

SWEET COMPACT
Sweets in white compostable foil wrapper,
individually printed. Flavours: fruit mixture
and peppermint. Size: aprox. 60 x 15 x 10 mm.
MQO: 25kg.

SUGAR-FREE SWEET
IN WHITE WRAPPER

tea

Green te

EASTER SIXPACK LINDT

Sugar-free sweet sweetened with Isomalt
and Stevia in white compostable foil wrapper,
individually printed. Flavour: Fruit mixture.
Size: aprox. 60 x 15 x 10 mm. MQO: 25kg.

a

ENERGY
Ginger-Elderflower

As sweet as a lucky 6 in the lottery: this eye-catcher is sure to capture the curiosity of your
target groups! The egg carton contains 6 delicious Lindt Mandorla Eggs with almond milk
cream that melts in your mouth. An ideal giveaway item for all promotions that aim to surprise
their target group this Easter with a bit of extra attention. Can be personalized with sticker
label, individually printed. Size: aprox. 95 x 62 x 43 mm. MQO: 220 pcs.

rr y
Raspbe
d
flavoure

Black te

a

HOW TO USE

SUGAR STICK
Sugar stick bag, made of white paper, individually printed
Size: aprox 105 x 15 x 7 mm.
MQO: 25000 pcs.

FILLING OPTIONS

		MINT			HEART SWEET

1
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WOW HORECA, RETAIL & POSM
CHOCOLATE TOOLS & OTHER SHAPES
Chocolate tools are not only a sweet gift, but above all a gift that evokes positive emotions.
The original forms are very popular at Christmas fairs and other events. It is great to see the
smile of people who just learned the sweet secret of our chocolate tools. We can make any
shape to order. All chocolate tools are made of dark chocolate containing 60% cocoa.
Shelf life: 12 months. MQO: 100 pcs.

CHOCOLATE SHAPES GIFT SET
CLASSIC WATCH
Size: 89 x 290 x 26 mm
Net weight: 130 g

Premium creative chocolate gift sets with personalized packaging by
laser engraving, printed insert or label. All chocolate tools are made of
dark chocolate containing 60% cocoa.
Shelf life: 12 months. MQO: 100 pcs.

SMALL MONKEY WRENCH
WORKSHOP TOOLBOX SET

Size: 89 x 290 x 26 mm
Net weight: 55 g

CORKSCREW

Available in three options:
small, big or premium.

CONSTRUCTOR SET
Available in three options:
small, big or premium.

Size: 80 x 202 x 41 mm
Net weight: 120 g

BIG MONKEY WRENCH
Size: 89 x 290 x 26 mm
Net weight: 140 g

CHOCOLATE PAD
Size: 246 x 156 x 35 mm
Net weight: 210 g

CARPENTER SET

KEY TO SUCCESS SET

VERNIER
Size: 89 x 290 x 26 mm
Net weight: 45 g

KEY
Size: 62 x 162 x 20 mm
Net weight: 35 g
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BULK CHOCOLATE
TOOLS & SHAPES
On request, you can have
a bulk purchase option in
convenient bulk packages,
with chocolate in any shape
for your customized orders.
Ask for more details.

LOCKSMITH SET

MECHANIC SET
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WOW HORECA, RETAIL & POSM
CHOCOLATE COINS

CUSTOM MOLDED MINT

Whether you are interested in using them for trading or
advertisement purposes, chocolate coins are available in
different sizes, from 22 mm to 125 mm diametrer. The 2D
moulds can be made using an engraving machine and
work with only a few levels of embossment. With unlimited
levels of embossment the 3D of die making is typically
used for complex logo’s, human shapes, 3D objects and
other characters.

Mints have never been so MINTERESTING!

TIN BOX
Contains approx. 20 gr. sugar-free mint
candies with your shape & logo.
Shelf life 18 months.
Size: 60 x 40 x 18 mm.

CARTON BOX
Contains approx. 20 gr. sugarfree mint candies with your
shape & logo. Shelf life 18
months. Size: 50 x 80 x 20 mm.
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
BRANDED COVERS
AND TOWELS
Hight quality medical covers and dental
towels, perfect advertising support for:

50 cm

77x210 cm

60 cm

70 cm

38 cm

33 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

33x48 cm

PAPER + FOIL PF

PAPER P

gray
PNblack
PAPER + NONWOVEN

PRACTICAL+

Medical couch rolls are made of two layers of
tissue paper and one layer of foil. Thanks to
this combination, the material is delicate and
absorbent on the top, back side protects from
leaking and strengthens the surface

Paper couch rolls are made of two layers of tissue
paper. The special structure makes them soft and
pleasurable to the touch.

This material is made of one layer of tissue paper
and one layer of thin non-woven fabric. This
combination makes these couch rolls strong and
at the same time delicate and more absorbent
than non-wovens fabric alone.

Made of single paper layer and foil. In spite of its
smaller absorption it is perfect for medical daily
care. It can substitute paper covers providing
impermeability and strength.

gray

black

• pharmacy
• medicine
• dentistry
• cosmetology
• babycare

gray

gray

black

33 cm

38 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

50 cm

77x210 cm

60 cm

70 cm

38 cm

33 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

33x48 cm

black

PERSONALIZATION OPTIONS:
Printing method: flexo. Max. number of colours: 2. Colour standard: PANTONE.

A = width of material: 33 cm, 38 cm, 50 cm, 60 cm, 70 cm, 77 cm

Our covers and towels find their use wherever hygiene and aesthetics are required.
They are applicable in medical and dental surgeries, beauty salons, spas, etc.
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33 cm

38 cm

50 cm

60 cm

C = repetition of a print/pattern (every 48 cm)

70 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

B = max. width of a print 48 cm

The above dimensions are standard dimensions. It is possible to adjust many parametres
individually, if requested.
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
BABY EXAMINATION BED MAT FOR
ADVERTISING
Water resistent, disposable baby examination bed sheet, back laminated. Can be used on bed
or as a scale liner cover. Logo and / or text messages can be printed on request. Suitable to
promote brands and products such as baby-formula, baby food, skin care or baby care and
medical service providers, health products, baby spa’s.

2 LAYERS
Material: Tissue Paper + PE Film
Size: 330 x 460 mm
MQO: 50.000 pcs

3 LAYERS
Material: Non Woven + Paper + PE Film
Size: 460 x 680 mm
MQO: 50.000 pcs

DISPOSABLE BABY BIB FOR ADVERTISING
Ideal for feeding during travelling or at home. Water resistent, disposable baby examination
bed sheet, back laminated. Front pockets for catching stray food. 2 stickers to fix the bibs
in position, hygienic to keep baby clean and neat, safe and skin friendly. Logo and / or text
messages can be printed on request.

U-SHAPE - 3 LAYERS
Material: Tissue Paper + PE Film
Size: 240 x 310 mm + 55 mm
MQO: 50.000 pcs

FLUSHABLE TOILET SEAT
COVER FOR KIDS FOR
ADVERTISING
10 Pcs flushable toilet seat cover in
laminated bag. Logo and / or text
messages can be printed on request.
Material: 100% Virgin Pulp,
Weight: 14GSM.
Size: 500 x 500 mm
MQO: 50.000 pcs

WET WIPES
Wet wipes produced in accordance with the medical laws and regulatios, approved by
authorities. Each item is microbiologically tested and approved. The whole production is in
compliance with quality system NE ISO 9001:2008 certification. Your brand can be printed on
packaging of any sachet, reclosable flow pack, canister or tube.

O-SHAPE - 3 LAYERS
Material: Non Woven + Paper + PE Film
Size: 240 x 350 mm + 55 mm
MQO: 50.000 pcs

DISPOSABLE TOILET SEAT COVER
FOR ADVERTISING
3 layer’s laminted disposable toilet seat cover with water
resistance backing. Logo and / or text messages can be
printed on request.
Material: Tissue Paper + PE Film
Size: 460 x 500 mm
MQO: 50.000 pcs
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
STETHOSCOPES

KIDS-FRIENDLY STETHOSCOPES COVERS

MEDICAL CHARTS AND MEASURING TOOLS

Creative stethoscopes witch can be personalized with your branding. Silver head cheast
piece (single or dual membrane), ergonomic design for comfortable us, with excellent sound
conduction, little acoustic attenuation. Goods resistance to ambient interference. Color is
optional. MQO: 500 pcs.

Cartoon type stethoscopes covers for more friendly consult. Lenght: aprox. 55 cm.
MQO: 1000 pcs.

SHAPED BMI TAPE MEASURE

GONIOMETER

MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: aprox. 8.5 x 8.5 x 2 cm

MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 6”, 8”, 12”

PS VAS PAIN EULER
PREGNANCY
CALCULATOR
WHEEL

MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 175 x 45 x 5 mm

MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 12 cm/15 cm

MULTIFUNCTION
MEDICAL RULER

ACCESSORIES

Pain Ruler + Eye Ruler +
Wound Measuring Ruler.
MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 160 x 75 x 1 mm

3D CHART GLOVES
DISPENSER BOX
With memo pad and 30 pcs latex gloves.
Can be customized with different
medical charts / colors. MQO: 500 pcs.
Size: 8.5 x 8.5 x 17.5 cm

LED Stethoscope Chestpiece Cover.
MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 5.5 x 4.5 x 1 cm
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Silicon stethoscope covers.
MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: Ø 4.7 cm.

PLASTIC
DOSAGE
WHEEL
MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 12 cm/15 cm
or customized.

DOSAGE RULER WITH
PULL-OUT CARD
MQO: 1000 pcs.
Size: 18 x 4.5 cm
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
DESKTOP MEDICAL CARD WITH
3D ANATOMY AND CALENDAR

A4 CLIP BOARD WITH
3 PULL-OUT CARDS

HEART SHAPED
STRESS RELIEVER

EYE SHAPED
STRESS RELIEVER

A4 size. Can be customized with different medical charts or rulers.
MQO: 1000 pcs.

The pull-out cards and the clipboard can be
customized with your company or product
messages. Additional flip cover is possible.
MQO: 1000 pcs.

Anti-stress ball. Size: 10 x 6 x 4.3 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs.

Anti-stress ball. Size: 6.2 x 6.2 x 5.9 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs.

Size: 11 x 3.2 cm
Material: ABS+silicone
MQO: 1000 pcs

MQO: 1000pcs.
Size: 6.2 x 6.2 x 5.9 cm

3D embossed medical chart, vivid colors penholder. High quality, durable, PVC material + ABS.
Memo pad available, easy to fold, portable. Material: PVC+ABS+wrinting paper.
Sizes: 8.5 x 8.5 x 12 cm, 8.5 x 8.5 x 17.5 cm.
MQO: 1000 pcs
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Size: 11 x 3.2 cm
MQO: 200 pcs

CARTOON
TYPE DIGITAL
THERMOMETER
WITH SOFT TIP

HEART SHAPE
MEMO DISPENSER

PENHOLDER WITH MEMO PADS

INFRARED
THERMOMETER
WITH BASE

ANATOMICAL WIPE OFF EASEL
It is wipe-off board, making easier for doctors to communicate with patients by this board.

200 CM
HEIGHT METER

TRIANGULAR
HEIGHT METER

VELCRO
TOURNIQUET

BUCKLE
TOURNIQUET

MQO: 500 pcs
Size: 8.8 x 7.9 x 15.2 cm

MQO: 1000 pcs
Size: 8.8 x 7.9 x 15.2 cm

Material: elastic band+velcro.
Size: 30 x 3 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs

Material: elastic band+ABS.
Size: 40 x 2.5 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
WEEKLY PILL BOX
WITH ALARM

PILL BOX WITH CUTTER
AND CRUSHER

MQO: 1000 pcs
Size: 9.8 x 9.8 x 2 cm

MQO: 1000 pcs
Size: 6.5 x 4.2 x 5 cm

WEEKLY PILL BOX
MQO: 5000 pcs
Size: 8.7 x 8.7 x 2.5 cm

TICK CARD WITH MAGNIFYING GLASS

CUSTOM MEDICAL PLASTERS

Magnifier used for identifing and removing thicks. Usefull in trips and nature escape.
2 shape options. The magnifier card can be fully personalized and can have custom printed
paper pouch, including the instruction to extract the thick.

These plasters are medical devices that can be personalized with your own artwork, individual
packaging, regardless of whether cardboard boxes, carton, PVC case, metal box or your very
special packaging desired.

MQO: 100 pcs (PVC sleeve) / 1000 pcs (paper pouch).
Size: 86 x 54 mm

You can determine the shape, size and content of the desired plaster packaging. For printed
plasters the minimum order quantity is 20.000 pcs. (single plasters), for customized printed
packaging (envelopes, boxes). MQO: 500 pcs.

DIGITAL CHILDREN
THERMOMETER
Materials: ABS, silicone.
Size: 62 x 40 x 45 mm
MQO: 1000 pcs

PILL BOX

PILL CUTTER

10-compartment Pill Box.
Size: 9.8 x 6.3 x 3.2 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs

Size: 8.6 x 3.5 x 2.5 cm
MQO: 1000 pcs

ROTATING PILL BOX
MQO: 2000 pcs
Size: 8.9 x 8.9 x 3.2 cm

Note: In accordance with European Directive 93/42/CEE for medical devices, which obliges
to guarantee the traceability for each product lot during all the process of it, up to the final
destination, all our products have to be marked with the producer details.
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
FAR-INFRARED-RAYS FOOT PATCHES
HOW DO SAP PATCHES WORK?
Creating health and wellness through our feet is an ancient science. Sap Patches work with
a similar principle to the reflexology. The human body has over 360 acupuncture points, with
60 of these and 7000 nerve endings, located on the soles of the feet. When Sap Patches are
applied to the soles of the feet, the patch ingredients work by producing natural far infrared
rays (FIR) energy as well as absorbing body wastes.

FOREST PATCH

ROSE PATCH

Healthful natural ingredients such as Wood vinegar,
Tourmaline, Chitosan, Pearl stones, Highly-purified silica,
and Starch etc. are mixed and powdered together to be put
into Forest Sap Patch, which has an effect of natural forest
bath because it absorbs body wastes and sweat. It may help
promote the circulation of the blood by generating natural
FIR (Far Infrared Rays), which make you feel refreshed and
light. Use it when you feel tired and your foot is heavy.

Rose oil, also referred to as the queen of diverse range of
aroma therapy oils, is very effective on dried and aged
skin. Its aromatic effect may help remove various foul
odors. Rose Sap Patch always emits natural far infrared
ray and has refined scent of Rose. It may lead you to an
energetic and pleasant life. It also absorbs body wastes
and sweat, which makes you feel lively and refreshed.

BAMBOO PATCH

LAVENDER PATCH

Bamboo Sap Patch may help promote the blood circulation
of human body since Bamboo’s root always absorbs water
and nutrition in the ground. It is produced with healthful
natural ingredients such as Bamboo vinegar, Tourmaline,
Chitosan, and Starch etc. It may help promote metabolism
by making your body warm, assist the body’s recovery fr om
fatigue, reduce a hangover, keep the balance of mind and
body, and sustain Bamboo’s original effect of antibiotic and
detoxification actions.

Lavender contains an ingredient referred to as ester,
excellent in relieving fatigue and enhancing the quality of
sleep by lowering blood pressure, and relaxing body and
mind. It absorbs body wastes and sweat, which makes
you feel lively and refreshed.

EUCALYPTUS PATCH

WARM PATCH

Eucalyptus patch has strong and cool scent of Eucalyptus
that can help remove exhaustion and mental sluggishness
and is also effective in treating stress and tension from the
body. With high content of oxygen, it improves one’s ability
to concentrate. Eucalyptus Sap Patch may help reduce body
wastes by absorbing unnecessary moisture and sweat in
the body and make human feel renewed by natural FIR (Far
Infrared Rays) emitted from the powdered mixture in the
patch.

You can feel that your soles are getting warm because
of its excellent warming effect. If you apply Warm Sap
Patch to the soles of the feet or the targeted area on the
body, the body temperature gradually increases because
warming pigments in the internationally patented
microcapsules have excellent heating effect. Moreover,
it may help promote the circulation of the blood.
Recommended for those suffering from cold hands and
feet even in fine weather.

Natural far infrared rays (FIR) are thought to have a better blood circulation effect on the
human body, a better quality nights sleep and general wellbeing. The combination of
ingredients in Sap Patches produces Far Infrared Rays. These rays resonate with the body’s
own energy to warm the body.

HOW DO SAP PATCHES WORK WHEN ADMINISTERED TO THE BODY?
Far Infrared (FIR) has the capability to penetrate deep into the human body (more than 1.5
inches) to maintain good blood circulation, and skin cell revitalizing. Next time you are outside
on a cool but sunny day, without wind, try and stand in the direct sunlight and even though
the air is cool you will feel the warm rays that are beaming down on you.

EFFICIENCY OF THE SAP PATCH
• Helps absorb body wastes
• Helps stimulate reflexology points
• Helps reduce minor irritation
• Helps support general health and wellness
• Helps improve quality of sleep

PLEASE NOTE
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. The patches are
not to be applied to open wounds.
Apply the patches to the soles of the feet before going to bed and detach them in the
morning. We strongly recommend you to apply sap patches during 4 to 8 hours a day.

DID YOU KNOW

… how are these sap made?

OPTIONS
Packaging type: 10 pcs / box. MQO: 520 boxes.
Packaging type: 14 pcs / box. MQO: 430 boxes.
For customized packaging: MQO: 2000 boxes.

These thermal images are taken of a person prior to applying the patch and the effects after 3
hours have elapsed:

When trees are burned in charcoal kilns, some extracts came from the trees, evaporate along
with the smoke. They are captured and refrigerated through a special production process.
Sap or forest sap are the natural liquid materials extracted from trees, containig various
beneficial components of nature.
BEFORE
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
CUSTOM THERMOMETERS
MAGNETIC ROOM
THERMOMETER
Thermometer that allows you to
constantly check the room temperature
to experience comfort in every moment
of our day and more, Thanks to the
magnet on the back it can be, for
example, easily applied to the refrigerator
door or on other supports in metal (and
the company logo will remain in the eyes
of the customer for a long time).
Paper 250 g/sq.m
Size 8 x 8,7 cm

BABY
THERMO-ROOM

STRESS & BLOOD CONTROL
THERMAL DETECTOR
CELLULITE LEVEL INDICATOR Indicator of stress level and blood circulation.

Baby room thermometer
to be hung on the door,
it’s equipped with a
real thermometer, with
microencapsulated liquid crystals,
which allows you to monitor
the temperature of the room, in
order to prevent temperature
fluctuations, which can damage
your child’s health.

Cellulite level indicator.
Paper 150 g/sq.m. Size 13,2 x 9,4 cm

Paper 350 g/sq.m.
Size cm 8,5 x 8,5 x 2 cm.

SUN UV SENSORS
Sun UV sensor is the indicator of presence and intensity of UV rays that informs when the
sun’s rays become harmful, advising to apply the protective cream or if it is better to stop the
exposure to avoid burns.
Useful and extremely easy to use, is completely customizable according to specific needs, also
with area to write the name of the child and parents’ phone number.

Fully customizable (in size, design
and shape), this thermometer
can be perfectly adapted to the
specific needs of any promotional
activity, and the company logo
will remain in the eyes of the
customer for a long time.
Paper 300g/sq.m
size cm 8,2 x 24,1

THERMO-RULER
Not only a ruler but also a real thermometer that allows a continuous monitoring of the room
temperature to live in comfort at all times of the day: in the office, at home, at school or on
vacation. It is a useful gadget for daily use and it can be made in any shape and design
to fully adapt to specific needs.
Paper 380 g/sq.m
Size 22 x 6 cm

STRESS BOX NOTEPAD
Box with white paper sheets and stress test, changing colour
from black to brown/red, green and blue with
hand heat.

WET & SEE

COMFORTEST EVO

Perfect promotional gadget for competitions:
it allows you to hide images, messages and
make them return visible wetting the sensitive
area. After a few seconds, when the card
returns dry, the image will be hidden again.
Ideal for creating original collections for
children.

Comfortest Evo indicates the temperature
perceived by our body by checking the ratio
between the actual temperature and the
relative humidity present in the air, both
measured at the same time.

Sun
Watch

Paper 350 g/sq.m.
Size cm 8,5 x 8,5 x 2 cm.

Polypropylene 5/10 mm
Size 24,1 x 4,1 cm
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Paper 150 g/sq.m size
Size 24 x 2 cm

Polypropylene 3/10 mm
Size 18,5 x 3,1 cm
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MEDICAL BRANDED WOWS
SURVIVAL KIT 72 PCS

FIRST RESPONDER

FIRST RESPONDER KIT

FIRST AID KIT STATION

The survival kit is an ideal product for outdoor emergency. With well-arranged contents, the kit provides most
emergent treatments in an outdoor emergency. Equipped with a reflective belt, the backpack can be easily
located outdoors.

Made of an extremly resistent material with great capacity. There are 4 large external pockets and internal
compartments garments with reflective strips. Size: 45 x 31 x 31 cm.

An airtight and watertight kit made of thick polypropylene resin. The container’s special characteristics
permit the product to be used in all extreme conditions. It is used to prepare for emergency. Highly
recommended for boat, sea platform, mountain fire brigade, and etc.
Size: 46.5 x 36 x 18 cm

Wall first aid station, can be hung on the wall, with removable wet wipes, adhesive plasters, It includes a builttear type wound treatment first aid supplies and a first aid box.

Size: 42 x 3 x 18.5 cm

Contains:
First Aid Station Kit (sterile gauze
pads 10cm x 10cm 2pcs, scissors 1pc,
plastic forceps 1pc, burn dressing
40cm x 60cm 1pc, cotton wool pack
1pc, adhesive plasters 10pcs, soap
wipe 4pcs, cleansing tissue pack 4
pcs, alcohol wipe 2 pcs, antiseptic
wipe: 3 pcs, adhesive dressing 10cm x
6 cm 1pc, adhesive tape 1 roll, plastic
gauze bandage 1roll, gloves 1 pair,
polypropylene box 1pc),
Plaster Dispenser Box (35pcs plasters),
Empty Plaster dispenser Box,
Pulling Plasters.

OFFICE FIRST-AID KIT

1

Emergency Rescue Blanket 1pc

11 Safety Vest 2pcs

22 Scissors 1pair

2
3

Emergency Rain Poncho 1pc

12 Water Purification Tablet 2pcs

23 Forceps 1pc

Multifunction Campers Knife 1pc

13 Radio with Battery 1pc

24 Wet Wipe 4pcs

4

Flashlight with Battery 1pc

14 Foldable Cup 180ml 1pc

25 Paper Tape 1roll

5

Emergency Candle 2pcs

15 Tissue 2pkts

26 Alcohol Wipe 4pcs

6

Waterproof and Wind-proof Match 1pc 16 Garbage Bag 4pcs

27 Gloves 2pairs

7

Whistle with compass and
thermometer 1pc

17 Note Book with Pencil 1set

28 Safety Pin 10pcs

18 Boston 1pc

29 Bandage 1roll

19 Backpack 1pc

30 First Aid Dressing 1pc

20 Adhesive Bandage 20pcs

31 Triangular Bandage 1pc

21 Gauze Dressing 2pkts

32 CPR Mask 1pc

8

Duck Tap 1 roll

9

12 Hour Light-stick 1pc

10

Mask 2pcs
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1

Hand Suction Pump 1 pc

15

Sterile Latex Gloves 2 pairs

29

Sterile Gauze Pad 10 pcs

1

Hand Suction Pump 1 pc

15

Sterile Latex Gloves 2 pairs

29

Sterile Gauze Pad 10 pcs

2

Resuscitator Bag 1 pc

16

Sphygmomanometer 1 pc

30

Cotton Ball 5 pkts

2

Resuscitator Bag 1 pc

16

Sphygmomanometer 1 pc

30

Cotton Ball 5 pkts

Contains: adhesive strip 10pcs, cleansing wipes
2pcs, soap wipes 2pcs, non-oven pad 1pkt, elastica
bandage 1 rollm box 1pcs.

3

E-Mask 1 pc

17

Stethoscope 1 pc

31

Adhesive Strip 50 pcs

3

E-Mask 1 pc

17

Stethoscope 1 pc

31

Adhesive Strip 50 pcs

Size: 14 x 10.5 x 3.7 cm.

4

Guedel Airway 2 pcs

18

Boston 1 pc

33

Cotton Applicator 20 pcs

4

Guedel Airway 2 pcs

18

Boston 1 pc

33

Cotton Applicator 20 pcs

5

Clinical Thermometer 1 pc

19

Tourniquets 1 pc

33

Elastic Bandage, 6cm 3 rolls

5

Clinical Thermometer 1 pc

19

Tourniquets 1 pc

33

Thick PBT bandages 3 rolls

6

Mouth Opener 1 pc

20

Ice Bag 2 pcs

34

Compressive Pad Bandages, 2 rolls

6

Mouth Opener 1 pc

20

Ice Bag 2 pcs

34

Compressive Pad Bandages, 2 rolls

7

Disposable Syringe 2 pcs

21

Alcohol Pre pad 30 pcs

35

Compressive Pad Bandages, 1 roll

7

Disposable Syringe 2 pcs

21

Alcohol Pre pad 30 pcs

35

Compressive Pad Bandages, 1 roll

8

Tongue Forceps 1 pc

22

Povidone-Iodine Prep Pad 10 pcs

36

Elastic Crepe Bandage, 2” 2 rolls

8

Tongue Forceps 1 pc

22

Povidone-Iodine Prep Pad 10 pcs

36

Elastic Bandage, 2” 2 rolls

9

Sterile Scalpel 1 pc

23

Antiseptic towelette 5 pcs

37

Elastic Crepe Bandage, 4” 2 rolls

9

Sterile Scalpel 1 pc

23

Cleansing wipes 5 pcs

37

Elastic Bandage, 4” 2 rolls

10

Lancet 2 pcs

24

Wet tissue (Soap) 5 pcs

38

Emergency Gold Blanket 2 pcs

10

Lancet 2 pcs

24

Wet tissue (Soap) 5 pcs

38

Emergency Gold Blanket 2 pcs

11

Wooden Tongue Depressor 5 pcs

25

Hammer 1 pc

39

Diagnostic Penlight 1 pc

11

Wooden Tongue Depressor 5 pcs

25

Hammer 1 pc

39

Diagnostic Penlight 1 pc

12

Surgical Scissors 1 pair

26

Adhesive Tape 3 pcs

40

Disposable Wastage Bags 3 pcs

12

Surgical Scissors 1 pair

26

Adhesive Tape 3 pcs

40

Disposable Wastage Bags 3 pcs

13

Dressing Tweezers 1 pair

27

Sterile Eye Pad 5 pcs

41

Strong Box 1 pc

13

Dressing Tweezers 1 pair

27

Sterile Eye Pad 5 pcs

41

Strong Box 1 pc

14

Safety Pins 10 pcs

28

Triangular Bandages TNT 2 pcs

14

Safety Pins 10 pcs

28

Triangular Bandages TNT 2 pcs
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WOW TOOLS
& AUTO
ACCESSORIES

WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
22 PCS OIL SHAPE HAND TOOL SET KIT

SPECIAL SHAPE HAND TOOL SET KITS

Hand tool set with a creative design, can be used in marketing campaigns for automotive
producers or accesory resellers. Size: 44 x 39.5 x 35.5 cm.

Hand tool set with a creative design, can be used in marketing campaigns for automotive
producers or accesory resellers. Different size and content. MQO: 3000 pcs.

Contains: 1 pc utility knife, 1 pc bit holder, 4 pcs 1/4”, sockets metric: 7-8-9-10 mm, 4 pcs
precision screwdrivers 2.4+/- 2.0+/-, 10 pcs bits, 1 pc measure tape 1 m, 1 pc mould case.

Contains: 1pc tow sides screwdriver, slip joint plier, car light adapter and
component, measure tape, ajustable wrench, tyre pressure test pen, 9pcs fuses.
Size: 24.0 x 26.5 x 6.5 cm
Contains: handle, prolong bar, long nose plier, tap measure, hammer, 2pcs precision
screwdriver, 4pcs sockets, 10pcs bits, flashlight.
Size: 20 x 12.8 x 4.6 cm

Contains: 1pc - 4.5” long nose plier, 2 pcs precision screwdriver, 1 pc test pen, 6 pcs 1/4”,
sockets: 5-6-7-8-9-10 mm, 1pc bits holder, 10pcs bits, 1pc mould case.
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Contains: 6 pcs 1/4” sockets, metric: 5-6-7-8-9-10 mm, 10 pcs bits, 2 pcs precision screwdrivers
2.4+/-, 1 pc electric testing screwdriver, 1 pc bit holder, 1 pc 4.5” long nose plier, 1 pc mould
case.

Contains: 1pc handle, prolong bar, long nose plier,
diagonal cutting plier,tweezer, flashlight, 4pcs sockets,
6pcs picision screwdrivers, 10pcs bits.
Size: 22.7 x 14.5 x 6.1 cm

Contains: 1pc handle, 4pcs precision
screwdrivers, 10pcs bits.
Size: 16.1 x 6.5 x 2.8 cm

Contains: whistle, spirit level,
thermograph.
Size: 8 x 3 x 2.5 cm
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WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL SHAPE HAND TOOL SET KITS
Hand tool set with a creative design, can be used in marketing campaigns for automotive
producers or accesory resellers. Different size and content. MQO: 3000 pcs.

Contains: 1pc ratching t-driver screwdriver, 1pc prolong bar, 8pcs
sockets, 4pcs precision screwdriver, 10pcs bits.
Size: 20.9 x 10.1 x 5.3 cm

Contains: 1pc ratching t-driver screwdriver, 1pc prolong bar, 8pcs
sockets, 4pcs precision screwdriver, 10pcs bits.
Size: 20.9 x 10.1 x 5.3 cm
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Contains: 1pc handle, 1pc prolong bar, 1pc tape measure, 4pcs
sockets, 4pcs precision screwdriver, 10pcs bits.
Size: 18.0 x 10.6 x 6.2 cm

Contains: 1PC Handle, 1PC Prolong bar, 1PC Tape measure,
4PCS Sockets, 4PCS Precision Screwdriver, 10PCS Bits.
Size: 18.0 x 10.6 x 6.2 cm

Contains: 1pc ratching driver handle, prolong bar, 2pcs picision
screwdrivers, 9pcs sockets
20PCS Bits. Size: 19 x 19 x 6 cm

Contains: 1Pc Handle, 10Pcs Bits.
Size: 13.7 x 7.3 x 2.6 cm

Contains: 2 pliers, 1 handle, 1 pencil, 1 hammer, 1 measure tape (1m), 2 screwdrivers.
Size: 49 x 41.5 x 3 cm

Contains: 1pc handle, wine bottle opener, measure tape,
2pcs hex keys, 4pcs sockets, 10pcs bits.
Size: 49 x 41.5 x 3 cm

Contains: 4 pcs precision screwdrivers,
with flashlight. Size: 10 x 4.8 x 3.2 cm

Contains: 1pc handle, prolong bar,
bottle opener, pcs sockets, 6pcs bits.
Size: 23.2 x 7.7 x 3.2 cm
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WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
CUSTOM PRINTED FOLDING MEASURE AND
PENCILS

CUSTOM SHAPED MINI MEASURING TAPES

CUSTOM PRINTED MEASURING TAPES

Mini measuring tape.
Tape lenght: 1.5 m x 7.5 mm

Professional quality, heavy-duty roller tape measure. Reliable, patented automatic stop / go
mechanism. Diameter of case: 5,5 cm. Width: 15 mm. Lenght: 150 cm / 300 cm.
Also available with different and practical keychains. MQO: 300 pcs.

The folding measure and carpenter’s pencil are one of the most basic tools practically used by
anyone, both professional and hobbyist. They are therefore an excellent opportunity to present
the company’s logo, address or interesting graphics. We offer measurements and pencils with
graphics made using the UV printing method.

PERSONALIZATION OPTIONS

Digital print.

Center disc printing.

Center disc and case
printing.

Unprinted start.
Printed start.
Center disc side
printing.

CUSTOM SHAPED KEYCHAINS WITH MEASURING TAPES
Mini measuring tape.
Tape lenght: 1 m x 4 mm (PVC) / 1 m x 6 mm (steel)
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BRANDED METERS

BRANDED PENCILS

Professional wooden folding
measures (meters) 2 m, available in
4 color options: white, yellow, white
with a graduation measuring white
and yellow, natural.

Professional wooden carpentry
pencils, available in 6 colors.

Press-button side
printing.

Hook attachment

EXAMPLES
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WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
ADVERTISING CAR SUNSHADES
The most versatile advertising car sun shades from ecological cardboard, metallic green carton
or alluminium honeycomb metal, for all types of vehicules: cars, vans, trucks, etc. Very easy to
fold and to keep or give away.
PERSONALIZATION
Screen printing: Direct colors PANTONE | Flexo (CMYK): or color photo.
Max. print size: Screen printing: 80 x 50 cm | Flexo: 130 x 70 cm

COMPACT METALLIC / SUPERCOMPACT
METALLIC

ADVERTISING CAR WINTERSHIELDS

Advertising parasol created with film of reflective aluminium front and metallic green carton
of 500 Gr. / m² to print texts, logos and drawings in 1-4 direct colors (PANTONE). The plastic
seal is available in various colors. Material: Carton of 500 GRS/m2 coated gloss or metallic front
and back.

This wintershield protects the front of the car from the snow and frost, it also provides an
advertising space is ideal due to its large size and great durability. And when summer comes,
you can also use it as a sunscreen.

COMPACT METALLIC

Ideal for advertising troughout the year!

Material: Film of aluminum honeycomb, metallized on both sides.
Textile border in different colors.
Size 175 x 70 cm.

Size 1: 130 x 60 cm
Size 2: 130 x 70 cm

COMPACT / SUPERCOMPACT
Compact sunshield is made on coated cardboard - ecological / shine- 500 grams. / m², ready
to print any kind of image. This sunshield has an elastic closure available in several colors.
Material: Carton of 500 GRS/m2 coated gloss or
metallic front and back.

SUPERCOMPACT
METALLIC
Size: 130 x 72 cm

CHIP
Film of aluminum honeycomb
metal on both sides of high
quality. Size: 130 x 70 cm

COMPACT

Size 1: 130 x 60 cm
Size 2: 130 x 70 cm

JUMBO VAN
Film of aluminum honeycomb
metal on both sides of high
quality. Size: 140 x 70 cm

SUPERCOMPACT

AVAILABLE COLORS

Size: 130 x 72 cm

JUMBO TRUCK
Film of aluminum honeycomb
metal on both sides of high
quality. Size: 220 x 70 cm
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WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
UV WATERPROOF CAR PARKING COVER
Multi-layer design for high water & UV resistant and fastness, Protect against dust/water/
corrosion/heat/uv/stick. Adjustable heavy duty tie down straps with quick release buckles to
keep the cover from sagging and flapping in the wind. Double stitches interlock seams with
rot proof thread, with elastic cord all- around bottom hem for custom fit and storage bag
(included). Any customized color, size or thickness.
Materials: Polyester + Non-PP cotton
Size: S - XXXXL

CUSTOMIZED WATERPROOF
UV PROTECTION BIKE COVER
This bike cover has two special designed lock-holes at the front hem to allow for bike cable
locks, protecting it from stealing and keeping it secure on those windy days. Made of 190T
silver coated polyester fabric, which gives it longer life and makes it even more durable. Waterproof and ultraviolet-proof effect provide all-weather protection, all seams are double folded,
double stitched then heat tape sealed for greater strength and water proofing.
Easy to carry and clean. It can fold up completely, can be folded into a small size for easy
storage.

UV WINDSHIELD CAR COVER

FOLDABLE ICE SCRAPPER

Protects your car against rain, sunlight, dust, frost and salt air. With elastic fastening straps
4. With plastic hooks or magnets to keep top cover in position. Multi-layer design for high
water & UV resistant and fastness. Can be customized with your comapny logo or message.

FlatScraper is a foldable PP product which can be used as an ice scraper, snow shovel, snow
brush or liquid funnel. It is small and flat, so there’s no need to leave it in your snowed car, you
can just put in in your pocket or bag.

Materials: 190T polyester PU coating, customized material
Size: S - XL

Colors: Black; Silver; Black and Silver; customized color.
Size: S; M; L; XL( For 2 bikes).
High density
materials
Reflective safety
warning

Bottom
classic band
Wheel Windproof string

CUSTOM WATERPROOF
BICYCLE SEAT COVER

Waterproof
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Easy clean

Full elasticized

Scratch resistant

Whether you are riding a bicycle to class, going
to work, or just going out to play with a bike, it is
possible to rain. It is designed to keep you and your
bike seat dry and no longer have dirty, wet, sunprotected seats.
Materials: polyester / nylon / Oxford / PVC /
customized.
Size: 245 x 206 mm or customized.

MAIN FEATURES

PERSONALIZATION

Multifunctional: ice scraper, liquid funnel, greeting card

1-4 color print on one side

Highly durable material: Recyclable PP, BPA free

Printable area: 85 mm x 165 mm

Safe: Does not damage glass or car paint

Custom plastic colors
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WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
PROMOTIONAL CAR AIR REFRESHNER

28 FRAGRANCES

GARDENING TOOLS

Customized fresheners and header cards printed on both sides in full colour. A head-card may
be used as an additional place for advertising. Air fresheners are individually packed in airtight
barrier foil bags and bulk packaging. All air fresheners have an elastic band or (at an extra
charge) a plastic hook to attach the tag to the car.

A wide base of fragrances (28 fragrances, of which as many as 12 perfumed fragrances - some
of them are equivalents of well-known perfume brands).

STANDARD SCENTED PENDANT:

Your branded gardening tools can accompany your clients in their spare time. Printed pattern
gardens tools kit set, can be produced with existing pattern, customized pattern or your
special artwork. each set packed in double sides blister with printed paper.
MQO: 3000 pcs.

Additionally - pendants can be attached to a cardboard box on which you can place
information and advertising slogans.

The pendant is made of a material that is commonly used by manufacturers, so-called
Beermat. Pendant thickness approx. 1.5-1.7 mm.

SET OF 3 GARDEN TOOLS

Contact us for more details.

PREMIUM FRAGRANCE PENDANT:

Contains: shovel, pruning shear 8”, fork.
Size: 27 x 22 x 5/3 cm

OVER 1,200 SHAPES

Pendant made of excellent quality material. It is bleached cellulose with the addition of cotton
- it perfectly absorbs the aroma composition, which makes it 100% reflects the original aroma.
Pendant thickness approx. 1.8-2.0 mm.

A database of over 1000 ready-made dies shapes from
which you can choose something for yourself
without incurring additional costs (tooth for
a dentist, shoes and sportswear, a wide
range of vehicles, including a tractor,
camper, truck, delivery vans, animals and
characters, a wide selection shapes and
sizes).

EXCLUSIVE FRAGRANCE PENDANT:
The solution for demanding customers who focus on very high product quality. The pendant
is made of materials that are our own design, has excellent absorption properties, thanks to
which the release time of the fragrance composition is extended and it can be soaked with
more fragrance composition at the customer’s request (for an extra charge of up to 4 ml).
Pendant thickness approx. 4.0-4.5 mm.

CUSTOM SHAPES
We can make the pendant in any
shape and any smell (for a fragrance
from outside the base, you should
assume a longer time for the
preparation of the composition and
its tests, and after approval for its
production, but thanks to this we
have no restrictions in the choice)

STANDARD ELASTIC BAND COLORS
Choose from our pallete of 16 band colors.
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PRUNING
SHEAR

SET OF 2
GARDEN TOOLS

SET OF 3 GARDEN
TOOLS

Contains: 8” shear.
Size: 25.5 x 9.5 x 5 cm

Contains: shovel, fork.
Size: 32 x 18.5 x 3.5 cm

Contains: shovel,pruning shear,
fork. Size: 31 x 23 x 5 cm
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WOW TOOLS & AUTO ACCESSORIES
CAR ACCESORIES

DISPLAY STAND WITH CAR ACCESORIES

ANIMAL SHAPED EVERYDAY CARRY TOOLS (EDC)

Brush-scrapers with mixed bristle 50% natural, 50% PVC or 100% PVC. Wooden products can
be engraved or hot stamped. Size: long 60 cm, short 55 cm, telescopic 90/120 cm. Material:
aluminium or wood. MQO: 1000 pcs

Standard display, hight 105 cm. Contains:
- brush-scrapers short STRAIGHT 55 cm 16 psc
- brush-scrapers long 70 cm – 16 psc
- poplar 8 psc
- straight 4 psc
- slim 4 psc
- Ice scrapers STRAIGHT – 24 psc

Manage common tasks and be prepared for unexpected situation or emergencies with
proven gear that fits your lifestyle. Material: stainless steel. MQO: 5000 pcs.

Premium or Lux version (brush-scrapers with mixed bristle 50% natural, 50% PVC) available.

Functions: bottle opener, Philips
screwdriver, 5.5Mm / 7mm / 8mm / 10mm
hexagon wrench, flat screwdriver, key hole,

Functions: bottle opener, Philips screwdriver,
5mm / 7mm / 8mm / 9mm / 10mm / 11mm
/ 12mm, Hexagon wrench, flat screwdriver,
key hole,

Functions: bottle opener, Philips screwdriver,
5.5mm / 6mm / 7mm / 8mm / 10mmhexagon
wrench, flat screwdriver,

Functions: bottle opener, carabiner,
5 / 5.5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11mm hexagon
wrench, Philips screwdriver, small flat
screwdriver, large flat screwdriver, key
hole.

Functions: bottle opener, Philips
screwdriver, 5mm / 5.5mm / 7mm /
10mm hexagon wrench, flat screwdriver,
Key hole, rope cutter,
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Functions: flat screwdriver, small flat
screwdriver, 5.5mm / 7mm / 8mm /
10mm hexagon wrench, bottle opener,
key hole, philips screwdriver,

Functions: cutter, bottle opener,
key hole, nail puller

Functions: cutter, bottle opener,
key hole, nail puller

Functions: cutter, bottle opener, key hole,
nail puller

Functions: cutter, bottle opener, key hole
nail puller, ruler

Functions: cutter, bottle opener, key hole,
nail puller
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URBAN CHIC

URBAN CHIC
BOBBY FULL COLOR CUSTOMIZED
It’s time to put your brand signature for a full customized Bobby
anti-theft backpack! Make it an WOW gift to be used and promote
your image. It’s made out of high quality polyester and has
reflective prints for your night safety.
On the outside it has many hidden pockets for easy commuting.
While on the inside there are padded compartments for a 17”
laptop, tablet up to 12.9” and all your other belongings.

WEIGHT
BALANCE

ANTI-CUT

WATER
REPELLENT
FABRIC

ANTI-THEFT

HIDDEN
ZIPPERS

SHOCK-PROOF

ROAD
SECURITY

USB
CHARGING
PORT

ADDITIONAL
LUGGAGE
STRAP

QUICK
ACCESS
POCKETS

MQO: 500 pcs.

FEATURES
• Bobby Compact, front part changed to white PVC
• Main fabric only available in standard light grey
• Full colour all over print on the front part
• Packed in individual box
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ADJUSTABLE
OPEN
ANGLES

SHOCK-PROOF
COMPARTMENTS
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URBAN CHIC
COLOUR CHANGING UMBRELLA

BOTTLE UMBRELLA

POWERBANK LIGHT UMBRELLA

MINI UV UMBRELLA

Color Changing Umbrellas makes your walk in the rain unique by colouring your custom
design print as the rain wet the material. The hinged ribs permit the screen to be opened and
closed so that the umbrella can be carried with ease when not in use. Different sizes, material
colors can be chosen at your request.

Material: 190T pongnee fabric
MQO: 2000 pcs

USB wire hidden in the handle and a charger of 2000 mAh.
Different sizes, material colors can be chosen at your request.

The different size, materials could be choose as your request.

DRY

WET

HEART UMBRELLA
Material: 190T pongnee fabric
MQO: 2000 pcs

DID YOU KNOW

that color changing umbrellas in
ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, China, and India were used to protect important persons from
the sun? The ancient Greeks helped introduce umbrellas into Europe as sunshades, and the
Romans used them to protect against rain.
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URBAN CHIC
REVERSE UMBRELLA

TRANSPARENT UMBRELLA

STORM UMBRELLAS

New design fashion flower pattern hands free inverted reverse umbrella. Different sizes,
material colors can be chosen at your request.

Transparent umbrella with imprint visuals according with branding requirements.
MOQ: 3600 pcs

The original storm umbrella rethinks and redefines rain protection by focusing on outstanding
functionality, a truly unique design and a sustainable approach.
WIth a unique aerodynamic new design, this umbrella will never break or flip over and can
withstand any weather, even storm winds of up to 100 km/h!

XXL
It is the largest model in our assortment:
great if you are looking for shelter for two!

SMART XL
Smart performance. The big brother
of the Smart umbrella.

ORIGINAL
The first and number one storm
umbrella.

SMART
The performance umbrella that fits
everyone’s budget with the best
quality/price ratio.

STANDARD FEATURES

DELUXE FEATURES

FOLDABLE OPTIONS
MANUAL

Compact and affordable.
AERODYNAMIC
shape

80 -100 KM/H
wind proof

UPF 50+
protection

LUXURY SLEEVE
cover

FAST DRY
canopy

AUTOMATIC
opening & closing

AUTOMATIC

The must have pocket
storm umbrella.
EYESAVERS
end caps

2 YEARS
warranty

LEATHER
handle

EASY CLOSE
shaft

AUTOMATIC DELUXE

AVAILABLE COLORS
passion red
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pure black

Foldable luxury.
midnight blue

shiny silver

wicked white
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URBAN CHIC
FULL SUBLIMATION BLOUSE

FULL SUBLIMATION HEADWEAR

TECH FLEECE HEADWEAR BAND

BUGGYBOX FAIR TROLLEY

Full sublimation long t-shirt.
Materials: 100% elana cotton touch / thermoactive 100% polyester / coolmax.
Sublimation according to customer’s design.

Multifuctional scarfs, made from 100% microfiber polyester with any artwork on the entire
surface of the material. Custom packaging available. MQO: 20 pcs

Elastic band with a sublimation print on one side, on the other hand finished with a pleasant,
delicate material resembling a polar. Custom packaging available.
Size: 25 x 10 cm, Weight: 250 g/m2.
Material: Polyester 85%, Elastane 15%.
MQO: 20 pcs

Handy and packable buggybox trolley with huge advertising space, it’s a convenient way of
collecting materials and moving around fairs. You will stand out with a unique advertisement
and visitors to your stand will enjoy comfort and convenience.

LIGHT

ANTISMOG

Full sublimations scarf with reflective
elements according to customer’s design.
Size: 23,5 x 50 cm
Weight: 140 g/m2

Scarf with replaceable N95 Hepa filter
with activated carbon, which aims to
stop harmful PM1, PM2.5, PM4, PM10
particles and protect health. The filter is
certificated.
Size: 25 x 50 cm, 23,5 x 50 cm.
Weight: 110 g/m2, 140 g/m2

With 360° printing You can get an excellent logo or graphics display thanks to the possibility of
branding the entire surface of the buggybox.

MAIN FEATURES
carton wrap - full colour
create own assortment, possible with different kind of seeds (max 4 sorts)
different packaging possible
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FIT & COOL

FIT & COOL
SWEAT ACTIVATED T-SHIRT

WATER BOTTLES

SPORT RESISTANCE BANDS

Work out and reveal a hidden message on your t-shirt! They only appear once sweat comes in
contact with the fabric. The harder the wearer works, the more visible the image. The logo can
be customized, you can use any logo or message that may inspire you.
T-shirt can be 100% cotton or 100% polyester.
Any standard color: from 100 pcs.
PANTONE color: more than 1000 pcs.

Dumbbell shape water bottle,2.2L BPA FREE water jug.
Creative dumbbell for fitness exercise, water drinking, leakage proof.
Environmental safety material, non-slip handle design, sports fitness must.
Themes and occasion: suitable for gifts and promotion,outdoor.drinking / sports / outdoors /
travel. Temperature -10°C to 70°C Size: Approx. 30 x 15 cm. Capacity: 2.2L

RESISTANCE BANDS WITH HANDELS
Resistance Tubings are perfect for use in fitness clubs and home gyms. They can help to train
targeted muscle groups through a full range of motion to strengthen and tone arms, chest,
shoulders, and back. This versatile tool is perfect for group exercise, personal training, and
even travel.
Made of natural latex or TPR. Layering process
that improves longevity in commercial or
institutional settings. Cushioned foam
handles provide comfortable and
slip-free grip. Different colors and
handle designs etc are available.

WATER BALLON LAUNCHER
Best game to play during the spring and summer days with your friends and family Made from
100% natural latex, in 4 different size, with diffeent shooting ranges.
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FIT & COOL
GYM STICK

RESISTANCE BAND SET

PULL UP BAND

MINI LOOP BAND

An innovative fitness tool designed to combine cardiovascular, muscular endurance and
flexybility trainig in a simple and effective way. This gym stick combines stick and resistance
band training into one effective workout. Can be customized with your comapny logo or
message.

An innovative fitness tool designed to combine cardiovascular, muscular endurance and
flexybility trainig in a simple and effective way. This gym stick combines stick and resistance
band training into one effective workout. Can be customized with your company logo or
message.

Single color and double color bands available, perfect for work-out.
Can be customized with your company logo or message.

Perfect for beginners. The large width of these mini-bands allows a better comfort to carry
out its exercises. The low resistance will be suitable for a very wide audience from beginner to
young athletes, and they are made from 100% natural latex.
Size A:
10” length, 2”/3” width, 0.4 mm, 0.65 mm, 0.95 mm and 1.25 mm in thickness as one set;
Size B:
12” length, 2”/3” width, 0.35 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm, 0.9 mm and 1.1 mm in thickness as one set
Size C:
48” /41” length, 3.5 cm width, 2 mm in thickness, special design for ballet dancer, together
with strap etc.
Can be customized with your company logo or message.

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

INNER DIAMETER

OUTER DIAMENTER

LENGHTH

COLOR

EXERCISE STICK

-

4.2 cm

84.5 cm

Any color

6 mm

9 cm

6 mm

9.8 cm

6 mm

10.6 cm

LATEX TUBE
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75 cm

SIZE

COLOR

STRENGHT

RESISTENCE

4 x 7 x 1200 mm

Very light

8 lbs

6 x 9 x 1200 mm

Light

11 lbs

6 x 9.8 x 1200 mm

Medium

14 lbs

6 mm

11.7 cm

6 x 10.6 x 1200 mm

Heavy

18 lbs

6 mm

12.6 cm

6 x 12 x 1200 mm

Heaviest

30 lbs

COLOR

LENGHT

RESISTENCE

XXS

5-15 lbs

XS

10 - 25 lbs

S

50 - 75 lbs

M

100 - 120 lbs

L

25.4 / 30.5 / 50.8 /
104 / 203.2 cm

120 - 175 lbs

XL

175 - 220 lbs

XXL

180 - 240 lbs

XXXL

200 - 260 lbs
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FIT & COOL
NATURE BIO BOTTLES 95% SUGAR BASED.

CUSTOM PRINTED BALLS

Bio bottle made from Green Polyethylene which is derived from sugar cane ethanol,
a renewable raw material. During its production, Green Polyethylene captures and repairs CO2
from the atmosphere, significantly reducing greenhouse effect.

Perfect idea for gift with full colour or photo printing!

This Nature Bio bottles also contain the biodegradable agent, which allows the plastic bottle
to biodegrade much faster once discarded in the compost.

PROMOTIONAL BALL
Product in a good price, perfect as a gadget at mass sports events or as a promotional gift for
companies.

In addition, our Nature Bio bottles are fully compostable and recyclable as plastic code 4.

TRAINING BALL

MAIN FEATURES

Popular and attractive price version of the ball, with optimal parameters.
This model will work in any social games and for fun play. Good solution for promoting sponsors or
sports clubs.

BPA free
plasticizer free
dishwasher safe
silk screen printing on the both sides of bottles

MATCH BALL
For demanding clients. The perfect idea for sports clubs or as a reward for players. We recommend it
for people who know this sport very well, expecting a high quality product. Best solution in case more
serious games or events.

RETRO BALL
Real leather, retro line sportsball is always great idea for gift. It is a really unique idea, this sport gadget
will be remembered for a long time. If you are looking for some special business gift, this is a perfect
solution. We highly reccomend this prestigious gift. High quality of ball, durable nice looking logo,
production quality, attention to detail.

BALL KEYRINGS
Soccerball, rugby keyrings with individual project of whole ball. Retro ball keyring with logo printing,

BALL TYPES

600 ML
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750 ML

Available colors:

PERSONALIZATION OPTIONS

Soccer ball

Handball

Prints on balls

Volleyball

Rugby

Embossing

Basketball

Tennis

Gold / Silver Embossing

PVC balls

Personall ball with photo

Screenprinting
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FIT & COOL
CUSTOM SNEAKERS

EXAMPLES

Sneakers are an unique product to promote your company and you can print almost anything
you want on them!

SPORT SKIN SHOES
Lightweight, breatheable, unconstrained in motion! No matter were you wear them, at gym,
beach or dance lessons, these shoes are easy and comfrotable.

WHY IS IT A GOOD IDEA?
• Sneakers are a UNISEX product, you can wear them irrespective of gender
• People are eager to take the good design and high quality sneakers to the city
• The perfect carrier of your communication, which makes maximum fun for users
• Customers like to identify with cool places, ideas, projects release your message into the city!
• Sneakers are a modern gadget that wants to be taken with you everywhere
• It’s something new, unique, collections or lines can be limited
Your message will follow people everywhere.

CREATE YOUR WOW CUSTOM SNEAKERS

outside of shoe
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inside of shoe

tongue
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FIT & COOL
COOL NECK - COOLING TUBE

CUSTOM CAPS

Cool Neck is a innovative cooling product, designed for outdoor sport such as jogging /
running, mountain climbing; also it is good for outdoor workers. It can also be branded with
your logo.

Caps are not just simple fashion accessories or banal promotional gifts. Caps mean far more.
Caps express a clear corporate identity rather than a mere image or trend.
Customising a cap means making it unique in all ways, from own-brand labels to innovative
technology, and from basic fabrics to advanced, high fashion textiles.

Keeps cool up between 30 and 90 minutes, at 25°C. You don’t need to put Cool Neck
into fridge to freeze. With patented PCM (Phase Change Material), we can set any solidify
temperature between 5°C to 30°C. It will solidify when outside temperature low than 18°C.

The possibilities of customisation are INFINITE!

Even in hot summer, you just need dip it into water or put in a room / car with air condition, it
will solidify automatically. It will stay temperature 18°C to 20°C as long as it not melt. It helps
your body cooling down and it is reusable. Optional, copper stretch fabric cover with antimicrobial, anti-odor function, fit Cool Neck very well.
Logo personalization on label: more than 500 pcs.
Logo personnalization on fabric: more 50 pcs.
LOGO

STANDARD

MAIN FEATURES
Reusable
Non toxic, ecofriendly
Easy to use
Cool design

FRONT

FABRIC COVER OPTIONS

BACK

This product includes PCM (Phase Change Material), a
material that stores or emits a large amount of heat energy
through a kind of physical change process that changes
from one physical state to another such as solid  liquid,
liquid  solid, liquid  gas, gas  liquid state.
NASA developed the technology to prevent surface cracking
of the space craft and to protect the astronauts from
extreme temperature deviations.

PERSONALIZATION OPTIONS
Embroidery: Flat, 3D, chain stitch, metal thread embroidery
Closure: plastic, velcro or custom embossed metal buckle
Colours: different colours for the panels, peak, closure, stitching, eyelets, buttons, labels
Printing: Screen printing, flocking, transfers, all-over printing, sublimation
Applications: Fabric, eco-leather, metal applications, etc.
Shape: 5, 6 or 7 panels, flat or pre-curved peak, trucker, fisherman, beret or military styles.
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BE WOW DAILY

BE WOW DAILY
STEP 3. CHOOSE COLOUR

STEP 5. CHOOSE PRINTING

These product range includes several dozen eco-bags made of 100% cotton coloured and
natural fabric. We can assist you in selecting the most suitable dimensions, fabric, colours,
finishing details and printing method for your bag. You can choose any possible colour and
finishing combinations.

Before ordering please confirm the availability of the selected colour material.

We offer 4 basic models of bags on the back: standard bag on the back, bottom bag on
the back in two sizes. If you are looking for a different model, contact us and we will
prepare the project a model especially for you.

SINGLE HANDLE
COTTON BAG

SINGLE HANDLE
COTTON BAG

Size: 43 x 36 cm.
Bottom and side: 8 cm.
Handles width: 8 cm.

Size: 40 x 40 cm.
Bottom: 12 cm.
Handles width: 15 cm.

We offer 20 well-tried and practical models of cotton bags which are divided into 3 types: flat
bags, flat base gusset bags, base and side gusset bags. Every model has a specific size: width,
height, bottom or side and bottom. We offer standard bag models to choose from or an
option to produce a custom-design bag.

screen printing
Pantone Solid Coated

320 g

STEP 1. CHOOSE MODEL AND SIZE

240 g
280 g

260 g

150 g

CREATE YOUR WOW BAG

screen printing full
color CMYK

digital printing DTG
CMYK

print before
sewing

STEP 4. CHOOSE DETAILS

standard handles
2,5 cm long or short

wide handles 4 cm
long or short

coloured handles
other than the
colour of the bag

single-compartment
inside pocket

BASE AND SIDE GUSSED
IRONED COTTON BAG

BASE AND SIDE GUSSED
IRONED COTTON BAG

Size: 43 x 38 cm.
Bottom and side: 11 cm.

Size: 35 x 38 cm.
Bottom and sides: 9 cm.

STIFFENED SEPARATLY
BOOTOM AND SIDES
COTTON BAG
Size: 40 x 38 cm.
Bottom and sides: 10 cm.

FLAT BOTTOM COTTON
BAG WITH ZIPPER
Size: 56 x 38 cm.
Bottom and sides: 10 cm.
Handle width: 4 cm.

STEP 2. CHOOSE FABRIC

single-compartment
inside pocket with a
zip

double
compartment
inside pocket

close the bag
on zipper

close the bag on the
meal press stud

printed cotton
labels

embroidered woven
labels

printed polyester/
nylon labels

individual packing
print before

We offer 4 types of fabric with different textures and weight.

COTTON
150 g
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PANAMA
260 g

CANVAS
240 g
280 g

CANVAS
320 g
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BE WOW DAILY
STEP 4. CHOOSE STRING COLOUR AND WIDTH

These product range includes backpacks made of 100% cotton coloured and natural
fabric. We can assist you in selecting the most suitable dimensions, fabric, colours, finishing
details and printing method for your bag. You can choose any possible colour and finishing
combinations.

Choose between 16 colors of the string, available in three different sizes.

You can choose from 4 basic models of bags on the back: standard bag on the back, bottom
bag on the back in two sizes. If you are looking for a different model, contact us and we will
prepare the project a model especially for you.

SIZE

STEP 1. CHOOSE MODEL AND SIZE

EXAMPLES FOR INSPIRATION

COLOR

CREATE YOUR WOW BACKPACK

5 mm

8 mm

10 mm

STEP 5. CHOOSE FIXING STRING
If you have chosen the bottom bag model, the only fixing option is TUNNEL and TAPE.

STANDARD
38 x 42 cm

STANDARD PLUS
40 x 50 cm

BOTTOM BAG 38x
42 cm
8 cm bottom

BOTTOM BAG PLUS
40 x 50 cm
8 cm bottom

STEP 2. CHOOSE FABRIC

PANAMA
260 g

CANVAS
280 g

STEP 3. CHOOSE COLOUR

cotton tape

STEP 6. CHOOSE LABEL

CANVAS
320 g

embroidered woven
labels

printed polyester/
nylon label

printed cotton
labels

eco leather
labels

STEP 6. CHOOSE PRINTING
You can choose from 4 basic models of bags on the back: standard bag on the back, bottom
bag on the back in two sizes. If you are looking for a different model, contact us and we will
prepare the project a model especially for you.

320 g

240 g
280 g

260 g

150 g

Before ordering please confirm the availability of the selected colour material.

tunnel

Choose between 4 types of label.

You can choose from 4 types of fabric with different textures and weight.

COTTON
150 g

eyelets
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screen printing
Pantone Solid Coated

screen printing full
color CMYK

digital printing DTG
CMYK

print before
sewing
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Create
your style
BE WOW DAILY
CREATE YOUR WOW SUNGLASSES

STEP 7. PERSONALIZATION

STEP 4. CHOOSE FINISHING

Your Promotional Sunglasses enables you to create custom made sunglasses for your
company. 100 % customized sunglasses means that you can chose the Pantone color of the
product, chose the finishing: plastic or rubber (matte), select the type of lenses: solar, mirror
or transparent and customize the lenses with stickers or even the total product, using hot
transfer printing.

SILKPRINTING ON THE TEMPLES

1 color on both temples. Material: Premium PC (polycarbonate).

Transparent
Transparent

STEP 1. CHOOSE MODEL

OTHER OPTIONS

Glossy
Glossy

Soft
Touch
Soft-Touch

Wooden
Wooden

Foldable

Matte
Matter

Metallic
Metalic

Pouch

STEP 5. CHOOSE LENSES
MIRROR LENS
HOT TRANSFER ON FRAME / TEMPLES

Classic

Vicky

Pablo
Soft touch
Silver mirror

> 2 000 pieces
: product Pantone included
Scott

Green mirror

Glow in the
dark

Bi-tone

Silkprinting on Metallic or
the lens
transparent

Fluo color

Golden mirror

Kids

EXAMPLES

STICKERS

Silkprinting, 1 color on both temples,
Full color printing on both stickers.
Lenses: Solar or transparent

STEP 2. CHOOSE THE COLOR

< 2 000 pieces on-stock colors

Under 2 000 pieces: on-stock colors.

Blue mirror

Dark pink mirror

Rainbow mirror

STANDARD SOLAR LENS

More than 2 000 pieces: Pantone color included.

01
> 2 000 pieces : product Pantone included

STEP 3. CHOOSE FRAME VARIATIONS
< 2 000 pieces on-stock colors

Black

Uniform

Black degraded

Black polarized

WOODEN EFFECT

Clear

Silkprinting, 1 color on both temples,
Material: Premium PC (polycarbonate)

COLORED SOLAR LENS
Bicolor

01

Tricolor

250

Bitone

Yellow

Pink

Red

Green

Blue

01

02

03

04

05
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BE WOW DAILY
OPTICAL BAGS

JELLY BAGS

ECO PAPER BAGS

Using industrial grade luminescent fabric fiber with laser PU material, highlighting patterns
and logos.

JELLY BAG shoulder bag with a comfortable handle, the modular design allows you to replace
the elements of the bag depending on your taste and desire, so that the bag can always be a
fresh idea and never get bored, inside there is a zippered organizer with many pockets.
Handle length: 63 cm
Material: high quality innovative EVA material.
Size: aprox. 300 x 390 x 120 mm
MQO: 500 pcs

ECO paper bags with twisted paper white handles, bags made of white paper 100g/m .
Bags for horeca. retail, for the store, for florists, for events and gift items. Different sizes and
mode available, contact us for more details. MQO: 50 pcs.

OPTICAL FIBER TOTES

OPTICAL FIBER/LEAF
INSULATION PACKAGE

BIO HAIR BRUSH
2

These bio hair brushes are environment friendly, can be recycled and reused, reducing the
carbon dioxide emissions and dependence on oil, low carbon. Material: body made from plant
starch, completely biodegradable, no pollution to the environment. Bristle: Nylon

FEATURES:
• Simple, loop or leaf shape, make each circle more flexible and brush your hair more
comfortable.
• Flexible bristle can grip more hair and soft enough to the scalp. Anti-knot bristle for both
wet and dry hair.
• Double curved design make it more fit to the scalp and can massage the scalp more
comfortable.
Can be personalized with one color logo on handle.
MQO: 4800 pcs

OPTICAL FIBER COSMETIC BAG
ADVANTAGES
Used as a regular package in the daytime with the lights off
Stylish and practical, suitable for party, outgoing, storage
Lighting at night, showing individuality
Luminous materials can be freely matched with fabric, PU, PVC, canvas, etc.
With mobile power, interface usb available, ready to use

STRAW HAIR
BRUSH

Curved shape more fit to
scalp and grip more hair
with 20mm bristle.

STRAW HAIR
BRUSH

Curved shape more fit
to scalp and grip more
hair with 20mm bristle.

STRAW HAIR
BRUSH
With cushion.

The logo can be printed by hot stamp, silk-screen, laser printing
252
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BE WOW DAILY
CUSTOM GLASSES

WOOD GRAIN GLASSES

Your Promotional Sunglasses enables you to create custom made sunglasses for your
company. 100 % customized sunglasses means that you can chose the Pantone color of the
product, chose the finishing: plastic or rubber (matte), select the type of lenses: solar, mirror
or transparent and customize the lenses with stickers or even the total product, using hot
transfer printing.

Vintage wood grain sunglasses. Can be customized with logo on brackets.
MQO: 300 pcs

MQO: 5000 pcs.

OPTIONAL GLASSES STRAP
65 cm lenght.
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BE WOW DAILY
CUSTOM OPTICAL CASES & ACCESSORIES

GLASSES OPTICAL CASE

High quality cases for glasses and other accessories with the possibility of individual branding,
digital printed on optical / sunglasses case and microfibre cloth.

Size of the case: 161 x 62 x 40 mm
Embossing size: 60x35 mm
Inside printing: size: 60x35 mm
Fabric: Polyurethane / PU
01

02

OPTICAL CASE
Size of the case: 161 x 62 x 40 mm
High-quality outside digital printing
Inside stamping: size: 60x35 mm
Color of stamping: black, gold, navy blue

OPTICAL CASE,
NATURAL LEATHER
Size of the case: 153 x 51 x 35 mm
Embossing size: 60x35 mm
Inside printing: size: 60x35 mm

OPTICAL CASE
Size of the case: 165 x 76 x 59 mm
High-quality outside digital printing
Inside stamping: size: 60x35 mm
Color of stamping: black, gold, navy blue

03
01

02

03

04

FLOCKED OPTICAL CASE
Size of the case: 175 x 90 mm
Outside printing: size: 60x35 mm
Color of printing: silver
Fabric: Polyurethane flocked

01

02

03

SLIM OPTICAL CASE
01

01

Size of the case: 165 x 80 mm
Outside printing: size: 60x35 mm
Color of printing: silver

02

OPTICAL CASE WITH
MICROFIBRE CLOTH
Size of the case: 161 x 62 x 40 mm
Size of the cloth: 120 x 150 mm
High-quality outside digital printing
Inside stamping: size: 60x35 mm
Color of stamping: black, gold, navy blue

02

OPTICAL CASE,
NATURAL LEATHER

03
OPTICAL CASE,
NATURAL LEATHER
Size of the case: 164 x 89 mm
Embossing size: 60x35 mm
Inside printing: size: 60x35 mm

Size of the case: 152 x 52 x 30 mm
Embossing size: 60x35 mm
Inside printing: size: 60x35 mm
03
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MATTE
01

HALF-MATTE
02

03

04

01

02

03
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BE WOW DAILY
CUSTOM TOWELS

HD PRINTED CARPET

HD PRINTED BED SETS

HD PRINTED TABLECLOTH

Different possiblities of personalization.

Bedroom / kitchen carpet. Dimensions 60 x 130 cm.
Composition: 100% Microber. Quality: 300 g/m2

One side or two sides digital printed.

Available size: 120 x 160 cm, 150 x 150 cm
Composition: 50% Cotton 50% Polyester
Quality: 260 g/m2

2 COLOR
JAQUARD
TOWEL

JACQUARD
TOWELS
with wooven
logo

EMBOSSING
JAQUARD
TOWEL

HD PRINTED
COTTON TOWELS
Cotton towel with possibility of full color print on
polyester side. Weight: 360 g/m2.
Size: 30 x 50 cm, 50 x 100 cm, 70 x 140 cm
Fabric: Cotton 40%, Polyester 60%

HD PRINTED CARPET

HD PRINTED FLOOR PILLOW

Livingroom / playmat.
Dimensions 100 x 160 cm.
Composition: 100% Microber.
Quality: 300 g/m2

Body therapy at home or outside on a comfortable and
practical floor pillows. Branding with HD printing make the
product to be an accent wherever it is – on the beach,
on company event, on team building, at home, etc.
Available size: 83 x 150 cm.
Composition: 100% Microﬁber furniture textile
for top side with zipper/washable.
Inside case: non woven textile.
Filling: Styrofoam balls.
Optional: leather label with laser engraving.

100% Cotton Green Products Soft Touch

100% Cotton Green Products Soft Touch
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AntiBacterial

AntiPill

Chlorine
Resistance

Flame
Retardant

Soft Touch

LightWeight

Fine Fabric

AntiPill
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AntiBacterial

AntiPill

Chlorine

BE WOW DAILY
PRINTED FLEECE BLANKET

PRINTED SHERPA BLANKET

ADVERTISING BLANKETS

Printed fleece blankets are made by sublimation printing technology on Polyester 100%.
Available size: 120 x 150 cm, 150 x 170 cm, 150 x 200 cm.
Weight: 360 g/m2
Fabric: Polyester 100%
MQO: 20 pcs

Extremely warm and pleasant with beautiful finishing. Useful in everyday life at home, in the
car, in the bar, at terasse. 100 % Polyester, coral sherpa.
Available size: 120 x 150 cm, 150 x 170 cm, 150 x 200 cm
Weight: 200 + 240 g/m2
Fabric: Polyester 100%
MQO: 100 pcs

Comfy, warm and elegant, new styles and patterns, blankets make a perfect medium for your
corporate logo or slogan. Our technologists are at your service should you require assistance in
creating your individual pattern. They can be used in hotel and B&B accomodations. Blankets
made of cotton, cotton-acrylic or acrylic in the following sizes:
• 150×200 cm

• 100×150 cm

• 130×180 cm

• 75×100 cm

EDGING OPTIONS

• 130×150 cm
CROCHET

TASSEL

TAPE

COLOR PALLETE
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BE WOW DAILY
CREATIVE GARMENTS PACKAGING

BOW TIES

PERSONALIZED KNITTED SOCKS

It’s time to offer your t-shirts or other promotional garments in amazing packaging
possibilities, such as personalized tins, cardboard boxes, paper cups or compressed in your
own custom shape.

You can have your own limited serie of unique bow ties or pocket squares that are not to be
found in stores. We can design your own branded ties for your clients and partners. The bow
ties are packed in a practical box, with elegant metal clasp with adjustable circumference.
Fits everyday stylization and evening outings. Ask for details regarding the minimum order
quantity.

Socks are packed as a pair with a printed sock tag and individual self-seal cellophane bag as
standard and they are available in a a comprehensive range of materials and styles to suit all
needs. There are hundreds of packaging options to include sliding boxes, boxes with lids and
retail display units. As standard a pair of socks comes with a custom printed sock tag.

COTTON / SILK BOW TIES

Material: 80% Cotton 15% Polyamide 5% Elastan.

TIN PACKAGING
The height of the tin can be adjusted to the
size of the product to place inside the tin.
MQO: 150 pcs

Other packaging options includes: tin, box, sliding box, 3D shaped inner box, paper cup, or any
other specific require you may have.

PREMIUM SOCKS IN A
PRESENTATION BOX WITH 3D
SHAPED INNER BOX
Full custom box. Contact us for more details.
MQO: 500 pcs

These bow ties have a solid adjustable clasp circumference from 32 cm to 50 cm.
In combination with pocket square, they are perfect for parties and everyday outings.
Also, women and self bow ties option available.

PREMIUM SOCKS IN A TIN
Tin size Ø 73 x 110 mm, including easy open lid and
full color printed wrap around label. MQO: 150 pcs

CUSTOM BOX PACKAGING
High quality boxes, made to measure for any
type of garment. Boxes can have hinged or
have lift off lids, satin lining, and can even be
covered in special fabrics.
MQO: 500 pcs

COMPRESSED PACKAGING
Compact T-shirts and towels are hugely
popular as they help the event to have a
sustainable impact in the memories of your
customers. MQO: 100 pcs

BOW TIE & MATCHED
SOCKS SET

BOW TIE & MATCHED
SILK POCKET SQUARE SET

Combination of a bow tie and a non-trivial
sock. Sock composition: 80% combed cotton
/ 15% polyamide / 5% elastane.

Combination of a bow tie and a pocket
square, made of 100% silk.

PREMIUM SOCKS IN A BOX
Box size 105 x 155 x 28 mm, full colour printed
box. MQO: 150 pcs

PREMIUM SOCKS IN A
SLIDING BOX

HEIGHTS OF SOCKS

Box size 105 x 105 x 40 mm, full colour printed
box. MQO: 150 pcs
No-show
invisible
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No-show
trainer liner

Low-cut

Quarter 1/4
ankle

Crew classic
(normal)

Mid-calf
(long sock)

Knee
(long sock)

Above the
knee
(extra long
sock)
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BE WOW DAILY
MAGNETIC DAILY ITEMS

ROLLERS FOR CLEANING CLOTHING
WITH GLUE

MOUSEPAD CALENDAR

Magnetic notepads, calendars, mousepads are useful and attractive gift. Perfect for all
kinds of promotional campaigns. The magnetic “head” can be made customized and
printed screen print and a full-color offset, as well as the inside paper sheets.
Can be made in any shape and size, the magnetic part can be placed under the whole
product.

Rollers can be personalized with your graphic, being used daily by your customers.
MQO: 500 pcs

MAGNETIC NOTEPADS

LINT ROLLER WITH HANDLE
Standard colour plastic: White or Black
Print size paper: 60 mm

MAGNETIC BOOKMARKS

LINT ROLLER WITH HANDLE
Standard colour plastic: White or Black
Print size paper: 90 mm
264

FOLDABLE LINT ROLLER
Standard colour plastic: White or Black
Print size plastic: 60 x 22 mm
Print size paper: 60 mm
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BE WOW DAILY
3D KEYCHAINS AND PHONE PENDANTS

FOLDABLE BOOK LIGHT

BACKFLOW ACRYLIC SAND LIQUID TIMER

MOOD CHANGING JEWELRY

These are plain key chains or phone pendants with differentiated heigth of their surfaces.
They are suitable for creating especially your company logotype, advertising slogan, gift for
customers and lots of other original ideas. They can be one-sided or two-sided, 2D or 3D
printed, with the possibility to attach a magnet to a key chain.

Custom book cover and material, numerous colours available.
Built in battery which can last for 3-4 hours.

Liquid inside is nontoxic and ecofriendly. Once the top bulb is empty, it can be inverted to
being running again. The liquid hourglass is suitable for the family, office, conference room,
stores, etc. and it is the best choice for gift,promotion and advertisement. Control the drops
time strictly, with the function of timer, the liquid will drops from up to bottom absolutely in
set time, and the time could be set by customer’s request.
Logo printing is according to customer’s request.

Color changing jewelry changes color by your emotions and reveals your mood!
Cute and stylish mood rings are fun for kids, adjustable rings suit most of sizes.

Size: 65 x 24 x 118 mm
MQO: XXX pcs
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Size: 88 x 30 x 125 mm
MQO: XXX pcs
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BE WOW DAILY
GLASS CHRISTMAS BAUBLES
Glass balls with firms logo is a great opportunity to promote your brand, commercial product
or a gift for employee or customers.

40 different colours can be applied on a transparent bauble without silver
undercoat (translucent). Bauble crown is in gold or silver. By default the offered
colour for a cap is gold.
The coat colour from the PANTONE or RAL colour chart starts from 1000 pieces
per one colour.

SIZE
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PRINT AREA

FINISH

Ø 40 mm



Ø 32 mm

matte

Ø 60 mm



Ø 45 mm

glossy

Ø 66 mm



Ø 51 mm

metallized

Ø 80 mm



Ø 60 mm

effect of an eggshell

Ø 100 mm



Ø 72 mm

pearl

Ø 150 mm



Ø 85 mm

opal
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KIDS WORLD

KIDS WORLD
GAMES

PACKAGING TYPES

PRINTING AND EMBOSSING

We specialize in the production of complete card and board games. We offer our clients
all kinds of paper-based components, from boxes to cards, boards and tokens. We can also
manufacture specific game components, such as cards and packaging. In addition, we offer
assembly of client-provided components.

cellophane

glossy and matt paint

tuckboxes and holders

UV or matte lacquer

flow pack

glitter

lid & bottom boxes

metalizer

plastic boxes

stamping

blisters

gilding

metal tins

hotstamping

leather cases

printing 3D

We offer a wide variety game accessories: cards, box inserts, boards,
punchboards with pre-cut elements, tokens, etc.

wooden chests
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KIDS WORLD
PLAY CARDS

INSERTS FOR BOXES

smooth plastic, flock plastic, white cardboard, printed cardboard

Playing cards can be the perfect advertising and promotional product, with
a wide range of applications in any advertising campaign. You can use them
to support sales, create your company image and effectively communicate
with your clients and partners thanks to their flexibility and marketing potential.

PACKAGING

As a standard, cards are wrapped with cellophane.
Please see below other types of packaging.

The ability to fully personalize the front, back and packaging of your deck of cards
is one of their biggest strengths and makes it a very responsive tool of the trade.
Our cards will satisfy any and all demands of a marketing campaign. Dedicated
promotional games are also growing in popularity - you can count on our help and
support with designing such products.

PACKAGING TYPES
metal cans
single or double leather cases
wooden boxes
cardboard boxes with cardboard or velour inserts
flowpack
JUNIOR cardboard
(no inner insert):
- 250, 300, 350 gr/m2

Two-layer duplex cardboard:
- 280, 305, 320, 350, 390 gr/m2

Triplex cardboard:
- 390 gr/m2

MONO

Cardboard used for most card games, particularly those for children.

paper or plastic bags in periodicals or occasional publications
tuckboxes and holders
cardboard packaging of various sizes, w/o a hanger
plastic single or double boxes

PRO

Material for professional players, featuring a special carbon screening providing opaqueness
and additional hardness.

PRO LINE

Ideal for exclusive products, with a canvas-type texture.

TRIPLEX

Very rigid and thick three-ply cardboard.
The cards can have any shape or size.
The most popular size is 58 x 88 mm (bridge size).
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WOODEN CONSTRUCTION SETS

METAL CONSTRUCTION SETS

YOUNG CONSTRUCTOR

NOTEBOOKS IN THE SILICONE, REMOVABLE COVER

High quality beech wooden parts rubber tyres, strong and colourful plastic screws/nuts, safe
and comfortable plastic tools included. Intuitive picture instructions with individual and
multimodel sets. Easy mix and match of elements, endless possibilities of experimenting with
your own ideas. Customized construction set can be made for MQO 1000 pcs.

Colourful metal parts, age group: 8-99 years, and more.
Collectible and compatible product series, wide selection of almost 90 models, still growing.
Customized construction set can be made for MQO 1000 pcs.

Colourful metal parts, age group: 8-99 years, and more.
Collectible and compatible product series, wide selection of almost 90 models, still growing.
Customized construction set can be made for MQO 1000 pcs.

Lego A7, A5, A6 or A4 notebooks in the silicone, removable cover. Four rubber elements are
attached to each cover, which can be freely laid and attached. They can be used, for example,
as a clasp to notebooks, which have a decorative function, can be placed, and after the use of
sheets, the cover can be removed and applied on new notebook. Available in many colors!

CHOCOLATE NOTEBOOK
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BENEFITS

BENEFITS

High quality beech wooden parts rubber tyres

Colourful Metal Parts

BENEFITS

Strong and colourful plastic screws/nuts

Age Group: 8-99 Years, And More

Extra-large and most compound models line

Safe and comfortable plastic tools included

Collectible And Compatible Product Series

Unique designs & multimodel sets

Intuitive picture instructions

Wide Selection Of Almost 90 Models, Still Growing

Printed picture instructions (incl. Multi-sets)

Individual and multimodel sets

From Small 50-Parts Models To Over 1000-El. Multimodel Sets

Easy mix & match of elements for unlimited creativity

Easy mix and match of elements

Picture Instructions

Wide selection of models

A7 notebook that looks and smells like a
real chocolate bar! Perfect for an original
gift that is memorable. Silicone cover,
clean sheets in the middle. Possibility
of marking: printing or engraving on
pieces of a chocolate bar.
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KIDS WORLD
INNOVATIVE CHILDREN’S WRISTBANDS

POMPONIAKI COLLECTION

These designer gadgets were created with the aim of ensuring the safety of children, and
to provide them with an original souvenir – a kind of treasure, which, at any time, summons
the most precious of memories. The wristband can display any graphics – created upon your
individual request.

Mini advertising mascots, colloquially known as Pomponiaki, are gadgets produced for over
20 years in hundreds of designs and millions of pieces. They enjoy unflagging popularity, they
can be given, for example, during events, festivals, open days, as prizes in lotteries or as an
addition to products. Mascots are advertising products, not toys. This product is not suitable
for children under 3 years of age.
Use: keychains, phone cleaners, bookmarks or models with self-adhesive feet. For all of them
there is the possibility of attaching the full color ribbons with the graphic designed by the
client. Our Pomponiaki collection has over 100 models.

FOR SMALL AND BIG, IS IT A GNOME OR A LITTLE GUY?

It’s a unique mascot or pendant. There is room for your advertising on it.

BENEFITS
An inspiring souvenir and treasure that will last for years, evoking the
most beautiful of memories
An absolutely unique gift, which every child wants, as confirmed by
many years of research and testing
The ability to record a lot of essential information (including caregiver’s
phone number, blood group, data on diseases, and medicines the child
is taking)
Quick identification of a child in case he/she gets lost in a crowded
place
Acceleration of medical intervention in case of an accident (records
information such as blood group, allergies to drug ingredients, etc.)
Ultra-modern, soft, breathable, certified material that is highly durable
278

Thanks to
invaluable quality
and a personalized
design, these wristbands
create the image of a
modern company, one that
cares about the health
and safety of its clients,
customers, and
employees.

6 REASONS WHY EVERYONE LOVES POMPONIAKI
they are sweet and cute
they bring a smile on the face of an adult and a child
they are perfect for creating collections
they are produced by hand according to your instructions
they cost little - just like a pen
they like to appear at events, festivals
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KIDS WORLD
MICROFIBRE CASE FOR GLASSES

JELLY CASES

HEIGHT MEASUREMENT CHARTS

FRUIT’S AND VEGETABLE STUFFED PLUSH

Size of the case: 173 x 64 x 46 mm / 161 x 62 x 40 mm
Fabric: Microfibre

Silicon/ Jelly cases in shapes of pepper, carrot, eggplant, banana, bean, mango,
corn, ice cream. Made of anti-allergic silicone, ideally fulfills the function of a case
for various items – also for bananas. The cases have a comfortable zip closure.
Lenght 21 cm.

The children love being measured with funny characters or animal heigh meaurement charts.
It is an excellent advertising tool for baby or children products or brands.

Plush toys in fruit or vegetable shape, that can be used as promotional gifts by food retail
chains or other producers.

CUSTOM PRINTED POUCH
Custom shaped pouches for your kids stationaries.
Can be personalized with graphic or theme.
DIfferent sizes and shapes.

POLYURETHANE CASE FOR GLASSES
Size of the case: 173 x 64 x 46 mm / 161 x 62 x 40 mm
Fabric: Polyurethane / PU
Wallets - children’s cases are made of the highest quality silicone, pleasant to the
touch, comfortable, resistant to dirt and easy to clean under running water. Various
patterns available.

CHARACTERISTICS
size 100 x 18 cm, rectangular or special shape included in this size
full color latex print (ecological print, odorless, on the basis of water paints suitable for
kindergartens, schools and homes)
material - special white PVC wall foil, special glue - easy application and removal,
repositionable
280
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KIDS WORLD
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NEOPRENE KIDS BACKPACK

NEOPRENE KIDS BACKPACK

2 IN 1 ANIMAL POCKET BLANKET

STICKIES

Size: 25x22x10 cm
MQO: 1000 pc

Size: 35 x 23.5 x 10 cm
MQO: 1000 pc

Animal pocket blanket, made from 100% polyester flannel fleece, customized size.
MQO: 500 pcs / color.

Have fun with these custom shaped stickies. Excellent for marketing campaigns for kids.
Suction cup adheres to mirror, tile, glass and other smooth surfaces,
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KIDS WORLD
BABY RADIOCONTROLLED BAG

BABY SUITCASES AND BABY SEAT 2-1

ELECTRIC DRUMS

ROLLUP ELECTRIC PIANO

Toy, bag, travel case, storage compartament, the perfect travel
companion with child-friendly handles and ample storage bag, with
telescopic and fix handle, open and close lock and four easy-rolling
wheels. Size: 30.5 x 46 x 33.5 cm. MQO: 60 pcs

Baby suitcase, perfectly suited also for your child transportation by car. Safe and cheerfull,
excellent gift for automotive or insurance company customers. MQO: 60 pcs

Exclusive appearance design, with the tone of real drum set, Dual high-powered symmetric
speaker system to simulate real hitting effect and standard USB output plug to realize the
complete combination of drum studying and entertainment.
Size: 540 x 380 x 16 mm

Baby suitcase, perfectly suited also for your child transportation by car. Safe and cheerfull,
excellent gift for automotive or insurance company customers. MQO: 60 pcs

FEATURES
Dual high-powered symmetric speaker system with perfect bass effect.
Simulating the real hitting effect with high-end tone of real drum set

102 - 145 CM

18 - 45 KG
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Built-in Li-polymer battery, long-term usage more than 8 hours after being charged.

FEATURES

Pedal controller to emulate the real Hi-hat effect

37 keys Roll up piano

Making music by connecting via USB input& output and playing every drum games.

Material: Non-toxic Silicone

Bass drum by using pedal controller to simulate the real drum

6 demo songs, 8 tones

Built-in high end record chip to record the sound perfectly.

Teaching function( 1K1N )

Connecting earphone without bothering anyone.

Built-in speaker, earphone Jack

AUX jack synchronous practicing through mobile phone or computer playing music.

MIC,Recording and Chord function

Built-in metronome to train the good rhythm.

Powered By 4x AA Battery,or DC 6V USB Charger

Small and light, easy to carry around.

It can be rolled up and storage in carry case
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AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS

KIDS GADGETS USING LENTICULAR TECHNIQUE,
MAGIC STICKERS, MAGNETS
Application and use of visual 3D effects in
packaging.
Gadgets using lenticular: magnets, notepads,
covers, XXL Posters (like the one advertising cinema
movies), mousepads, wobblers, rulers, premium
magnets (thicker version of standard magnet),
calendars in credit card size, folded cups.

WE ARE PERMANENTLY PREPARING FOR YOU
NEW WOW CUSTOM PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS.
TO BE CONTINUED.
STAY TUNED.

3D EFFECTS
Thanks to the use of magnetic foil, all kinds of advertising stickers and notepads are able to
be placed on e.g. fridges or any other metal surfaces. Magnets are made in any shape and size
in ordinary full colour print as well as 3D print on lenticular foil with depth effect or graphic
changes.

Dimensional depth (3D)
Sensation of movement (animation)
Morphing (a smooth transition of one shape to another)
Flip (alternatively showing two images)
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158, LUICA STREET, DISTRICT 4
BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
POSTAL CODE: 040994
T: + 021 227 28 85

www.todayadvertising.ro

